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ABSTRACT
This thesis is  concerned with developing synthesis and design 
procedures for microwave f i l te r s  and multiplexers. The core of this 
thesis presents the following topics.
1) New classes o f lumped lowpass prototype f i l t e r s  satisfying 
generalized Chebyshev characteristics have been investigated. Exact 
synthesis procedures are given using a re la tive ly  new technique termed 
the alternating pole synthesis technique to solve the accuracy problem.
The properties of these f i l te r s  and the ir practical advantages have been 
discussed. Tables of element values for commonly used specifications 
are included.
2) A new design procedure has been developed for bandpass channel 
multiplexers connected at a common junction. This procedure is for 
multiplexers having any number o f Chebyshev channel f i l t e r s ,  with 
arb itrary  degrees, bandwidths and inter-channel spacings. The procedure 
has been modified to allow the design of multi-octave bandwidth combline 
channel f i l t e r  multiplexers. I t  is  shown that this procedure gives very 
good results for a wide variety of specifications, as demonstrated by the 
computer analysis of several multiplexers examples and by the experimental 
resul t s .
3) A compact exact synthesis method is  presented for a lumped bandpass 
prototype f i l t e r  up to degree 30 and sa tis fie s  a generalized Chebyshev 
response. This prototype has been particu la rly  u tilized  in designing 
microwave broadband combline f i l t e r s .
4) D ifferent forms of realization  have been discussed and used in design 
and construction of d ifferen t devices. This includes a new technique
to realize TEM networks in coaxial structure form having equal diameter 
coupled c ircu la r cy lind rica l rods between paralle l ground planes. Other
forms of realization have been discussed ranging from equal diameter 
posts, d irect coupled cavity waveguide f i l te r s  to microwave integrated 
c ircu its  using suspended substrate s tr ip lin e  structure. The experimental 
results are also given.
In addition, the fundamentals of lumped c ircu its  and 
distributed c ircu its  have been b r ie fly  reviewed. The approximation 
problem was also discussed.
( I l l )
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1CHAPTER 1
FUNDAMENTALS OF LUMPED CIRCUITS THEORY 
1.1 INTRODUCTION.
F ilte ring  is a fundamental signal process in electronics, i t  
includes such diverse operations as channeling, demodulating, equalizing, 
detecting, decoding, phase s l it t in g , integrating and d ifferen tia ting . 
Nowadays, any two-port network that is  designed to process signals is 
loosely called a f i l t e r ,  whether i t  is linear or non linear, time 
invariant or time-varying, and whether the signal is  continuous or 
d ig ita l.
The word " f i l t e r "  is used in this thesis to designate a linear, 
time invariant passive lossless two-port network terminated by a res is tive  
load that allows analogue signals in  certain frequency band(s) which are 
called passband(s) and suppresses a ll others which are called stopband(s). 
In general, f i l t e r s  may contain purely passive elements (inductors L 's , 
capacitors C 's, resistors R 's ), they may be of an active RC type, they 
may contain mechanical resonators (quartz crysta ls and other piezoelectric 
resonators), or they may be b u ilt  of distributed parameter components 
(microwave or active distributed RC f i l t e r s ) .  For a ll or most of these 
d iffe ren t types of ra liza tions, the synthesis and design theory is 
common and became a highly specialized f ie ld  within electronic engineering.
The f i l t e r  designer has several design methods to choose, the 
simplest and oldest being the image parameter method. This method is 
useful for the design of LC, piezoelectric c rys ta l, and mechanical 
f i l t e r  and, in fa c t, is s t i l l  being used extensively for the la tte r  
types. The network theory (insertion-loss) design technique is an exact 
method for LC f i l t e r s  operating between re s is tive  terminations. Under
2normal conditions, i t  provides the simplest and hence the least expensive 
design. In the past the price one pays for th is is  a vastly increased 
complexity in computations. But today sets of ex p lic it  design formulas 
and algorithms are available for numerous types of f i l t e r s ,  which enable 
even the non-specialist to design f i l t e r s  using no more than a pocket 
calculator or a microcomputer.
F ilte rs  are present in any communication system and for a certain 
extent in  many systems and equipments that depend on selective network. 
However, the ir major application is  in frequency division multiplex 
systems and this is  the main concern of this work.
1.2 BASIC CONCEPTS.
A f i l t e r  is  assumed here to be a passive network with single­
input, single-output as shown symbolically in Fig. 1. and is composed 
of only linear, time invariant elements. A network of this type generally 
sa tis f ie s  the following constraints on its  input variable (the excitation) 
X (t) and its  output variables (the response) Y (t ) [1 ]:
x (t) y ( t )
Fig. 1.1. Single-Input, Single Out-put F i l t e r .
a) L inearity : I f  X^(t) -*• (im plies) Y-j(t)
andX2( t )  - Y2( t )
Then, lin ea r ity  means
a X1( t )  + b X2( t )  - a Y] ( t) + b Yg(t) 
where, a and b are arb itrary  constants.
3t  represents time variable.
b) Time-invariance: I t  means that the network parameters do not 
change as functions of time. Thus
X (t) - y ( t )
then
X(t+t0)+ y (t+ t0)
where to is  an arb itrary time in terva l.
c) Pass iv ity : A network is said to be passive, i f  i t  may only absorb 
or store energy. That is ,  i t  does not provide amplification nor 
returns more energy to the source than is supplied. I f  v (t )  and i ( t )  
are the input voltage and current respectively, then, the passivity 
restric tion  requires:
t*
total delivered energy = V( T) 1( t) dt i  0 t  >
d) Causality: A network is  causal i f  i t  yie lds no response until a fte r 
an excitation is applied.
I f  x (t) - y ( t )
then x (t) = 0, t  $ tQ , X (t) = X-j ( t ) , t  > tQ
implies Y (t ) = 0, t s  tQ , Y( t) - Y^( t ) , t  > tQ
e) Real time function: when a signal X ( t ) ,  which is a real function of 
real time, is imposed upon the network, i t  must give r ise  to a 
response Y ( t ) ,  which is also a real function of real time.
I f  XQ( t )  = Xr ( t )  + j  X . ( t )
y t )  * y t )  + j  y t >
4then, the real time function restric tion  requires:
Xi ( t )  = 0 - Y .( t )  = 0
X (t) = Xr (t)+  Y (t) = Yr ( t )
The linear relationship between the response and the excitation 
which characterizes the network can be expressed either in the time 
domain or in the frequency domain.
Consider X (t) and Y (t) to be continuous functions of time, so 
they can be related through a convolution integral [2] as follows:
nt>  = h(t--r) X ( j)  d t ( 1.1)
where h (t) is the response of the network to a unit impulse applied at 
t  = o.
This time domain relationship can be converted to the frequency 
domain by taking the Laplace transform of (1 .1 ), yield ing
YQ(p) = H(p) X^p)
or H(p) - Y0(p)/X1(p) (1.2)
where YQ(p ), X-j(p)» H(p) are the Laplace transforms of Y ( t ) ,  X (t) 
and h (t) respectively.
H(p) is  referred to as the "transfer function" of the network. P = o + jw 
is the lumped complex frequency variab le.
The Laplace transformation F(p) for a function f ( t )  is defined as:
F(p) = X  f ( t )
r°°
f ( t )  e "pt dt. (1.3)
o
51.2.1. Lumped Element Networks.
A lumped element network is a combination of resistors, 
capacitors, inductors and coupled elements ( i . e .  coupled co ils  including 
transformers and coupled capacitors). In this type of networks, the 
e le c tr ica l and magnetic fie lds and e le c tr ic  energy dissipation in the 
form of heat may be considered as concentrated in separate elements of 
the network. Changes in voltages and currents in  these networks are 
expressed only as time functions independently, of the spatial 
coordinates [3]. I f  v (t )  and i ( t )  are the time dependent voltage and 
current associated with a particular element, then, the elements are 
defined by the following relationships:
a) A res isto r (R) ohms v (t )  = R i ( t )
b) An inductor (L) Henries v (t )  = -L or i ( t ) v( t) dt
c) A capacitor (c ) Farads i ( t )  = or V ( t ) . £
ft
i ( t) d T
1 *d) An ideal transformer (n) turn ra tio  v^(t) = n v2(.t) or i- |(t)= -  i 2( t )
where 1 and 2 indicate the primary and secondary co ils respectively. 
The relationships defining the coupled elements are excluded because 
the networks to be considered are free of them.
Applying the Laplace transformation to f ( t )  = v ( t ) / i ( t )  and assuming 
zero in it ia l  conditions, results in  the concept of "impedance". Hence the 
impedance of a resistor R, inductor l  and a capacitor C are R, LP and 1 /CP 
respectively.
61.2.2. Drivi ng Point Functions and Transfer Functions.
For a general network consisting of any arbitrary connections 
of a f in ite  number of RLC elements the impedance function
Z(P) = F(p) = V (p )/I(p ) (1.4)
is  known as the "driving-point impedance" i f  V(p) and I(p ) belong to 
the same terminal pair (po rt). I f  each belongs to a d ifferent port, 
then z(p) is known as the "transfer impedance". Furthermore the 
reciprocal of the driving point impedance is the "driving point 
admittance".
Y(p) - I(P )/V (P ) (1.5)
The word "immittance" is  sometimes used to mean either Z(p) or Y(p).
The transfer admittance function may be defined by eouation (1.5) i f  the 
variables of the right hand side are taken at d iffe rn t ports. However, 
no physical significance can be attached to the defin ition of a transfer 
admittance function as a reciprocal of transfer impedance function.
Driving point and transfer functions are important quantities 
in c ir c u it  theory and in practical network applications. These functions 
usually appear in the form o f rational functions (ratios of two f in ite  
polynomials) in terms of the variable P. The coefficients of the 
numerator and denominator polynomials are real and positive. The zeros 
of the numerator polynomial are called "Zeros" o f the function while the 
zeros of the denominator are called the "poles" of the function.
A driving-point function may have zeros and poles in the le f t  
h a lf p-plane and on the imaginary axis. Taking z(p) as a typical case, 
i t  is  generally constructed in the form
7or
n\(P) + n1 (p)
( 1.6)
where m^(p), m^p) and n-j(p), n^Cp) are the even and odd parts of the 
numerator and denominator polynomials respectively.
Re z(p) * 0 for Re p * 0
Where "Re" stands for real part of a complex quantity. However, some 
driving point functions are of the LC form and thus have a ll the ir poles 
and zeros on the imaginary axis. An impednace of this form is called a 
"reactance function", and an admittance, a "susceptance function". I f  
z(p) is  a reactance function, then i t  is  an odd function i .e .  a ra tio  of 
even and odd polynomials or a ratio  of odd and even polynomials.
where m(p) and n(p) are even and odd polynomials respectively.
On the other hand, a driving point impedance may have none of 
its  poles on the imaginary axis, such a "unction is called "minimum 
reactive" impedance. S im ila r ly , a driving-point admittance without poles 
on the imaginary axis is  called "minimum susceptive". A corresponding 
set of definitions is applied to transfer functions. A transfer function 
o f a stable network must have no poles i r  the righ t h a lf p-plane; however, 
its  zeros are in  general not restricted  in this way. A transfer function 
that does have none of its  zeros in the right h a lf is called a "minimum 
phase" function, otherwise i t  is  "non-minimum phase".
In general any driving-point function z(p) is  positive real
(p .r .)  [ 4 ]  .
i .e .  z(p) is  real for p real
(1.7)
8Minimum phase transfer functions normally describe linear stable 
physical systems where electromagnetic energy may only travel from the 
input to the output port along a single path and the "Ladder" structure 
type of networks shown in Fig. 1.2 is an example of them.
Ladder networks and their minimum phase transfer functions w ill 
be discussed extensively in this thesis, while the nonmimum phase transfer 
functions which describe multipath structures and realized by a rather 
special type of networks (e.g . linear phase f i l t e r s )  are considered beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
Fig. 1.2. Ladder Structure.
1,2.3. Properties of Driving-Point Immittance Functions [ 5 ] .
The properties of the driving point immittance function F(p) 
may be summarized in :
a) F(p) is positive real function i .e .
Re F(p) * 0 for Re P i  0 
F(p) is  real for P real
This is  the necessary and su ffic ien t condition for F(p) to be realizable 
as an input immittance of a physical network.
Furthermore, i f  F(p) is  positive rea l, then one can define a function
^ P) = i
(1 .8 )
9where p(p) is a bounded real function i.e .  
p{p) is  real for p real 
0 $ | p (p )I < 1 for Re P > 0
b) The poles and zeros of the driving-point function are either rea l,
or occur in complex conjugate pairs.
c) The poles and zeros occur in the le f t  h a lf p-plane or on the juraxis 
(numerator and denominator are both Hurwitz polynomials).
d) Poles and zeros on the ju) axis are simple, i . e .  can never have 
m u ltip lic ity  (or degree) greater than unity.
e) As a corollary of (d) above: The degree of the numerator and denominator 
polynomials of the driving point functions cannot d iffe r by more than 
one.
1.2.4. Properties of Transfer Functions [5 ]
The properties of transfer functions may be summarized in :
a) The poles and zeros of a transfer function are either rea l, or occur 
in  complex conjugate pairs.
b) The poles of transfer functions a ll occur in the le f t  hand p-plane 
or on the juraxis. No res tric tio n  on the occurrence of the zeros.
c) Poles on the juraxis are simple (o f m u ltip lic ity  of 1).
The properties of driving-point functions and transfer functions 
are given b r ie fly  in section 1.2.3. and 1.2.4, the proofs and detailed
10
discussions are omitted here because they are not needed and they can be 
found in any standard text on networks synthesis (e.g . 4 ,5 ).
1.3 TWO-PORT NETWORK PARAMETERS.
Two-port network are of general importance in  f i l t e r  theory. 
Consider the general two port network N, shown diagrammatically in  Fig.
1.3.
Im ­
port 1 
V1
12r
X -3> 2
Port 2
■^ 2
Fig. 1.3. Two-Port Network.
The behaviour of the network at its  accessible ports can be described 
by relating the voltage and current I j  at port 1 to the corresponding 
quantities a t port 2. The relationships between , V2, I-j and I 2 can 
be expressed by means of linear equations. Hence choosing any two of the 
four variables and the remaining two variables can be expressed in  terms 
o f them as linear relationships. The lin e a r ity  due to the linear 
properties of the network. In this sens«: there are six sets of two-port 
parameters. They are called " z-parameters'Y'y-parameters", "ABCD and 
reverse ABCD parameters", and "h- and g- parameters".
The four parameters of each set are related to the parameters 
of other sets by simple formulas deduced by applying basic c irc u it  laws 
and algebric manipulations.
The h-and g- parameters are not commonly used in passive networks, 
the ir main application being in c ircu its  having transistors or mixed 
current-voltage sources and they are not needed as fa r as this thesis is
11
concerned, therefore they w ill not be discussed here.
1.3.1. The z-Parameters.
The z-parameters are z ^ , z ^ , ^ l  anc^  z Z2 w*r^ c*1 are 'functions 
of the frequency variable p and each having the dimension of impedance 
they are also referred to as "the open c irc u it  impedance parameters" and 
being defined by the equations:
v i  = z n  l i +  z i 2  l 2 ( a )
V 2 = Z 21 *1  +  Z 22  l 2
( b )
or in  matrix form
Defi ne
and
' V " Z11 Z12
t - Z21 1
C\lCM
Nl
w  -
Z11 Z12
_Z21 z22
AZ = Z11 Z22 " z12 Z21
( 1 . 10)
( 1 . 11)
( 1. 12)
The extension to n-port network is  straightforward, Instead of two
impedance equations, there are n equations whicn can be expressed in
matrix form by
M  = Drl_Jnxn [ I ] (1.13)
where
" zn z ^ 2  • • • • zln
W  nxn
Z21
ii
CMCM 
1 
N
1i
z2n (1.14)
znlw z2n - • ■ • • znn «
12
The elements of the matrix are defined by
Vr
'rk (1.15)
*1 = l 2 = ! k-l = Xk+1 ! n - °
1.3.2. The y-parameters.
These four parameters y ^ ,  y ^ »  y 2-j and y 2 2  are the dua  ^ the 
z-parameters. Each of them is a function of P and having the dimensions 
of admittance. They are also called the short-circu it admittance parameters 
and defined by the following two equations:
h  - vi + *12 v2 (a>
*2  = y 21 V1 + y 22 V2 
or in matric form:
A y n y12 a
A /21 y22 . \
Defi ne
and
y n y 12
-y 21 y 22
(1.16)
(1.17)
(1.18)
w  = y 11 ^2 ~ y 12 2^1
The y-parameters for n-port network can be described by an nxn matrix as:
[y] nxn
y n y 12 ' * * y In
y 21 y ¿ 2  ••• y 2n
y nl y n2 “ • y nn
(1 .20 )
13
The elements of the matrix are defined by 
I
rk Vr V2 • • • • vk-l = Vk+1 • * . . - V =0 n ( 1.21)
1 , 3 . 3 . The Forward And Reverse Transfer Matrix Parameters:
The four parameters are well known as A, B, C. and D and often 
designated as transmission parameters, chain parameters, general c irc u it  
parameters, or simply as the ABCD parameters. They relate the input 
quantities to the output quantities by means of the follow two equations:
= av2 - b i 2 . . . . ( a )
= CV2 - d i2 . . . . ( b )
or simply in matrix form as:
V A B V
C D
( 1 . 2 2 )
(1.23)
and the transfer matrix is referred to as:
[T ] -
'A B"
C D
(1-24)
Defi ne
AT = AD -BC (1.25)
The dimensions of these four parameters are d ifferen t. The parameters 
A and D are dimensionless, while B and C have the dimensions of impedance and 
admittance respectively.
The reverse transfer matrix parameters can be obtained from the 
forward ones, because they are simply relating the output variables V2 and I 2 
to their input counterparts. Thus the reverse matrix [T ] is given by:
14
e g -
A B
i--caa
i__
r  r 1II
5T
. Cr V C A
(1.26)
The forward and reverse transfer parameter are widely used 
in analysis of networks connected in cascade as shown in Fig. 1.4.
Fig. 1.4. Cascade-Connected Networks
They sim plify the calculation and reduce i t  only to a matrix m ultip lication 
which is  in turn the most appropriate case for computer handling o f the ’ 
problem.
A B' 'A, B,' B2 A B 1 n n
The overall transfer matrix C D -ci h C D - n rr
(1.27)
1.3.4. Relationships Between z ,  y and ABCD Parameters.
Although the 'y ' and ' z '  parameters-are duals the individual 
y-parameters is  not the reciprocal of the corresponding z-parameter for 
the same network. The relationship between each z and y parameters can 
be obtained by arranging the relations (1.10) and (1.17) into the dual 
form, which gives:
' l l *11
-1
*12
ày (1.28)
or
Lz21 z22 - L *21 *22 J ^21 *11 '
*11
•
*12
■  ^
Z11 Z12
-1
1_
Z22 ” z12
*21 *22 . Lz21 z22j
à z
-” Z2l Zl l
(1 -29 )
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The relationship between z-parameters and the ABCD-parameters can be 
obtained by the same argument of re-arranging and comparing the 
defining equations.
Re-write equation (1.9b) as
= —  V 
Z21 2
■22
-21
(1.30)
Substitute for I-j in  equation (1.9.a) to give
V = —11 v - —
1 Z21 2 Z21
(1.31)
comparing equations (1.30) and (1.31) with (1.22a and b) leads to the 
following relationship - between the z and ABCD parameters
" A B* Cl! AZ
_ Z21 Z21
C D 1 Z22
- CM --1CM
IM
A lternative ly
----
----
--1 IM z12 r A Z AT~Z
_ z2l CMCM
fsl
II
1Z1» ol
o
1__
___
___
(1.32)
(1.33)
The relationship between y ar.d ABCD parameters can be derived by 
rearringing equations (1.16-a and b) and comparing the resulting equations 
with (1.22.a and b) in  the sim ilar way in which the relationship between 
z and ABCD parrmeters have been obtained.
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1.4 SYMMETRICAL AND RECIPROCAL TWO-PORT NETWORKS.
Symmetrical networks are defined as, the networks whose ports 
cannot be distinguished or whose external characteristics ' are unchanged 
when the network is reversed. Hence, in terms of the network parameters, 
the symmetry conditions are:
Z11 = z22
y l l
II *■< no no
and A - D
On the other hqnd, reciprocal networks are networks which sa tis fy  the 
reciprocity princip le. In general any network consisting of lin ear, 
f in ite ,  time invariant and b ila te ra l res isto rs, inductors, capacitors 
and ideal transformers is  reciprocal.
The reciprocity conditions can be expressed in terms of the two- 
port parameters as:
Z12 = Z21 
y 12 = y 21
and AT * AD - BC
(1.35)
1.5 LOSSLESS NETWORKS.
Lossless networks are p a rticu la rly  important because most 
f i l t e r  c ircu its  dealt with la te r in this thesis are lossless. The lossless 
networks mainly consist of LC elements. Their driving point immittance 
functions are of the form defined in equation (1*7).
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1.5.1. One Port lossless Network:
For one port the driving point function is usually written as 
(Taking a driving point impedance as a typical case).
At the orig in there is  e ither a pole or a zero and there is 
e ither a pole or a zero at in f in ity  depending on whether the numerator 
or the denominator polynomial has the highest degree.
ZLC(P) has the following properties.
a) Its  poles and zeros are simple and occur only on the imaginary 
axis in an alternating manner.
b) The constant m u ltip lier K is  positive . Since Z ^ P )  must be positive 
rea l, and since its  poles are on the imaginary axis they must be simple 
with real positive residues. Therefore Z ^ (P ) can be expanded in a 
partia l fraction general form as
where a l l  the "k 's " are real positive residues. I f  there is  no pole 
at in f in ity  k^ = 0 and i f  there is  no pole at the orig in kQ = 0. S im ila rly , 
the driving-point admittance function may be written as
(p2+S2) (p2+s2)
(1.36)
or
p ( p 2+s ^ )(p2+s | )
(1.37)
where K is  a scaling factor. The zeros occur at P = - Sf  and the poles 
at P = - Pr .
(1.38)
(1 .3 9 )
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where a l l  the "a 's " are positive real residues.
1.5.2. Two-Port Lossless Network.
Consider a reciprocal two-port network defined by its  [z ] 
matrix. And z ^ , z^2 and z22 are reactance functions. Hence, they 
may be expanded in partia l fraction form sim ilar to (1.38) 
fool kn  n 2 k ^ P
zn  " kn  p + + 1
z = k(oo) z 22 22
z = k(oo) z 12 12
T r=l PT T T T  r
k ^  n 2 k ^  P
P + - 4 - + I
r=l P2 + P2 r
k(9> 2 k<5> P
P + J £ -  + I  - j J i -
r=l Pfc + P^
(1.40)
z^2 cannot have a pole which is not a pole of z^  and z^» but i t  is 
possible for z^  or z22 to possess poles not common with the other two 
impedances. These non-common poles are called "p rivate  poles", and 
can be removed as series elements consisting o f para lle l LC c ircu it.
A network whose z ^ , z22 and z^2 have the same poles is  called "compact". 
The necessary and su ffic ien t condition for a given [z ) matrix with z ^ , 
z22 and z^2 being reactance functions, to be realized as two-port LC 
(loss less) networks is :
k( i )11 * 0, 0, ?  0
at every pole on the imaginary axis.
The transfer matrix of two port losslr'"«; network generally 
has the following properties.
a) A and D are even rational functions in P with no zero at the 
orig in .
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b) B and C are odd rational function in P.
1.6 mi-PORT NETWORK TERMINATED BY AN ARBITRARY LOAD.
Consider the passive two-port network N defined by e ither set 
of its  parameters and terminated by an arb itrary load of impedance
1 a t port 2 as shown in Fig. 1.5.
Y SL
1 = —  L % Y£
Fig. 1.5. Two-port network terminated by load.
The input impedance (driving point impedance) at port 1 is 
defined as
V1
Zin (p) = 77
and the transfer impedance
Z*(P) =
1
To find Z.jn(p) and Zt (p) in terms of the z-parameters le t  
V o
' « ■ " S
Substitute for in equations (1.9.a and b) giving
Hence
V1 = Z11 *1 '  7 ~  V2i
V2 = Z21 *1 " T ~  V2l
I = Z21 11
2 1 +  ^ 227 Zi)
(1.41)
(1.42)
(1.43)
(1.44)
(1.45)
(1 .46 )
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Substitute for V2
Zin<P> =
in (1.32) gives
sz ♦ Z „
£
i
z
z
(p) can be obtained from (1.46) as 
V,
t (p) =
*1
Z21 Z£
Zz + z22
(1.47)
(1.48)
S im ila rly , the driving point admittance at port 1 defined by 
Yin (p) = Y“
and the transfer admittance
I 2
Yt (p) = Yj-
can be expressed in terms of the y-parameters as:
Yin<p>
Yt (P)
^ 2 2  
Y ,+ y 22
(1.49)
(1.50)
(1.51)
(1.52)
Expressions can be developed also for Zin (p) and Z^(p) or Yin (p) and 
Yj.(p) in terms of the ABCD-Parameters. Substitute for 12  as given by 
equation (1.43) in equations (1.22 a and b ), results in :
v1 = (A+B/Z£) v2
1-, = (C + D/Z£) V2
(1.53)
(1.54)
so that, the driving point impedance a t port 1 is  given by:
V1 AV B
Zin (p) = =
and
zt (p) = t t  = r r r u1 l
or
Y. (P) =
-I. 1
Y T + B
(1.55)
(1.56)
(1.57)
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1.7 INSERTION LOSS OF DOUBLY TERMINATED NETWORK f5l
In equation (1 .2 ), a general defin ition was given to the 
transfer function H(p) of a two port network as the ratio  of the 
transformed output variable to the transformed input variable, and 
i t  has been shown in the previous sections that there ex ist at least 
two variable (voltage and current) at each port of the considered two 
port network. Furthermore, the transfer function was considered as 
transfer impedance and admittance in equations (1.42) and (1.50) 
respectively. In this section the transfer function w ill be considered 
as the ratio  of the output to the input voltage, and this defin ition  
is used in deriving a formula for the insertion loss which may be 
defined as "the ratio  of the available power from the generator PQto 
the power delivered to the load P .
Consider the connection shown in Fig. 1.6 when a voltage
generator with a series connected resistance Rg is connected to a
res is tive  load R by an ideal transformer of turn ratio  l:n .
1 : n !*2 ~ *1 ----»—
< 2> y,
Fig. 1.6. Transformer-connected generator and load.
I t  is  well known from the basic principles o f c irc u it  analysis 
that the maximum available power for delivery to the load is equal to ha lf 
the power delivered by the generator and the other h a lf is dissipated 
in its  own series resistance and this can only happen when the load and 
generator resistances are equal.
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From Fig. 1.6 the input impedance at port 1 is  given by
Z. - - I 1 
in n*
and can be made equal to Rg by choosing n to be
» ■ © *
vK v*
(1.58)
(1.59)
(1.60)
Since the same current is flowing through Rg and , across which
I
is the voltage , also equal powers are developed in both of them.
I
This means that the voltage across Rg and Z .n are each equal to V-j . The 
generator voltage Vg is developed across these two resistances, this 
leads to the relation
Vg = 2 V-j* =2
I
or
i
.  i
I g  " 2 (1.61)
Now the ideal transformer can be removed and a two-port network N defined 
by its  ABCD parameters is inserted between Rg and R as shown in Fig. 1.7.X
Fig. 1.7. Doubly terminated two-port network.
The voltage Vg and current Ig delivered from the generator may 
be related to the voltage V^  and current 1  ^ across the load by using the 
overall transfer matrix o f the series resistance Rg and the network N as
‘Vg' ' A+CRg B.+DRg"
_ig_
=
. C D
(1.62)
and from i t ,  deduce
Vg = (A + CRg) V£ + (B +DRg) ^ C l.63)
But I can be related to V by
i
V,
I .  =
Thus
or
'A
TT
i
(1.64)
Vg = (A+C Rg + |-  + D ^ )  Vji
Now, the ratio  of the voltage across the load resistor when there is  a 
maximum power transfer to the actual voltage across i t ,  i .e .  Vj/V£ can 
be obtained from equations (1.61) and (1.65) as
(1.65)
V
^Rg)
Po
i
Since the insertion loss power ratio  = -rr
I
and the voltage and VA are delivered across the same R^
Po
7 "
V
l
T
1
4
i
<R* V
B ^r  + C (R.R
t  v i  g
\  f  R)+0U
( 1 . 6 6 )
(1.67)
( 1.68)
Equation (1.68) is a general expression for any passive linear time
invariant two port network terminated a t port 1 and 2 by R and Rg i
respectab ly . I t  can be sim plified for a special but very important case
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And for a lossless network at real frequencies when A and D are real 
and B and C are imaginary i t  becomes
(lossless) = 1 + i  (A-D) 2  + i  CB-C) 2  (1.70)
l
1.8 THE IMAGE PARAMETERS AND IMAGE-MATCHED NETWORKS.
1.8.1. The Image Parameters.
The image parameters for a reciprocal two port network are a
set of three parameters, two image impedances zT and zT and an image
A1 a2
propagation functionv .
Image impedances zT and zT may be connected respectively to
M l 2
port 1 and 2 , and each of them is  defined as the driving point impedance 
at its  port i f  the second port is terminated in the other image impedance. 
The image parameters may be expressed in terms of other sets of parameters, 
the most convenient of which are the transfer matrix parameters.
Consider a network terminated at port 2 in the impedance zT ,
2
thus, its  driving point impednace at port 1 is  given by
A zT +B 
= 2
Z1 in c Zj +D ~ zI.j (1.71)
and the driving impedance at port 2^zT when port 1 is terminated in
2
Zj is  given by
1 D zT + B
z2 in " C z . + A " ZI ,  
A 1 L
(1.72)
Solving (1.71) and (1.72) for ZT and ZT , results in
I l 2
(  AB \* / nR
ZI 1 = W ; Z’'I, DBtt.
and the image propagation function y may be defined by 
V, z’'1 ’I 1
’I,
(1.73)
(1.74)
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where v = a + jg
a is the attentuation function 
g is the phase function
I f  z£ = Zj is used in equation (1.53) i t  gives
1 Z = A + B/z, (1.75)
Thus
e = A + B/zI, (1.76)
Substituting for zT and zT by their values given in (1.73) results in : 
X1 l 2
ev = (AD)* + (BC)*
Now, i t  can be shown that
cosh = -e- —  = (AD)*
sinh = e - e ■ (BC)*
(1.77)
(1.78)
(1.79)
-I
1 A
D * ZI ZI
B
c
The relationship between the transfer matrix parameters and the image 
parameters can be established as:
a = ( tj )  • (AD)!
(BC)!
%
B ■ ( { * (ZI
1
cosh v
- ( $  <BC)j 1 2  sin h v h
(1.80)
and
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i .e .  in matrix notation:
*1
ft
cosh v
fA  B
C D
cosh
sin hvK ' 2
zT sin hv 
2
1
I cos h v
(1.81)
1.8.2. Image-matched Lossless Networks.
The concept of image-matching means that a network is matched 
i f  i t  is terminated in its  image impedances. I t  can be easily  proved by 
substituting for the transfer parameters (given by the ir image-parameter 
equivalent form of (1.81)) in the insertion loss expression ( 1 . 6 8 ) and le t
(1.82)
this results in
Po _  1
2  coshv + 2 sinhv 
i Q°+jS i2
(1.83)
Hence
e2a
a is e ither positive or zero, since the insertion loss must be greater 
or equal to unity by defin ition . For a lossless network a equal zero
and -j£ = 1  always holds under the assumption of (1 .82), i .e .  the
l
network is perfectly matched.
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1 . 9  SCATTERING PARAMETERS (MATRIX) [ l ] .
The scattering parameters originated in the theory of 
transmission lines. They are defined in such a way that the various 
quantities of interest in power transmission have very simple 
expressions in terms of them. Thus, they are indispensable in the design 
of microwave networks and in any other situation when the concept of 
power is much more important than the concepts of voltage and current.
One other important property of the scattering parameters is that every 
lin ea r, passive, time invariant network has a scattering matrix, 
comparing with other parameters, for example, a two port consisting of 
a series of impedance and a ground wire has no impednace matrix, or a 
shunt two port branch has no admittance matrix.
1 .9 . 1 . Definition of Scattering Variables:
The scattering variables are termed as incident and reflected 
voltages or incident and reflected currents. The linear relations between 
such variables and the well known voltage and current a t the input of one 
port network shown in Fig. 1.8 are defined in terms of the general 
equations:
a = "j V + a-j2  1
I 1
b = ®2i  ^ a22 ^
(1.84)
(1.85)
where a is the incident voltage or current 
b is  the reflected voltage or current 
are arb itrary constants which define the transformation. They can 
be chosen to make a and b particu la rly  convenient to use in physical 
problems when a power transfer is under consideration.
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1 - port 
network
Z
Fig. 1.8. Definition of scattering variables.
A simple choice o f a.^ that yie lds this results for network design 
problems is
a ll = “12 = ’ a21 = "a22 = \  {R1 ^  i 1-86)
where R-j is real positive constant termedthe port normalizing number and 
has the dimensions of resistance. I t  is usually chosen equal to the 
source resistance.
Equations (1.84-)and(1.85) can be rewritten as:
II
1
= I  ' 5 7  " • ' V .
defining the normalized voltage and current as
V = ___ V*
(äp*
I = i '  (R,)ä
Thus
a  *  \  O '  *  O
b * \  [V - I ]
The ra tio  of the reflected quantity b to the incident quantity a i 
defined as the "re flection  coeffic ien t" a t port 1 given by:
S = b/a = V-I .  Z-l 
D/a V+T ~ 7+T
where Z is the normalized driving point impedance of the network,
(1.87)
( 1 . 88)
(1.89)
(1.90)
(1.91)
(1.92;
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1.9.2. Scattering parameters of two-port network:
Consider a two port network N shown in Fig. 1.9 and defined 
by its  impedance matrix as:
V
= [z]
' V
-V2- ->2-
[V] = [ 2 ] [ I ]  (1.93)
Fig. 1.9 Scattering parameter representation for two-port network. 
For such a network, two new matrices can be constructed as follows,
V
a2 -
V
0
0  • Fr i  Ri
D
0
[a]  = 1"  2
R-i
R 2  J
r-|CVl
+1-1 R * 
R 2  J
i i ] (1.94)
V
b„
[ W
R 1
0
0
m  - l
V
0
0
[b] - 1
’  2 R-i
K 2
R  ^
R 2
[’ ] (1.95)
where [a] and [b] are lin ear combinations o fJY j and [ i j , and R^ are port 
1 and port 2  normalizing numbers. R-j and R£ are not necessarily taken 
equal to the individual port termination, but the ir values are usually 
chosen s i  as to simplify the form of the power transfer equations. The 
linear relationships between a and b can be written as:
i = sn  a i + si 2  a 2 (1.96)
2  = S 2 1  al + S 2 2  a 2 (1.97)
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or in matrix form
[b] = [S] [a]
[S] is called the "scattering matrix" o f the two port and
defined by
[S] -
S-j i ( P ) S-^ÎP)
L S 2 1 (p) S 2 2 <P^
(1.98)
(1.99)
where
is "the reflection  coeffic ien t of port 1 " obtained by 
terminating port 2  with its  matching load i .e .  a2  = o. 
b,
S = -L H 1 a-j a2=0
( 1.100)
S2 2  is "port 2  reflection  coeffic ient" obtained by terminating port 1 
with its  matching load i .e .  a-j = o
bo
S = —  b22 a2 aj=o
( 1 . 101)
S , is the "forward transmission coeffic ient" with port 2 terminated in its  
2 1
matching load i .e .  a2 =o.
b
S21 * i f
( 1 . 102)
a2=o
and S-J2  1S the "reverse transmission coeffic ien t" with port 1 terminated
in its  matching load i .e .  a-j = o. 
b.
S - -1 12 a2 (1.103)a-j=o
Each of the four scattering parameters is a function of -he 
frequency variable p.
However, scattering matrix is not only a two-port property 
but i t  may be applied to networks with an arb itrary  number "n" of ports,
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in this case i t  takes the form of (nxn) matri x
S 1 1
s
2  ••• * S ln
S 2 1
s«^2 2 • • •‘ S2 n
W nxn ■
Snl Sn2 Snn
and the elements of the matrix are defined by
^rk ” a.
af a2 = ak-l = ak+l V °
(1.104)
(1.105)
1 .9 . 3 . Relationship Between The Scattering Parameters and Other Parameters.
Relationships can be obtained between the scattering parameters 
and other sets of two-port parameters such as z, y , A3CD etc. As an example, 
the relationship between z and the scattering parameters is given here. 
Starting from equations (1.94) and (1.95). [V] and [ I ]  may be expressed 
in terms of [a] and [b] as
r!
ki
0 'r!R 1 0 '
[VJ=
D Ri - 2
( 1 a] + [b] ) =
p olR 2J
0 *
1£=___
0
[ I]-
R-J
R 2-
( [a] - [b] ) =
0 -0 t r i.R 2
[i] + [s]) M
[i] - [s]) W
(1.105)
(1.107)
Substitute for [v] and [ I ]  in  (1.93) w ill  resu lt in
f »
1
0 ■ [B~ Ì 
R 1
0 '
0 ■R- l .R 2 . P R - ÌR 2 i
= ( [ 1 ]  + [ S ]  ) ( [ 1 ]  - [ S ]  ) -1 (1.108)
where the le f t  hand side of equation (1.108) is  the normalized impedance 
matrixtz 1
••• [ i ]  *  ( [ 1 ]  *  [5] ) ( [1] - [S] ) - ' (1 .1 09 )
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1.9.4. Properties o f The Scattering Matrix.
The 2 x 2 scattering matrix [S] of a two-port network 
normalised to R-j at port 1 and R2 at port 2 which is given in (1.99) 
has the following properties.
(a ) The four entries in [Sj are rational functions and real for real P.
(b) [S] is analytic in Re>P 0.
(c ) The 2 x 2 hermetian matrix [1] - [S+( j „ ) ]  [ S ( j „ ) ]  is  non-negative 
defin ite  for a l l  u , where [1] is  a unitary matrix and + denotes the 
adjoint matrix (complex conjugate of the transpose matrix).
(d) The network is reciprocal i f  and only i f  S]2 (p) = s 21(p). That is 
i f  and only i f  [S] = [S ] t  where t  means transpose.
(e ) The network is lossless i f  and only i f  [S] possesses the attributes 
(a ) ,  (b) and meets the unitary constraint
P] (1
for a ll u
( f )  Any 2 x 2 matrix [S] sa tis fie s  (a ) ,  (b) and (c ) is a scattering matrix 
of lumped, passive two port. Moreover, i f  S12(p) = S21 (p) the network 
is  reciprocal and i f  [S (ju )] is unitary, the network is  lossless.
1.10. DOUBLY TERMINATED LOSSLESS NETWORK.
The problem of transferring energy from a generator with a 
res is tive  series impedance to a res istive  load is one of the commonest 
problems in network theory. A coupling lossless two port network 
inserted '--tween the res istive  generator and the load operates as 
a f i l t e r .  The problem of designing such a reciprocal lossless two port 
network to achieve a prescribed transfer function is one of synthesis and 
the necessary equations for the synthesis of the lossless network can be 
found from the fact that a ll the power leaving the generator must be
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consumed in the res istive  load. Consider the network N shown in Fig. 1.9 
is  a lossless one. From equations (1.94) and (1.95), the following 
relationships can be written
V1 = ( a^  +b] ) R Ì1 (a)
V2 = (a2+b2) R Ì1 (b)
h = ( a ^ ^ ) 4 (c )
and
l z = (a2-b2) R1 (d)
From Fig . 1.9 i t  appears
a2 = 0 (no incident wave from Port
V2 -  - V i
and
V
g = R ji, + V1 = 2 Rl ai
Now, the ratio o f P^u,2) , the average; ac power d
(1.111)
( 1 . 112 )
Rz. t0 pg ( “ *)• the available ac generator power is  defined as "the trans-
2
ducer power gain" ) .  Hence 
2.
G(o) ) =
V » 2)
(1.113)
But
Pg U 2 )  -
G ( J )  = i i V *  R) R2
K
T
h r
h r
(1.114)
(1.115)
Since
04
<i(jw) = |S21(ju ,)|2
and so
0 * |S21(jw )|2sl
Since the power delivered to the load cannot exceed the available power 
from the generator when the coupling network is  passive.
Another important function for the synthesis is  the driving
point function at port 1 which can be expressed as the input impedance by
( a1+b1)
Zin (p) = T~ = Ri (1.118)
But
bj = 1( p ) 3]
Since a2 = o
Hence
Zin(P> sn ( P )
- R f  * 0-119)
Zir»(P) must be a P °s''t '>ve r eal function since i t  is the 
input impedance of a passive RLC network, consequently S ^ (p ) is  bounded 
real i .e .  i t  sa tis fies  the two conditions
T) S-j.J( p) is  real for P real
2) |S11(p )) <1 for Re P >0 
or S ^ ip ) analytic in Rgp >0 and
IS , 1 ( joj ) I <= 1
From the unitary constraint given in equation (1.110), the 
relationship between the re flection  coeffic ien t and the transmission 
coeffic ien t of a reciprocal lossless network can be constructed as:
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|S11( ju)!2 + |S ,2(ju .)|2 = 1 (1.121)
or in more general form as:
Sn (p) Sn (-p) + S12(p) S12(-p) = 1 (1.122)
Thus, i f  S12(p) is given as a bounded real function, then on S^C p ) 
satisfying the condition (1.121) may be constructed as a bounded rea l, 
and from which Z..n(p) may be determined according to equation (1.119) and 
consequently the element values can be obtained and the whole procedure 
is  termed as the "synthesis problem". Usually S ^ (p )  is not given, but 
must be selected, the problem of selecting a suitable S12(p) is  an 
"approximation problem" and i t  w ill be discussed in Chapter 2.
1.10.1. Darlington's theorem: [ 6 "\
This theorem states that: "Any positive real driving point 
impedance function can be realized by a lossless network terminated in 
one ohm resistor" and quoted here as a generalization to the argument 
given in the last section. The proof of this theorem is a standard part 
of most network synthesis text e .g .[4 ] or of course in the orig inal 
paper by Darlington [6] so, there is no need to be repeated here.
1.11 Zeros of Transmission.
The zeros of transmission are the values of the complex 
frequency p for which no power appears in the load.
Consider the lossless two port network N shown in Figure 1.10.
I,_l '
Vg
'2
+
V,
( 2 ) ‘ In
Fig. 1.10. Two-port lossless network.
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driven at port 1 by a voltage generator Vg of a res istive  internal 
impedance R-| and terminated by 1 nhm resistance at Port 2. I f  z is 
the impedance matrix of the lossless network then from equation (1.47) 
the input impedance at port 1 is
Zin^p) "  2H
12
1+z22
and from (1.46) the transfer impedance is given by
12Z2 i(P ) = Zt (P ) = T J = T7z22 
Now, form the following:
2 ,|(P )
2in(p) + Zin(' p) * zl l (p) '  TTi^(p) + Zni-P) -
Since N is lossless, hence z ^ p ) ,  z12(p) and z22(p) are odd 
functions i .e .
z i 2( - p)
•+Z22^"P)
(1.123)
(1.124)
zl l ( " P )  = -zn (p )  
z22^"p  ^ = “ Z22^P) 
Zi2 (-P) » -zi 2( ^ )
Therefore
But
Zin<P> + Z.in<-P)
z-]2 ( p )
”^ Z22^P)
Z2 l(P ) ^2i( TP)
z12 ÌP )
^~Z22ÌP)
(1.125)
(1.126)
so, from (1.125) and (1.126)
Z21(P ) Z2,(-P ) * {  Czjn(P) + Z, n(- P ))
This relationship Is closely related to the power entering at port 1 
of the lossless network and the power dissipated in the 1 oh„ load and 
i t  can be shown as follows
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The power dissipated in the load P = V2(jo)) V2(-jco)/I 
while the power entering at port 1
(1.128)
and
P - j n  =  ( « J “ )  ( “ J “ )  R g  Z .  n  ( J U )
P = P-n (fo r lossless networks)..
(1.129)
Hence Z^  ( jo j). Z2i (- jca) = Rg Z^n (joj) (1.130)
But the Rg Zin (ju>) = - J ( zin (Jw) + z1n (-jo)) )^
Then, by replacing joi by p leads to the relationship given in 
(1.127). However, for a lossless network the zeros of transmission are 
the zeros of Z ^ (p ) z2 l(-p) or the zeros of the even part o f Z .n(p ).
I t  can also be shown by using the duality that the transmission zeros 
are the zeros of Y ^ p ) .  Y21(-p) or the zeros of the even part of Y^n(p ).
On the other hand, i t  can be generally considered that the 
zeros of transmission are the zero of |s^2(ju ) P  and n1'tion  w ill
be adopted through this thesis for the doubly terminated networks.
P* = \  i, (M I, <-M (z1n(jo.) + z1n (-M)
★
and
(1.131)
9 (^ l+^ in ^ u)^  C^i+Zi n("ju i))
or a fte r . «placing ju  by p
(1.132)
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY LEEDS.
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From (1.132) the transmission zeros are the zeros of the even part of 
Zin (p) and additional ones which are poles of Z .n(p ), since Z^n(p) has 
a ll of its  poles on the imaginary axis.
1.12 CONCLUDING REMARKS.
This chapter has presented a b rie f summary of the fundamentals 
of passive linear c irc u it  theory. I t  has reviewed the basic definitions 
and relations of two port networks with special attention to lossless 
networks. The main reason to introduce this chapter is to serve as a back­
ground material particu larly  for the next chapter which deals mainly 
with lumped lossless prototype f i l t e r s  and their synthesis procedures. 
L it t le  attention has been given to the proofs and the derivation details 
since they can be found in the standard texts on c irc u it  theory and the 
appropriate references are given instead.
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CHAPTER 2
APPROXIMATION AND SYNTHESIS OF PROTOTYPE FILTERS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION.
I t  has been mentioned in chapter 1 that any lossless coupling 
network matching a given res istive  load to a res istive  generator can be 
synthesized to achieve a preassigned transducer power gain characteristic  
|S i2  (jw )| over a f recluency band of in terest. Such coupling network acts 
as a f i l t e r .  The response of this f i l t e r  in its  simplest case "the low 
pass case" is  necessarily an approximation to the response of a f ic t it io u s  
device called the "Ideal Low Pass F ilte r "  (ILPF) shown in Fig. 2.1. However, 
th is in f in ite ly  selective ideal response cannot be achieved with a f in ite  
nunber of network elements and furthermore the network is  physically 
unrealizable because i t  is  non-causal.
The problem of seeking a mathematical function which approximates 
the ideal response is  called "the approximation problem". The resulting 
function must on one hand meet the specification of the f i l t e r  and on the 
other hand be realizable by a practical network. The re a liz a b ility  
requirement restric ts  the mathematical functions to be rational function 
of the variable (P) for passive lumped networks.
There are three popular rational function approximation schemes: 
the maximally f la t  (Butterworth) response, the equiripple passband (Chebyshev) 
response, and the e l l ip t ic  (Cauer-parameter) response. The la tte r  is  
equiripple in both the pass band and the stopband. Special attention w ill  
be given to the equiripple passband (Chebyshev) response, since the other 
two have not been used in th is thesis. The corresponding network realizations 
are of the ladder types. These are a ttrac tive  from the engineering view 
point in that they are unbalanced and contain no coupling co ils .
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In th is chapter the three popular rational function approximation
schemes are reviewed. At f ir s t  the lowpass prototype f i l t e r s  are 
considered and the available ex p lic it  formulas for the element values of 
some well known ladder networks are given; This is because some of them 
w ill be used la te r on in th is thesis in designing the individual channel 
f i l t e r s  o f a multiplexer. A part of th is chapter is  devoted for a new 
class of f i l t e r s  satisfying a generalized Chebyshev function response and 
for the computerized synthesis methods. New tables o f the element values 
are provided. F in a lly , the method of achieving other types of f i l t e r  
amplitude responses and the ir corresponding networks, such as, high-pass, 
band-pass and band-stop from the given low-pass prototype by applying the 
appropriate frequency transformation is given.
2.2. THE IDEAL LOW-PASS FILTER ( IL P F ) .
The JLPF response is  shown in Fig. 2.1 and i f  a steady state 
behaviour is  assumed, then i t  can be described by
and the phase is given by;
- A r g | 2( J*“ ) l= = " Tg u
The ILPF has the property that i f  a signal in time domain with a 
band-limited spectrum is  applied at its  input, i t  w ill  appear at the 
output with no amplitude or phase d istortion i .e .  i .  is an exact rep lica 
on the input signal. The only change is  a delay by a constant time 
displacement T . I t  is  more convenient sometimes to use the normalized 
ILPF i .e .
S ]2  ( « M  =  K(ui)
From which the amplitude is  given by:
|S12 ( « I 2 -  |K(«,)|2= A(b ) ( 2 .1 )
= 0
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Fig. 2.1 The ideal iow pass filter response
Fig. 2.2 Low pass prototype specification
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A(u) = 1 and ajc = 1
The physically realizable f i l t e r  has a response which may approximate 
the ILPF response either in the amplitude or phase and sometimes in 
both.
F ilte rs  discussed in th is thesis are approximated only in the 
amplitude response in an optimum manner defined by one way or another 
as shown in the following sections.
2.3 MINIMUM PHASE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS.
As i t  has been defined in Chapter 1; the transfer function of 
a stable network is  a minimum phase one i f  i t  is devoid of poles and 
zeros in the right ha lf plane.
I f
is  a minimum phase transfer function then:
N(p) and D(p) are Hurwitz polynomials i .e .
N(p) i  0, D(p) i  0 for Re p >0
2The name "minimum phasd'. arises from the fact that for a given IS ^ ijw ) !  
the phase sh ift  of Arg S ^ ( j  <*>) is  minimum over the frequency range -«sus». 
The ladder structure is  an example of minimum phase networks. However, with 
minimun phase network there is a unique relationship between the amplitude 
and phase response at real frequencies which appears as a H ilbert transform 
pair [2].
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From equation (2 .2 ), the steady-state behaviour is given by:
S12 . . - W M - 1 (2 .3)
The amplitude response is  defined by .
A(w) - Ju>)3ü)
= p“a(w)
So
which is  normally bounded
a(oi) = - £n A(oj)
and the phase réponse is  given by:
ij)( uj) = tan  ^ I N(J<o) - N(-jo)) j(N(jw)+N(-jw))
P(Ju>) - D (- JJ 
3(D(ju»)+D(-ju))
The relationships between aUJ^and ^(u) are: ^
■ *(«) =
U
X*-t/
dX
«(«) ■ «(0) + Ä .
X(X^-U^)
dX
(2.4)
(2.5)
( 2 .6 )
(2.7)
( 2.8)
where X is  ju s t a dummy variable.
2.4 THE APPROXIMATION PROBLEM (AMPLITUDE CONSTRAINTS ONLY)
A real f in ite  lumped network is  characterized by its  amplitude
characteristics and
|S,2( M | 2 '
ma^  be
1  ■< 1=0
described
2i. u
by
j  b i . «
1=0
(2.9)
2
where |S12 (joi)| is  a f in ite  continuous rational function of degree n in 
This function may approximate the ILPF characteristics within a certain 
prescribed error to give a physically realiab le  low-pass response specification  
constrained as shown in Fig . 2.2 and given by:
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A >, |S12( joi) |2 *  A
|S12(jw )|2 « B s
P
( 2 . 10 )
Now the three most popular types of response w ill be reviewed 
following closely the approach used in [7 ]. I t  is  believed that the 
Chebyshev response is  essential in  th is thesis while the other two 
(maximally f la t  and e l l ip t ic  function) are b r ie fly  reviewed for the sake 
of comparison.
2.4.1. The Maximally F la t Response.
Butterworth polynomials can be used to approximate the function 
in Fig. 2.2. I f  uip* 0 and A' ■+ A, then a maximally f la t  solution 
about the orig in is approached. This zero bandwidth approximation is 
termed "maximally f la t "  response in the passband because i t  results in 
the maximum nianber of derivatives of |S-j2(,> )| being made equal to zero 
at u = o. S im ila rly  i f  » and B-*- o, then the response can be made
2maximally f la t  by equating the maximum number of derivative of |S^2(jw )| 
a t a) = » to zero. The maximally f la t  amplitude response of S j2(p) of 
degree n is  sketched in Fig. 2.3 with the bandedge frequency u)p being 
normalized to unity Let
|s ]2( W J 2*a ( ( 2 .11)
where b^  > on
This sa tis fies  the conditions
|S12(o)|2 - A ( 2 . 12)
and
(2.13)
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Fig . 2.3 The normalized maximally flat response
Fig. 2.4 Pole distribution for the maximally 
flat response
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Since equation (2.11) is  o f degree 2n in  w, hence the maximum number of 
derivatives, with respect to u that may be equated to zero is ( 2 n-l) at 
both w = o and 01 = °°
a) The maximally f la t  condition at u = 0 :
From equation (2.11)
|S1 2 (jw ) | 2  - A = A
f(a r b1 )g1 ^ (a 2 -b2 )a, + . . . .  +(an. 1 -bn. 1 )a>2 n~2 -bnu2n)
Zïï^T¡l+b.u^+b,(*)**+ . . . .  + b + bi t  n-l n
Since i t  is  required that (2.14) and its  f i r s t  (2n-l) derivatives be
zero atu)=o, then the power series expansion aboutco=o must be of the
form
{ (2.14)
iST2(J'ÜJ)|2 " A = cnu2n + C 2n+2U)n+1
which implies
aj = ^  for i = 1,2, . . .  (n- l) 
b) The maximally f la t  condition at oa
 ^ • • • • (2.15)
(2.16)
The maximally f la t  condition at 1^=«" can be applied i f  the
numerator and the denominator of ( 2 . 1 1 ) are divided by w2n to give 
a a , co + 3  m  ^ x , . — 2 n^2 , — 2 n
i s ]2 ( m i 2 .  ^ — — - y  *  \
bn+1)n-1“  i + . . . .  + b]u)"^n+‘!+ia'2n
The power series expansion of (2.17) about 10=» takes the form
|S12(jw |2 = dnu 2n + dn+1ai' 
which gives
a- = 0 for
Hence, from (2.16)
b^  = 0 for
consequently (2.11) becomes 
|2 .  As^2( J u)
1 + bnu>'2n
(2.17)
■2 n- 2 • • t • • (2.18)
i = 1 , 2 , . . . .  n-l (2.19)
i = 1 , 2 , . . . .  n-l ( 2 . 2 0 )
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bn is  usually set equal to unity without changing the prescribed 
maximally f la t  behaviour, so that
Is-I2( 1 2 = -~2n (2.21)
Then the half power or 3dB point is always at w = 1 regardless of the
degree of the transfer function. S-|2(p) can be constructed from (2.21)
2 2by replacing u by (-p ) ,  hence
A
i+( -p2) n
( 2 .2 2 )
The poles of S12(p ), S12(-p)
<-p V  - -i
occur when
.  eJ(2 r- l)»
. j  0or Pr = J eJ r
= -sin er + j cos e
where 6r « 
and
Pr is a typical pole
r  = U  2n
(2.23)
To construct S12(p) as a bounded real function, the le f t  half 
plane poles must be chosen, i .e .  for r = l-*-n
S 12(P) *»
* (p-jpJ  V
r=l
(2.24)
A ll the zeros of S12(p) are a t in f in it y ,  while the poles are 
distributed on a unit-semicircle in the le f t  ha lf ,lane at equal angular 
spacing as shown in  Fig. 2.4.
I t  i s  u s u a l l y  conven ien t  to s e t  A = 1, then e qua t ion  (2 .2 1 )  becomes
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(2.25)
Thus
|sn (j<0)|2 = 1 - |S12(ju)|2 = —
and
Sn (p) s u ( - P) ------- ^
11 11 l+(-P^)
(2.26)
Hence, S ^ (p ) can be constructed as a bounded real function with a l l  its  
zeros at the origin and its  poles l ie  in the le f t  ha lf plane as given by 
(2.24). Therefore
Then, z^ n(P) can be formed and synthesized to y ie ld  the low-pass prototype 
element values.
2.4.2. The Equiripple Response.
I t  has been pointed out in the la s t sub-section that the maximally 
f la t  approximation is  a zero bandwidth approximation. This is because i t  
is  of the Maclaurian's expansion type whicu. gives an accurate solution at 
a single point, and in the low-pass f i l t e r  case that point is the orig in 
(w=o). However, i f  an approximation is required to be accurate over a 
certain  frequency range, then the equiripple solution is the most appropriate.
Consider the amplitude response of a f in ite  lumped network of 
degree n and
(2.27)
TT (p-j eJ0 r)
2as a rational function of degree n in  u required to be w ithin the shaded area 
of Fig . 2.2 for 0 s u s and u * c^. For s im p lic ity  w is  normalized
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to unity. Since Fn(w ) must be a rational function, then the derivative
2
d F (uj )/d w is  zero at the origin and in f in ity  and may be zero up to n
2(n-l) times in the interval 0 < oj < I f  these zeros occur only when
o i
F (u ) attains the lim its of the specification , i .e .  A, A , B and zero,
then i t  is  an equiripple solution as sketched in Fig. 2.5 for n = 5.
2
The number of ripples in each band is  the same since Fn(w ) and its  derivative 
cannot simultaneously be zero more that n/2, for n even, or (n-l)/2 , for n odd, 
times in the interval o < w < ®.
The equipripple solution has another important property away from 
being a f in ite  bandwidth approximation, that i t  is  the minimum degree 
solution to the problem of minimizing the maximum deviation of a rational 
function in each band of the two band specifications described in Fig. 2.2, 
so i t  is  often called a "mini-max" approximation. This can be shown fa ir ly  
e a s ily  by considering another function Fm (w ) of degree m in w as a 
solution to the approximation problem to meet the specification given in 
F ig . 2.2. A typical Fm (w ) is  represented by the dashed line in Fig. 2.5. 
Thus the error function
e(u2) = Fn (u2) - ^  (B2) (2.29)
must be zero a t least n times in the in terval o s u s 1, n times in the
in terva l u>s * u z » and once in the in terva l 1 * w * us . Thus the total
number of times with e(u> ) being zero is a t least (2n+l). Hence from
2
(2.29) e ither m > n or e(u ) is  equal to zero. Therefore the equiripple 
solution is a minimum degree (optimum) solution with irriduceable error 
(mini-max).
The response which is  equiripple in both the pass band and the 
stopband is  called "the e l l ip t ic  function response" and the response which 
has an equiripple passband and maximally f la t  stopband is  called
2
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Fig. 2.5 Equ¡ripple amplitude response' 
ln= 5 )
Fig. 2.6 Convention! ChebysKev response
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"the Chebyshev response" and this response w ill  be discussed f i r s t .
2.4.3. The Chebyshev Response.
This case may be obtained as us -*», B = o and the f i r s t  (2n-l)
derivatives must be set to zero at » to give a maximally f la t  stopband
while the equiripple solution in the interval o $ m $ 1 i .e .  the passband,
2is  s t i l l  the optimum solution to the problem of a polynomial in u  , 
constrained to l ie  in the rectangular area between A and A*.
The terminology "conventional Chebyshev response" w ill be used 
here to d ifferen tiate  th is response from other equiripple passband and 
maximally f la t  stopband response which sa tis fie s  a generalized Chebyshev 
rational function and w ill be discussed la te r  in th is chapter. The 
conventional Chebyshev response is  sketched in Fig . 2.6 and may be 
expressed as
ls12<J “ >|2 * 77T 7 2 -  <2-3°>1+ e Tn (w)
where
A A
( u 7 )
(2.31)
2
and TR (to) is  an even polynomial in u which attains the maximun value of 
unity at the maximum number of points in the in terval |u |« l.
Tn(w.) is  a Chebyshev polynomial which has the following properties:
(a ) Tn(u>) 1S either an even or an odd polynomial depending upon whether 
n is  even or odd. More sp ec if ica lly  one can write
for n evenV ' “ > = Tn(u)
Tn(-  . )  - T n(.) for n odd
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(b) Every coefficient of Tn(oJ) is  an integer, the one associated with 
£jn being 2n \  Thus, in the lim it as coapproaches to in f in ity ,
Tn( „ )  + 2 " '1 (2.32)
(c ) In the interval -1 s u * 1, a l l  the Chebyshev polynomials have the 
equiripple property. Varying between a maximum of 1 and a minimum of -1. 
Outside th is interval the ir magnitude increases monotonically as w 
increases, and approaches to in f in ity  in accordance with (2.32). Sketches 
o f the polynomials for n=5 and n=6 are shown in F ig . 2.7 .
(d) As indicated in Fig. 2.7 the polynomials possess special values at 
g j= o, 1 or -1:
T„(0) > (-1 f / l  
= 0
n even 
n odd
(2.33)
v - + ]> - 1 
= + 1
However, Tn(u) is  uniquely defined by its  required behaviour. Properties 
(c ) amd (d) give
n even 
n odd
(2.34)
d Tn(« )
d oi iv4 1 = 0 except fo r |ai|=l (2.35)
Hence a d iffe ren tia l equation can be constructed as follows:
d Tn(u)
du = C (2.35)
where C is  a constant and the righ t hand side mus* be o f degree (n-1), 
since l-Tn2(o>) contains zeros of m u lt ip lic ity  2 in the interval |U|<1 
and simple zeros at a. = - 1, then the factor /1-u»2 is  cancelled.
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Fig. 2.7 Tn M  plotted as a function of u
Fig. 2.8 Pole distribution tor Chebyshev response
(a) n - 6
lb) n=5
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Separating the variables o f equation (2.36) gives
d Tn(«)
= C du>
/ l- T ^ w ) /I -co2
(2.37)
and the integration results in
cos  ^ Tn(oj) = C cos + K (2.38)
where K is  the constant o f integration. This must be zero from property 
(a ) . Furthermore, for Tn(o)) to be an nth-degree polynomial, i t  must have 
zeros at n d istin ct values of w, th is condition leads to the conclusion 
that C = n and (2.38) may be w ritten as
Tn(w) = cos (n cos- iu)
= cosh(ncosh'^io)
and the zeros o f the polynomial are given by 
wr  = cos[(2r-l)Tr/2n] r=l+ n
(2.39)
(2.40)
However, the Chebyshev polynomial y « )  can be constructed for 
any degree n from the following recurrence formula
Tn+ 1^ = " Tn- l(w) (2.41)
with the in i t ia l  conditions
T0(u) = 1 ,  Tj(u) * u (2.42)
Now, i t  is required to construct S12(p) from (2.30) for the low-pass 
case where a l l  the zeros are atco=o-and the poles occur when
* Tn2(u) = -1 (2.43)
To sim plify the calculations define a positive aux ilia ry  parameter n as
(2.44)n = sinh (-i sinh"^ 1)
Then
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tJ ( b ) - - 1 / 7 (n sinh'^n) 
(n s in "1 jn )
Hence
ncos"1^  = n sin-1 jn + 
replacing 03 by P/j and rearranging gives
P = - j cos {s in -1 jn + for r = U2n
A typical polePr is  given by
Pp = op + ju>r = j  cos {s in "1 jn + *
= nsin er  + j /  + cos e 
1 r
where
= Zn
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
(2.48)
Hence
, 2r t
T T  +
air = 1 (2.49)
nt l+n‘
This is  the equation of an e llip se  whose major semi-axis is  A+n2 and 
whose minor semi-axis is  n. This e llip se  i z  the locus of the pole 
d istribution in  the complex plane as shown in Fig. 2.8 for degree 5 and 6.
To construct S12(p) as a bounded real function the le f t  ha lf 
plane poles must be chosen i .e .  r  = 1 •+■ n and a l l  the zeros are at P = ®. 
Furthermore from equation (2.30) and from property (d) of the Chebyshev 
polynomials. The following equations can be w ritten ;
and •,
S i2(0) = A^  for n odd
S1=(0) = for n even
(2.50)
(2.51)
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5, 9, 9n (n.odd) n-1TV-
’ n f  i \ n(fi.even)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2.9 Prototype ladder network's satisfying
either a maximally flat or conventional Chebyshev response
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Using these conditions a general formula for S12(p) o f degree n even
or odd has been derive^} in J71 and given as
tt { n2 + sin2 (nr/n)}^
S12{p) s n ~ ---------------- (2.52)
ir (P + j  cos (s in " j  + (2r-l)n/2n)} 
r=l
I f  th is equation is  rewritten as
A*r=l {r)2 + sin2(r7r/n)}J
S12(p) s n 7 — -----------------------—--------(2.53)
^  iP+jVl+rf cos((2r-l)ir/2n)+nsin((2r*l)ir/2n)}
and i f  P is  replaced by ^p and le tting  n-*»
Then equation (2.53) becomes
Si 2 ( 1?)
a!_________________
;  (P - j  e ^ - D ^ n ) ,  
r=l
(2.54)
(2.55)
which is  the maximally f la t  transfer function. Therefore i t  can be stated 
that the maximally f la t  is  the lim iting  case of the Chebyshev case and 
can be always recovered by using the conditions in (2.54).
Since a ll the transmission zeros of the maximally f la t  and 
the conventional Chebyshev low pass response l ie  a t in f in ity ,  therefore 
the f i l t e r s  can be realized as ladder networks o f the general forms shown 
in Fig. 2.9. Such networks, which can form the bases for many types of 
f i l t e r s  are known as "low-pass prototype networks". Extensive tables for 
th e ir element values can be found in many hand books on f i l t e r  design 
e.g. [8 ], [9 ], also e x p lic it  formulas for the element values are 
availab le for these f i l t e r s  and w ill  be discussed la te r in this chapter.
2.4.4. The E l l ip t ic  Function Response [7 l .
The e l l ip t ic  function response is  an equiripple response in 
both the passband and the stopband and may be expressed for a low-pass 
case as
|s1 2 (> )l2 « — ------
]+
(2.56)
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Fig. 2.10 Elliptic function response
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and sketched for n=6 in Fig . 2.10 where Fn (to) is  a Jacobian e l l ip t ic  
rational function of degree n in u>, which o sc illa te  the maximum number 
of times between -1 for |to| 1^ and |Fn(u))|* 1/m^ for |w|*l/m^ and the 
turning points are the maximum or the minimum points of Fn((u) i .e .
dFn(u>)
d b) = 0 except when |to | =1
|Fn(» )|- l
and (2.57)
d Fn(u)
d u) Fn<“ )l-  ,/m.
, = 0  except when | to | = -U-
nr
Hence, Fn(to) can be defined by the following d iffe ren tia l equation
j  Fn(“ ) =
d “  /(l-toZ) (l-mto2)
(2.58)
whose right hand side being of the correct degree (n-1), since (1 -Fn2(o )) 
and (l-m0Fn2(u>)) contain zeros of m u lt ip lic ity  2 except at |u| = 1 and 1/m* 
and this leads to the cancellation of the factors X-oo2 and A - mu2. 
Separating the variables of (2.58) results in:
d Fn(oi) Cn du
/ ( l - F n2 ( » 5 0 -m0Fn2 (o.)) '  y i l - ^ H l - m u 2)
and integrating gives
c d ’ 1 F M  = Cn Cd_1 »= u o n n
(?-59)
(2.60)
with the constant integration being zero since Fn(w) is  an even or odd 
function and the mathematical symbols are the same as in re fe re n c e ^ ] 
which also gives the details o f the derivations yie ld ing
FnM .  L d H-cdKZMJK/np (2.n
T {1 - urn cd[(2r-l )K/2]}
C  =
U n  K
eunfll CcmcJ»’-ticrna/ *where
j£ e „_ K _  which relates dlfte. posojntters. m 0 
K i  '  n K ' * * /  * *
B is  a constant whose value is  obtained from the fact Fn( l )  = 1,
hence
Inspection of Fn(u>) in equation (2.61) shows that its  poles are the 
reciprocals of its  zeros. Because of th is reciprocal relationship between 
the zeros and poles, i t  can be concluded that
p /1 X _ 1
W  - r j v
(2.63)
Hence, the function Fn(w) has the important property that its  value at any 
frequency in the interval o ¡g w < 1 is the reciprocal of its  value at 
the reciprocal frequency l/u)Q in the in terval 1 < u $ ». Furthermore, 
the zeros o f Fn(w) l ie  within the passband while a l l  the poles of Fn(u) 
l ie  in  the stopband.
Now, with Fn(u) having these properties, equation (2.56) gives 
|S-j2 ( J u)l^  as a bounded function satisfying  an e l l ip t ic  function response 
with transmission zeros at f in ite  points on the juraxis and at in f in ity . 
Because S12(P) possesses zeros on f in ite  real frequency axis, a ladder 
network realization as shown in Fig. 2.9 is not possible. However, a 
partia l pole extracting technique can be used in  the computation of the 
element values resulting in a network realization  shown in Fig. 2.11.
This rea lization  has been used by Saal [10] and the re a liz a b ility  conditions 
given in [11] and [12] must be observed in  order to avoid the appearance 
of negative element values whenever possible. Tables for the element values 
of these prototype networks can be found in e.g. [9] and [10]. On the 
other hand Rhodes [7 ] used the property of Fn(w) given in equation (2.63) 
to derive the transfer function of a high-pass prototype described by:
(n-odd)
(n-even
li2 p H H j " !
(n-odd)
n
(b)
Fig. 2.11 Low-pass prototypes satisfying an elliptic function 
response
Fig. 2.12 The natural prototype network satisfying 
a high pass elliptic function response
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"2cd2( ( 2r-l ) K/n) ] * [P+jcd (Sn "1 jn+( 2r-l) K/n)]J
(2.64)
where n is  an auxiliary parameter defined by
(2.65)
Then he derived the ex p lic it  formulas for the element values of a ladder 
type network shown in Fig. 2.12 satisfying a high-pass e l l ip t ic  function 
response and called i t  the "natural prototype" [13]. This prototype 
incorporates the concept o f impedance inverter and frequency invariant 
reac tance. The la tte r  is  an imaginary element o rig in a lly  introduced by 
Baum [14] and widely used afterwards. Both the inverter and the 
frequency invariant reactance w ill  be discussed further la ter on in this 
thesis. However, the main application of the natural prototype is  in  the 
design of narrow bandwidth band-pass or band-stop f i l t e r s .
2.5 THE EXPLICIT DESIGN FORMULAS.
types of networks, since they are used in  designing many other classes of 
f i l t e r s  such as low-pass, high-pass, band-pass and band-stop microwave 
f i l t e r s .  Element values o f the low-pass prototypes can be generally 
obtained by network synthesis methods, for example, Darlington's method
[6]. However, there ex ist concise equations known as "the ex p lic it  formulas" 
which enable the designer to calculate the element values d irec tly  without 
the need to go through any synthesis procedure.
In th is section a review is  given for the ex p lic it  design formulas 
of the prototype which w ill  be used or referred to in the following 
chapters of this thesis. The development o f e x p lic it  design formulas 
started with Norton's discovery [15] of formulas for Ladder networks, then 
Bennett [16] extended Norton's work by giving the e x p lic it  formulas for
The lumped element low-pass prototype f i l t e r s  are important
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the element values o f Ladder networks exhibiting a maximally f la t  
response and terminated in equal resistances at both ends sim ilar to 
those shown in Fig. (2 .9 ). These formulas are given in [l6 ] and stated 
as:
R = 1 a  
9
gr = 2 sin I Z p U i lZn
Rl  = 1 ft
r = 1-*- n ( 2 .6 6 )
After that» there were several contributions among them was 
that by Belevitch [17] who derived the formulas for matched ladder 
networks satisfying a conventional Chebyshev passband response. I f  the 
prototypes shown in Fig. 2.9 sa tis fy  a conventional Chebyshev response then 
the elements values are calculated using the following formulas [17}.
R = 1 ft 
9
_______2sin(ir/2n)_______
 ^ sinh[(l/n)sinh” (1/ e) ]
9r9r+l
4sin{(2r-1)Tr/2n}sin{(2r+l W 2 n ) 
sinh2[(l/n )s inh ” ^(l / e)]+sin2(r?r/n)
r = !-*■ (n-1)
(2.67)
The value o f the load resistance R. depends on the value of n. In 
equation (2.50), assiming the normalized gain case, i . e .  A = 1, results in :
S12(0) * 1» therefore R^  = In  for n is  odd. For n is  even, 
using equation (2.51) and assuming A = 1 gives:
S ,2(o) 1
is , 2 «>)
2 4 1
(Rl+1)2
i .e.
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Hence
Most of the attempts to find the ex p lic it  formulas did not 
give proofs and no proof was known for the general case of arb itrary 
res is tive  termination before Takahasi's work [18], [19] became known. 
Takahasi gave a proof that yie lds the formulas as a fina l resu lt.
His approach depends on a number of properties of the Chebyshev and 
related polynomials in two or three variables. Rhodes [7] followed a 
d ifferen t approach to derive the ex p lic it  formulas for the element 
values o f the "modified low pass prototypes" with arb itrary  gain A i .e .  For 
any ratio  o f resistance terminations and exhibiting e ither a maximally 
f la t  or conventional Chebyshev response. His formulas for the matched 
case (A=l, Rg = 1 and R  ^ = 1) of the modified low pass prototypes shown 
in Fig. 2.12 and sa tis fy  a conventional Chebyshev response are used in 
th is thesis whenever required.
2.5.1. The Modified Low-Pass Prototype Ladder Network.
The modified low-pass prototype ladder network is  shown in 
F ig . 2.13. I t  consists of e ither series inductors separated by ideal 
impedance inverters or shunt capacitors separated by ideal admittance 
inverters. I t  has the property of being always terminated by In load 
resistance for A=1, regardless of even or odd values of n. This is 
because of the impedance (admittance) scaling due to the presence of the 
inverters which makes the network symmetrical. The orig inal low pass 
prototype shewn in Fig. 2.9 in case of conventional Chebyshev response is  
symmetrical and terminated by In load resistance only when n is odd.
On the other hand, i t  is  antimetric when n is  even and the load resistance 
has the value given by (2.68).
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(a)
R =1ni 1  .
9 r f Z 3 iL  Li
Vg M
K1,2 C2: K2,3 C3-r  c * Kr-1,r Cr" - Cn3 Kn4n k
(b )
Fig. 2.13 The modified doubly terminated low_pass 
prototype ladder networks.
(3) and (b) are duals
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The ideal impedance inverter is  a two port network operates 
like  a quarter wavelength line of characteristic  impedance K at a ll 
frequencies. I t  is  defined by the following transfer matrix.
‘ 0 jK  
. J/K 0.
(2.69)
However, i f  an impednace inverter is  terminated in an impedance at 
one end as shown in Fig. 2.14.a, the impedance seen looking in at the 
other end is
K2
Z , - 7 "  (2.70)
1 Ll
The ideal admittance inverter of characteristic  admittance J  is  shown 
in F ig . 2.14b. I t  is  considered to be the dual of the ideal impedance 
inverter i f  J  = 1/K and
Y (2.71)
Because of the inverting action indicated by (2.70) and (2.71), 
a series inductor between two impedance inverters looks like  a shunt 
capacitor from its  exterior terminals. Likewise, a shunt capacitor 
between two admittance inverters looks li'-.i a series inductor from its  
exterior terminals. Making use of this property, the prototype networks 
shown in Fig. 2.9 can be converted to e ither of the equivalent forms in 
Fig. 2.13 preserving the same transmission response and allowing internal 
impedance (admittance) scaling within the networks. Thus, the modified 
low pass prototype is  obtained.
2.5.2. Ex p lic it Formulas For Element Values in Conventional Chebyshev 
F ilte rs  [7]
The ex p lic it  design formulas for element values of the modified
( a;
.2Jr. r+1
Y.2
(b )
Fig. 2.1** (g) Definition of an ideal impedance 
inverter
(b) Definition of an ideal admittance 
inverter
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low-pass prototypes shown in Fig. 2.13, satisfying  a conventional 
Chebyshev response and terminated at both ends in 1 ohm resistance i .e .  
the matched case of A equal to unity, may be derived as follows:
Rewriting equation (2.52) with A=1 as 
it [n^+sin^(nr/n)J ^
S12^p) = “ n
ir {P+ j  cos[s in "\ jn )+ (2 r- l)ir/2n ]} 
r=l
(2.72)
and since
1^1 ( P) 1^1 = 1 2(P)S-|2^'P) (2.73)
Then u [p+jcos((2r-l)u/2n)]
r=l________________________________
S ,, (p) = n
ir {p+jcos[sin jn+(2r-l) ir/2n]} 
r=l
(2.74)
To obtain the network in Fig. 2.13a, the positive sign of S-|-j(p) must 
be chosen to form the input impedance as
1 + Sn (p)
Zn(p) * 1 - S „ ( p )
which can be described by a continued fraction expansion;
(2.75)
Zn(p) = L,p +
1 ,2 (2.76)
L2P + K2,3
L3P+ K 3,4
L r»» r,r+ lr■r+l P+
n-1 ,n
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For the dual network of Fig. 2.13b, the negative sign of S-^p) must be 
chosen to form the input admittance as
Y .  '  '  S l l (p ) 
" (P) '  T V S n (p)
S im ila r ly , the continued fraction expansion may be written as:
i2
(2.77)
Y1n<P> = c l p +
1,2
c9p + J.2,3
c3p+ g3,4
(2.78)
c d  + J  ,, r  r,r+l
cr+lP+
02 ,
c .p + — n~' »n n-lr ,cnP+l
Taking equation (2.76) as a typ ical case, the synthesis cycle cogences 
by extracting the series inductor L,
as
L  =
Z „(P )
> 0 (2.79)
P =
leaving
zn- i(P ) = zniP ) "  LiP (2.80)
Then the impedance inverter K, ,  is  extracted to qive
0 » i ^
Zn-l<p> ■
' 1,2
!n-l<P)
(2.81)
where K ^ 2 may be chosen as any a rb itra ry  scaling factor and ZR ^(p) 
is  positive real function. The typ ical rth cycle may be written as
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Zn-r = Zn-(r-1 ) "  LrP
and
k:r,r+ l
'n-r (r=l-*-n)
n-r
Then
V ( M ) ( P ) - L r p + f e m  .
(2.82a)
(2.82b)
(2.82c)
The cycle may be repeated until the Ladder structure is  expressed 
as a cascade of series inductors Lr (r=l-*-n) separated by ideal impedance 
inverters Kp r+-j (r=l-*-n-l), allowing the terminating resistors to be 1 ohm. 
However, i f  ex p lic it  formulas for the element values are available then 
there is  no need to follow this lengthy synthesis procedure.
I t  has been shown in £7] that the two important properties
required to derive the ex p lic it  design formulas are:
(a ) The reflection coeffic ien t S ^ ip )  of degree n in  p given in (2.74)
degenerates into a function o f degree u in  the same variable i f n =  - js in (— )J  'n '
(b) The transfer function S12(p) given in (2.72), i f  evaluated at the
2
f i r s t  point of perfect transmission i . e . j  2( joj) | =1 a t u -  -cos(*/2n), i t
w il l  give
S12(- jcos(V2n))
n si nf rn/n) - Jn
r=l sin(nr/n) + jn
(2.83)
which is a bounded real all-pass function in the aux ilia ry  variable n.
Now, inspecting equation (2 .81), at the zeros of K, 9 the 
impedance Zn_-|(P) vanishes leaving Zn(p) o f degree one in p (single 
series inductor). Using the same argument for equation (2.32b) which 
indicates that Zn_r (p) w ill  vanish at the zeros of Kr r+1, leaving Zn(p) 
of degree u in p at these points, where u = r. Furthermore, i t  has been
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shown in  [7] that the zeros of Kr r+1 are chosen to occur whenn= -jsin  —  
i .e .  the zeros of are the zeros of ( Kf+sin2(rir/n)). But these zeros
are the zero of the transfer function given in (2.83). Thus, the only 
realization of a function with such characteristic  is  a cascade form 
of passive and all-pass sections forming a two port network with an 
overall transfer matrix of the form
n-1
IT
r=
sin ( ~ )  v n
Jn
Jn
sint-D1)
(2.84)
Each of whose basic sections may be decomposed into 
1 -j sin(rir/n) | TO n  - il1-n-(rir/n)i
0 0
Comparison between the centre matrix o f (2.85) and (2.69) shows (2.85)that
i t  is  a transfer matrix of an impedance inverter of characteristic  
impedance
r,r+l
s / Z+ s \n 2 ( r v / n )
( r  = 1 - n-1) ( 2 .86)
1
Also from (2.85) i t  can be concluded that between the impedance inverters 
o f characteristic  impedances Kr_1>r and Krjr+1 there is  a series element 
of impedance
[s in  ( (^ ) ï ï )+ s in (£ L ) J  (2.87)
Since this impedance is evaluated a t p = - jcos(”n72n) therefore, the 
series inductor of inductance Lr  can be obtained as:
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L - ~0 [sinf (r-1 Wn)+sin(rTVn)1 
r "  -jricos(ir/2n)
Hence,
Lr = n Sin [ ( 2r-l)w/2n] (r=Un) (2.88)
Equations (2.86) and (2.88) are the e x p lic it  formulas for the 
element values of the low pass prototype shown in Fig. 2.13a satisfying 
a conventional Chebyshev response. For the dual network shown in 
Fig. 2.13b the same formulas can be used where K , in this case is thet* $ 1
characteris tic  admittance o f the admittance inverter and Cr = Lr> In 
both cases the aux ilia ry  parameter n is  defined as in equation (2.44).
For the maximally f la t  response case, the ex p lic it  design 
formulas [ 7 ] are
l_r or Cr = 2 sin [(2r-l)n/2n] r = 1 -► n
K ,, = 1 r = 1 -*■ nr,r+l
(2.89)
2.5.3. The Singly Terminated Low-Pass Prototype.
A f i l t e r  is  called "doubly terminated" i f  i t  has res istive  
loading a t both the generator and the load ends. On the other hand a 
f i l t e r  is  called "singly terminated" i f  i t  has a res is tive  termination at 
the load end only. The singly terminated low pass prototype is  designed 
to be driven by an ideal source. In  Fig. 2.15a the f i r s t  element of 
the singly terminated prototype f i l t e r  is  a series connected one and the 
source is  a zero-internal impedance, voltage generator o f voltage Vg.
Fig . 2.15 b shows a sing ly  terminated low pass prototype whose f i r s t  
element is  shunt connected and the source is  a zero-internal admittance, 
current generator o f current Ig . For a sing ly terminated f i l t e r  the 
defin ition  of a transducer power gain given in equation (1.116) does not 
apply since a zero internal impedance (acknittance), voltage (current)
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*nin.oddJ
1Q 9n 
(fveven;
T
IftV,i
Fig. 2.15 The singly terminated , low-pass 
prototype filter
(a) Driven by a zero impedance voltage generator
(b) Driven by a zero admittance 
current generator
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generator has in fin ite  availab le power. However, the power absorbed by 
the network in  Fig. 2.15a is  given by
P ■ ' V 2 Rp Yin f W  (2.90)
where R, Vjn (jw) is the real part o f the input admittance. Since a ll the 
power must be absorbed in  the 1 ohm res is tive  load, Therefore.
■ I V 2 R e Yi n < M =  l » , l 2 * l
2
s Re Yin (2.91)
But from equation (1.130) and by using the dual quantities
2
Re Yin  ( Juj) = Y21 ( Jaj) (2.92)
Thus
Sim ilarly, for the dual network shown in Fig. (2.15b)
I
( ju) (2.94)
Hence, i t  can be concluded from equations (2.93) and (2.94) that the most 
appropriate manner to describe the transfer function of a singly terminated 
prototype is  in terms o f the transfer admittance Y21(p) or the transfer 
impedance Z2 l(p ).
The singly terminated prototype has lim ited applications in its  
own as a f i l t e r .  However, its  main application i i  In  the design of 
diplexers and multiplexers.
Orchard [20]gives exp lic it formulas for the element values 
of the singly terminated low-pass prototype satisfying either a
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maximally f la t  or a conventional Chebyshev response. The element values 
o f the networks shown in Fig. 2.15 and exhibiting a maximally f la t  
behaviour may be obtained by using the following relationships:
» sin ( i r / 2 n )
9r9r+1 ■ ^ nt(2r~1)l/jn ]l'!n[f2r+l)1r/2n'[r r+* ----  (r= Un)cos (rn/n)
(2.95)
r l = 1 n
and for the conventional Chebyshev response the ex p lic it  formulas are
1
g1 =
sin(ir/2n)
^p^r+l
sin[(2r-l)Tr/2n]sin[(2r+l)Ti/2nl ( r =i-^ n)
{n2+sin2(rir/2n)}cos irir/2n)
Rl = 1 a
where
n « sinh[^ sinh"^ 1/ e]
(2.96)
(2.97)
If  i t  is  required to use the modified singly terminated low pass 
prototype shown in  Fig. 2.16 , then the ex p lic it  formulas given by Rhodes
[7] may be used to obtain the element values in  the Chebyshev case as:
Lr  or Cr - r=1^
K . = s1n(^ /2 n )./2+cos2( r 1f/2n) .r,r+l ^ ----u  r=un-l
and in  the maximally f la t  case as:
Lr  or Cr  = sin  [ (2 r- l) ir/2n]
Kr,r+1 = sin ( rir/2n) 
where Krfr+1 is  e ither a characteris tic  impedance of an impedance inverter 
in  F ig . 2.16a or a characteris tic  admittance o f an admittance inverter
r= 1 hi
r=l-*-n-l
(2.98)
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r^_1
V-w—  — —r
Lr Ln-TOP--. —/infix—
KM,r KnAn i
=1«
Fig. 2.16 The modified singly terminated low-Ftess 
prototype filter 
(a) and (blare duals
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in Fig . 2 .16b.
2.6 THE GENERALIZED CBEBYSHEV RESPONSE
For LC ladder low-padd prototypes shown in  Fig . 2.9, when 
a l l  the transmission zeros of the transfer function are at in f in ity  and 
the network is required to sa tis fy  an equiripple passband behaviour, 
the solution to the approximation problem requires use of Chebyshev 
polynomials. In some classes of networks, where the class is  defined 
by the location o f the transmission zeros, and i f  an equiripple pass- 
band amplitude response is  required, then rational Chebyshev function 
must be used. The term "generalized Chebyshev function" is  used in 
order to distinguish i t  from the Chebyshev polynomials. Hence, the 
generalized Chebyshev response may be described by
|S12(jo))l2 = - - _ '2 (2.99)
1 + e Fn (u)
where Fn(co) is  the generalized Chebyshev rational function of degree n 
in a with prescribed poles shown schematically in Fig. 2.17. This function 
has been used in d ifferent forms for d ifferent applications e.g. [21],
[22], and one compact form is given in [7]. However, to obtain Fn(u>) 
which is  optimally equipripple between ±1 in  the in terva l le t
PnU )
Fn<“ > = T O T  (2.100)
where Pn(w) is  an nth degree polynomial
E(w) is  an even polynomial of degree 2m$n in u and defined 
by the location of the transmission zeros as
2, 2
E(u) -
m
, : , n <i>7« V (2. 101)
where a>. are the location of the transmission zeros which are given 
independently of Pn(<d).
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FnM
Fig. 2.17 The generalized Chebyshev rational function
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For FnM  to be an equiripple between -  1 with the maximum number of 
turning points in the interval -1<ui<1 as required, i t  must sa tis fy  a 
d iffe ren tia l equation of the form
d Fn M  ^ Fn2(“>H Q(o>2)
~ n r = r i n ,—f  <!)*■-1
( 2 . 102)
2»
where Q (u ,~) is a polynomial introduced to correct the degree o f the 
numerator. I t  can be determined from the condition that F (ca) is  a 
rational function of degree n. Here, for s im p lic ity , le t
Fn( oj) = coshll
and use the transformation
(2.103)
k) - or Z . / f 1~ 7O)
(2.104)
This transformation stretches the in terva l -l^usl over the whole 
imaginary axis of Z
Thus,
and
d Fn(u) 
3u
dZ
"3tu
= sinh U (2.105)
(2.106)
O)
substituting in (2.102) gives
sinh U f  = i M J Ld u cb p -------
-1
Hence
— Q (¿ )
m
11 ^ 2  )
1-1 « i
dU
cET _Q.(«2)
/ ^ ( i-  u)2/^^2)
(2.107)
(2.108)
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dU * Q(i»2 )
iz  m 2. 2»IT (1-0) /to . )
i=l 1
m m i(Z^ 2)
where
and
R(Z) = K gj2 Q(u>2)
K is  a constant
Z. = /  - 1/u)2.
0) =
'1-Z
Then, equation (2.109) may be written as
+ B(Z)
m
dU _ lI -T *  • 1dZ i=l
k ' i
7r 7+  V 7
where
B(Z) i s  a polynomial in Z with the assumption that 
transmission zeros Z. orCA are d istin ct.
Integrating (2.111) results in
m
U = £ {k ' i  tn(Z+Z.)-k. t n(Zi -Z)}+ 
Hence,
B(Z) dZ
"m , ►
Fn(w) = cosh J , (k 1 V Z+Zi )- k1kn(Z1-Z»  * B(z) dz
For FnM  t0 be a rational function in u>, then
kj = k'^ and B(Z) = 0
Thus,
Fn i“ > ■
k<m / Z+Z. \ 1-1 
cosh i n  7 \ «— J. j  
*
1
2 m ( 2+M 1 +
i i i  i : i l 7 ^ ;
(2.109)
( 2.110)
( 2. 111)
the
( 2 . 112)
(2.113)
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which may be written as
vql/2 q2/2F , . 7 h +Z 7 1' 2 ,2' 2 f 2- 2, \  ( 1-Z \ql/2  q2/2 /-Z-2,1
Fn W - - 2 j p z ;  + \T fT /  ( - £ * 4
where the factor (1+2) represents the transmission zeros at in f in ity .
Fn(w) is  even for even and odd for q1+q2 odd, for q2=0 this 
function degenerates to the case of the Chebyshev polynomial.
To sim plify the expression of ^ ({¿) even further,
q2
H( Z) = i l l  (2.115)
(2.114)
Define
and
Z = U + jV 
P * 0 + ju
n 1
¡ ¿ A
or Z A  + 1/p2
(2.116)
(2.117)
(2.118)
H o w e ve r, F ^ u )  i s  required to have the maximum number o f turning points 
in.the interval -1 $ to $ 1, i .e .  along the entire imaginary axis of 
Z=jv
Let
Hence
Fn(u) = cose (2.119)
e = 2Arg H(jv) ( l + j v ) ^ 2
( 2. 120)
The maximum variation in e in the in terval — < v < » requires H(Z) to 
be a s t r ic t  Hurwitz polynomial in Z. Additionally, |F (u)| = 1 along 
the entire  imaginary axis. For the purposes of t..e network rea lization , 
a l l  Z^  must be e ither real or occur in complex-conjugate pairs. 
Furthermore, i f
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♦i* Arg(Z-Zi )
Z =jv
=jv
= tan r77 ■ « s ’ ’ (  .. )  .
A +V2/Z12
V = cos“ 1 ( 1 ^
'
Then Fn(u>) may be written in t^e trigonometric f^rm:
^  j(d i0 + I  $•,•) ” J ( Q10+ ? 2 i*! )
i 1 i=l 1 + e 1 i=l 1
Thus
Fn(* )  ■ i
Fn(u) = cos qi 0 + I
1=1 .
or in a hyperbolic form as:
Fn(w ) = cosh [ q, * + ^  \
where
0 = cosh-1
and
= cosh ■1 ( 1
Substituting f o r  1 b y  its  value given in (2.118) 
0 = cosh” 1 t
results in
♦ . '■ c o A 1
'  /  r r r r ~P -P. ‘
Replacing p by j w and P2 by (-u>2) results in
0 = cosh“ 1 a) 
^  = cosh“ 1
2, 2U) ( co i -1)
(2.21)
( 2. 122)
(2.123)
(2.124) 
(2.125a)
(2.125b)
(2.126)
(2.127)
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2.7 THE GENERALIZED CHEBYSHEV LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE FILTERS.
This section presentsa synthesis procedure for very selective 
classes of low pass prototype networks which have important applications 
in the design o f TEM mode microwave broadband f i l t e r s ,  diplexers and 
multiplexers particu la rly  for printed c irc u it  forms of rea lization . These 
networks sa tis fy  a generalized Chebyshev response with an equiripple 
passband, have an odd number of transmission zeros at in f in ity  and an 
even multiple of transmission zeros at a f in ite  point on the jo-axis.
These prototypes are excellent a lternatives to the e l l ip t ic  function 
prototypes when a minimum impedance variation  in the network is required.
2.7.1. Prototypes Having A Single Transmission Zero at In f in ity  f23].
The generalized Chebyshev insertion loss response L of the doubly 
terminated low-pass prototype network and its  dual shown in Fig. (2.18a,b)
is  given by
L = 1 + e2 cosh2{(N-l)cosh_1
2  ^
-1\/ " o + cosh” }  (2.128)
where
L =
s12u a o r
(2.129)
The transmission zeros are of order (N-l) at w = i  w0 and one at in f in ity
N is  an odd number equal to the degree of the network
-1
.  [ l o t  <R - L - / , 0 > - 1] (2.130)
and
R.L. is the minimum passband return loss (C3). The return loss 
measured in deciBells is  usually defined by:
Return loss (dB) = 10 log — i 7
i sn ( j » ) r
(2.131)
*3-CO
UN)
C,(N)
UN-2)
-n rm
L0[R) U3) LJD
( a)
C,(N-2) Ci(R) Cj(3)
(b)
Fig.2.10 The generalized Chebyshev low-pass
prototype networks with single transmission 
zero at infinity and even multiple at 
finite real frequency
L m -
Fig. 2.19 The generalized Chebyshev
ICD. CD, U) (rad/sec)
insertion loss response
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S im ila r ly , the insertion loss measured in (dB) is  given by:
Insertion loss (dB) = 10 log ------ - - -  ^  132)
ls12( J« )r
The insertion loss response L is  illu s tra ted  in F ig . 2.19, where w ism
the frequency of the minimum insertion loss level Lm in the stopband and u, is  
the stopband edge frequency. and are derived numerically by 
ite ra tion  for the given values of N, R.L. and measured in (dB). I f  
equation (2.128) is written in a general form as
L = 1 + * FN2 <“ ) (2.133)
where Fn(cj) is  a general Chebyshev function then w is  defined as
i(l)= Ü)I 0
Yielding
u 2 = w 2 + (N-l) (o> 2- l)m o ' '  o v o '
\
(2.134)
A fter finding these important points, one can proceed to find the 
element values by using the standard Darlington Procedure i .e .  by forming 
the re flection  coeffic ien t S ^ (p )  from
sn(p)- S„(-p) = s PN(P)
V -
N1 - e P ^ p )
(2.135)
where
P = a + J oj , PN(p) = j  Fn (w)
By forming a Hurwitz factorization of the denominator and the numerator,
the driving point impedance is  given by:
1 + Sn (p)
1 ~ 1 ( P)Z(p) = (2.136)
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However, i t  is  not possible to carry out the computerized synthesis 
of high degree network of th is type by extracting elements in the p-plane 
in the conventional manner without losing a s ign ifican t amount of 
accuracy. Therefore d ifferent techniques have been used.
The Z-Transformed Variable Technique.
The well known Z-transformed variable technique described in 
[24], [25] among others, is  attempted here f i r s t  as a solution to the
synthesis accuracy problem. This technique is  based upon replacing the
? 2 variable P by an ......  • expression in Z as
Z2 = 1 + 1/p2 or P2 = - J -  (2.137)
Z -1
where Z is  the transformed complex frequency.
This transformation for the low pass case is used in
preference to any other mathematical form because i t  is  the only simple 
function that gives a one to one correspondence between the two variables 
in both directions of the transformation. Moreover, i t  preserves the 
degree of any rational function whose variable is  so changed. Additionally 
i t  stretches the passband |ui|$l over the entire imaginary axis; hence 
i t  separates the c r it ic a l  frequencies (Poles and Zeros) which are, in the 
p-plane, t igh tly  clustered around the cutoff frequency and this las t 
property is  the main factor in  improving the accuracy of the synthesis.
This is  because the loss of the accuracy in the f i l t e r  design occurs 
when the information about the f i l t e r  is  stored in the coeffic ien t of the 
polynomials forming numerators and denominators of S-|^(p) and Z.-n(p) or 
v (p ). A very small change in these coefficients results in a large change 
in the element values of the ladder networks, in other words, the element 
values are extremely sensitive to error in  the coeffic ien ts. I f  the 
c r it ic a l  frequencies are more widely separates as i t  is  the case when the
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Z-transformed variable is used, hence, a ll the polynomials concerned 
become very much better conditioned. The net resu lt is  that the sen s it iv ity  
of the ladder elements to the coefficients of the polynomials in the variable 
Z is  much less than th e ir sen s it iv ity  to those of the P-variable case.
The synthesis of the network shown in  Fig. 2.18 using the Z- 
transformed variable is illu stra ted  by the following numerical example.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE No. 1.
Given: the degree of the network N = 7
R.L. = The minimum return loss in the passband = 20 dB
Lm = The minimum insertion loss in the stopband = 40 dB
Required: to find the elements values of this network shown in
Fig. 2.20.
S ta rt by calculating the constant e from equation(2.142)
and the location of the f in ite  transmission zeros Uo from
Lm = 10 Log {1 + i  cosh2{(N-l)cosh“ 1 m
2 i ,Æ-1
“ o -1 
~ ~ T ~
%  ' %  u
+cosh‘ 1um } }  
(2.1381
Substitute for u>m by the value given in  (2.134) and solve numerically 
for uQ to obtain
(ji * 1.41544 rad/sec o
The numerical factorization of the denominator and the numerator 
of equation (2.135) is  carried out and the le f t  h a lf plane (p-plane) poles 
are chosen to form the denominator of S ^ (p ) .  These are
P1 = -0.0485419 ± j l .03771
P2 =-.0.181441 t  jO .947114
Fig. 2.20 Low -pass prototype of degree 7
« n
Numerical example No. 1
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P3 = -0.425805 -  j0 .571126 
P4 = -0.635948
le t  the typical complex pole be Pr=-Xr+jyr r=l->(N-l)/2
and the real pole Pm = -X where m = (N+l)/2
The zeros of S-j-j(p) are on the imaginary axis. Their values are
Pj = -  j  0.986 073 
?'z = -  j  0.860628 
P j = - j  0.541943
le t  the typical zero be pj. = - j  Kp where r = 1+ ( N-l)/2 . 
Thus,
P [P2 + K2^  [P2 + k|] [P2 + k|]
S,1<p) ’ [P + Xm] [P^X^iX^+Y^l [P‘+2X£+(x|+y|)]
[P2+2x3+(X ^ y| ) ]
replacing V by
JF -
and Ve by
1
giv'':
B (Q)+B(2 )z2*B(4 )z4+B(6 )z6
(2.139)
• c ( 2  ) = K ^ --- A ________________ _________--------
11 Aj (0)+A1(2 )Z SA 1(4)Z4+A1(6)Zb+ ^ - l {A 2(0)+A2(2)ZZ+A2(4 )Z%A : (6 )Z6}
(2.140)
where the numerical values of the numerator coefficients are:
= 0.005066, = 0.194667,
B ,^  = 0.211522
and the numerical values o f the denominator 
A ](0 ) = 0.0308842, A1(2) = -0.59255, A] (4) =
B ^  = 0.588745,
coefficients are: 
0.190558, A1(6) = 1.37111.
A2(0) = -0.040755, A2(2) = -0.08525, A2(4) = 1.67007, A2(6) = 0.403182.
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Now, n(Z^) can be formed as 
2. <Z2, - ^ l l i £
^ ( 7 )
,  E(0)+E(2)Z2+E(4)A e(6iA / £ T  (A; (0HA: i2U 2-l-A:,(4)A ft: l6)26}
F(0)+F(2)Z2+F(4)Z4+F(6)Z<>+/zl!,-1(A2(0)tA2(2)Z;;tA2(4)Z4+AJ,(6)Z6)
where
(2 .141)
E(1) = A1( i )  + B(1)
F ( 1 )  = A1( i )  - B ( i )
and the ir numerical values are:
E(0) = 0.0359502 E(2) = -0.397883, E(4) = 0.779303,
E(6) = 1.58264
F (0) = 0.058182, F(2) = -0.787217, F(4) = -0.398187,
F(6) = 1.15959
The element values can be obtained by using the zero sh ifting  
technique in a sim ilar manner to that used in P-plane synthesis [26] . The 
impedance of a series inductor LQ(r )P  in the P-plane becomes
Lo (r )... -  in the z-plane
A ll these series inductors are p a rt ia lly  extracted except the 
la s t  one which is  completely extracted. The f i r s t  series inductor is  
p a r t ia lly  extracted such that
where
L„ < 6 )  2
✓ 2  Zin
/Z2-l
Zo2 - l/ d - l/ « 20)
and since Z .n(Z¿ ) has a pole at Z2=l
(2.142)
(2.143)
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Therefore,
F(O) + F (2 )Z SF (4 )Z ‘*tF(6)Z6=(Z2- l) [F 1(0 )+ F ,(2 )Z^F ,{4 )z ‘1]
E(0)+E(2)Z2+E(4)Z4+E(6)Z6+ ^ T t A 2(0 )tA2(2)Z2+A2(4)Z4+A2(6)Z6}
(Z2- l ) [ F 1(0 )tF 1(2)Z2+F,(4)Z4] + ^ l t A 2(0)+A2(2)Z2+A2(4)Z4+A2(6)Z6}
(2.144)
Hence,
z m < z 2 >
And
L0(6)
E(0)+E(2)Z2+E(4)Z4+E(6)Z6+ /zii"{A2(0)+A2(2)Z2+A2(4)Z4+A2(6)Z6} 
A2-1 (F1 (0) +F1 ( 2) Z2+F] ( 4) Z4}+[A2( 0) +A2( 2) Z2+A2(4) Z4+A2( 6) Z6]
Z2 7 2
2 sZo
Or
L0( 6)
l  E i i JZ 1 
i=0________
” 5 i
l  A2( i )z '
i=0 2 2ZH
I. A2( i ) Z 4 
i=0 L
" It-------7
l1-0 1
,2, -, , ,2 X "ozi(z ) = zin(z ) -
U 6 ) ZW
A T }
(2.145)
(2.146)
Z ,(Z £) -
E1(0)+E1(2)Z2+E1(4)Z4+E1(6)Z5+ ^2- l{E 2(0)+E2(2)Z2+E2(4)Z4+E2(6)Z6}
(Z2-1)[F1(0 )+F1(2)Z2+F1(4)Z4] + ^ 1 { A 2(0 )+A2(2)Z2+A2(4)Z4+A2(6)Z6}
(2.147)
where
1 = 0 ,2 ,— 6 
i = 0,2,4
^ ( i )  = E ( i )  - Lo(6) A2(1)
E2( i )  = A2(1) - Lq( 6) Fl (1)
E2(6) = A2(6)
The shunt connected branch which is  a series connection of an inductor 
|_2(6) and a capacitor C2(6) must be completely extracted by removing a 
pole a t Z2 = Z02. Such that 
Y2(Z2) = Y-j( Z2) - y ' (2.148)
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where
Y-j(Z ) = and Y =
C2(6 )/Z ^  
— 2— 1 —  ZH
y ' = Y ,(z2) (2.149)
o
But Y i( Z ) can be written as
(22- l) [F 1(0 )tF ) (2 )Z ^ F1(4)Z41t/Z?r i [A 2(0 )tA2(2)22M 2(4)Z4tA2(6)Z6] 
Y1(Z ) = (Z2-Zo2) ( [E 3(0 )+E3(2)Z2+E3(4)Z4] +^ ;!^ i[E4(0 )+E4(2)Zi:+E4(4)Z4] )  
where (2.150)
(Z2-Zo) [E 3(0 )tE3(2)Z2+E3(4)Z4]=E,(0)+E1(2)Z2+E,(4 )Z4+E1(6)Z6
and
(Z2-Z0) [E4(0 )+E4(2)Z2+E4(4)Z4]= E2(0 )+E2(2 )Z2+E2(4)Z4+E2(6)Z6
Thus, C2(6) may be calculated from
c2(6) - -------- 1---- 1------- 4
2 E4(0 )+E4(2 )Z SE  (4)Z4
l Z - Zo
(2.151)
(2.152)
and L2(6) from the relationship
L2(6) = f/(C2(6) „02i 
From (2.148)
2 ^G(0)+G{2)Z2+G(4)Z4+G(6)Z6l+ ^ 2-l'rH(Q)+H(2)Z2+H(4)Z4+H(6)Z6l
^ <Z ’  (z2-zo)([E3(0)+E3(2)Z2tE3(4)Z4i+^ 7 [E 4(0)+E4(2)Z2+E4(4)Z4])
(2.153)
where
G ( i ) = F ( i )  - C2(6) G-j ( i ) i = 0,2,4,6
g^ o)- - e4(0)
6 ,(1 ) = -[E4( i )  - E4( i- 2 ) ]  i = 2,4,6 
H (i) = A2( i )  - C2(6) E3( i )  i = 0,2,4,6
2 2 .  9Since Z - Z Q is  a factor of the nunerator of ( Z j  Then
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2 G2(0)->G2(2)Z2tG2(4)Z4- n ^ 1 [H 1(0)tH1(2)Z2tH1(4)Z4]
Vz<Z E3(0)+E3(2)Z2+E3(4)Z4+ ^ 1 [ E 4(0)+E4(2)Z2+E4(4)Z4]
where
[G2(0)+G2(2)Z2tG2(4)Z4] [Z 2-Z2]= G(0)+G(2)Z2+G(4)Z4+G(4)Z^ 
[H1(0)+H,(2)Z2+H1(4)Z4] [Z 2-Z21= H(0)+H(2)Z2+H(4)Z4+H(6)Z6
Then
Z2(Z2) = 1/Y2(Z2) (2.155)
and the synthesis cycle is repeated until a l l  the elements of the 
network are obtained. The element values of this example are given in 
Table EX .l.
N=7, L = m
R.L. =
40 dB 
20 dB
L0(6) 0.59781
4 (6 ) 0.572575
C2(6) 0.871735
Lo<4> 1.35485
L2(4) 0.440682
C2(4) 1.13264
L0(2) 1.36485
L2(2) 0.572575
C2(2) 0.871735
L0O ) 0.59781
Table E X . l. :  Element Values of the Network Shown in
Fig . 2.20.
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However, a severe deterioration in the accuracy was noticed 
when sim ilar networks of degree greater than 11 was attempted using the 
Z-transformed variable technique. Even for a degree 11 network which was 
synthesized using this technique to satisfy a minimum passband return 
loss of 20 dB and a minimum stopband insertion loss of 40 dB, a drop in 
the minimum return loss level in band to 19.49 dB and to 18.77 dB a t the 
band edge was noticed. Hence a re la t iv e ly  new technique termed "the 
alternating pole synthesis technique" [23] is  used. A l i t t l e  accuracy 
is  lo st for networks up to and including degree 19.
The Alternating Pole Synthesis Technique f231.
By using B a rt le tt 's  bisection theorem, the transmission 
coeffic ien t S ^ iP )  Passive lossless linear network (N) shown in
Fig. 2.21 may be written as, [7]
S-j 2^P) (1 +' Ze)(l + Z0) (2.155)
where ZQ and Zg are the odd and even mode impedances of a symmetrical 
network respectively. ZQ(Ze) is  the input impedance when a short 
c ircu iting  (open c ircu iting ) plane is  inserted along the lin e  of symmetry 
as shown in Fig . 2.21b and c respectively and they are reactance
functions.
The reflection  coeffic ien t S ^ fp ) may also be written as:
1 “ ZeZo
Sl l (p) = ('T+Z^)(l+Z ) (2.157)
To find the element values of the network, i t  is  necessary to construct 
e ither ZQ or 1Q uniquely from the poles of S ^ p ) .  This can be done as 
follows:- 
Rewrite
■0o-
o-
N
■o
(a)
short circuiting plane
(b)
open circuiting plane
l
(c) 1
Fig. 2.21 (a ) Symmetrical network N
(b) Odd mode impedance Zo
(c) Even mode impedance Ze
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2^ 1 +
Hence, from equation (2.156)
[2S ]2( J “ )
J _____
S12(jo)) | 2 
and (2.157) we have 
1
(2.158)
1 - f ' - h 10
(2.159)
But
2( ¿ u)
1 + 7 f ^ ( u ) (1 + jcFN(u) ) ( l  - jeFN(u ))
(2.160)
therefore
. 1 - Z Z
j crNM  .  t . ( _ |  ° )
o e
Consequently,
Zo ' Ze
and
1 t  j t F N(u) (1 + 2 )(1 - Z )
Z„ - Z„e o
1 -  JeFN(u,) (1 + Ze) ( l  - Z )
replacing tu by (F / j) we have 
1 Zo - Zs
1 + JeFN{l>/j) (1 + Z )(1 - Z ) 1 + e P (p)
and
Ze ' Zo
1 - j tF „ (W j )  (1 + Z J (1  - Z J  1 - £P Jp )
(2.161)
(2.162)
(2.163)
(2.164)
(2.165)
Nv
From equation (2.164), we have
Numerator of (1 + ePN(p )) = Numerator of £(1 + ZQ)(1 - Zg) j  (2.166) 
Since ZQ and Zg are reactance functions, then the le f t  ha lf zeros of 
(1 + cPN(p )) are zeros of (1+ z ).
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S im ila rly  from equation (2.165)
Numerator of (1 - ePN(p )) = Numerator of j"(l + Zg) ( l  - ZQ) (2.167)
so, the le f t  ha lf zeros of (1 - ePN(p )) are the zeros of (1 + Zg). 
However, i f  a polynomial D^(p) is  constructed from the le f t  hand zeros 
of (1 + £?N(p )) i t  must be Hurwitz and may be w ritten as
D ](P) = E ](P ) + 07(p) (2.168)
where E^ p ) and 0^(p) are even and odd parts respectively and the
reactance function Za may be constructed as,
6
E-j(p) o-j(p)
¡CTp ) or T O T
V
'1 1
(2.169)
Meanwhile, following the same argument another Hurwitz polynomial 02(p) 
may be constructed from the le ft  ha lf zeros of (1 - ePN(p )) as
D2(P ) = E2(p) + 02(p) 
resulting in
E2(P) 02(p)
zo "0 ^ T pT or T^TpT
(2.170)
(2.171)
Thus, to synthesize the network one needs only to form the 
numerator o f (1 + ePN(p )) and to solve for the roots numerically. The 
LHP roots are associated with the zeros o f (1 + ZQ) and the RHP roots 
with the zeros of (1 - Zg). For (1 + eP^(p))» i t  has been found that 
the roots of the numerator taken in order from the largest imaginary part, 
alternate between the LHP and the RHP. For N = 7 th is is  illu s tra te d  in 
Fig. 2-22.
This is the reason why the synthesis procedure may be described 
as the alternating pole technique and indicates why accuracy is  retained 
in the p-plane due to the inherent maximum separation of pole locations.
CTlcr>
y
-1-0 -OS o V  I qa
X
Fig. 2.22 Typical
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Resul ts
For the prototype network shown in Fig. 2.18, a ll the element 
values provided in tables (1+8) have been obtained by using the 
alternating pole technique to construct e ither Zg or 1Q whichever has 
the highest degree. I t  has been found that networks of degree 7, 11,
15 and 19 can be synthesized by constructing Zg, while networks o f degree 
5, 9, 13 and 17 can be synthesized by constructing ZQ. However in  either 
case the element values may be extracted by using the zero shifting 
technique, (the synthesis cycle is shown in Fig. 2.23).
Let Z(p) = Ze or ZQ 
and Z(p) = E(p)/0(p)
The series element LQ(R) is  obtained by:
L0(R) "
2 } {P ) Y-j (p) = 7 iT p T s
° i£ l_
e \ p )
The admittance of the shunt resonant section is : 
. P / U R )
Y ( p ) '  ~ 7 T ~ 2p + u ,
where
«0z - 1/(L2(R ).C2(R )) 
and the residue K2 of Y^p ) at P
Ko
- jo)0 is  given by:
I p i E ^ P ) ) P = -
L2(R) = 1/(2 K2)
Then, the cycle is repeated to extract the rest of the elements. The whole 
synthesis procedure has been programmed on a computer, and the element values
L JR )
Fig. 2.23 The synthesis cycle of the 
prototype shown in Fig. 2.18
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can be obtained easily  for the given values of N, l m and R.L. Besides 
better accuracy, other advantages of the re la t iv e ly  new technique of 
alternating pole over the Z-transformed variable are its  sim plic ity and 
also its  application to bandpass networks in a sim ilar manner. The 
application of the Z-transformed variable technique to bandpass networks 
requires tedious and complicated algebraic operations especially a t the 
element extraction stage. However, the alternating pole techniques can 
not be used in the synthesis of non-symmetrical networks, but this is not 
a very serious lim itation since these networks are less common than the 
symmetrical ones.
P ractica l Advantages of th is Prototype.
This prototype has a very important practical advantage, for 
some application in that i t  is  possible for certain minimum stop band 
insertion loss levels and minimum passband return loss leve ls, to 
synthesis the network shown in Fig. 2.18 with the numerical values of 
LQ(N) and LQ(1) equal to zero. These prototypes with zero end-element 
values make the realization of many structures much easier. Hence, 
the c la ss ified  tables provided in this section include element values of 
networks having end elements of zero value in addition to the standard 
set with minimum stopband insertion loss levels of 40, 50 and 60 dB.
This prototype has also the practical advtange of the s e le c t iv ity  
and the stopband response can be further improved for the same return 
loss by simply adding more sectioris in the middle of the network. For 
example an increase of about 9 dB per section is  obtained in the stopband 
insertion loss of a network of degree 17 designed sa tis fy  L = 60 dB 
and R.L. = 20 dB. The computer simulation of the network insertion loss 
and the return loss response before and a fte r adding one more section at 
the middle are shown in Fig . 2.24 and Fig . 2.25 respectively.
F ig .2.2^ Insertion loss ( I.L.) and return loss (R.LJ  response of 
degree 17 network satisfying a generalized Chebyshev 
response Lm= 60 d B / R.L.= 2 0 d B
R.
L.
(d
B)
<3-O
Fig. 2.25 Insertion loss and return loss response of anetwork 
originally designed to satisfy the specification given 
in F’g.2.24, after addirg rne section at the middle
!9P) 
T
I
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Key To The Tables
Table (1+8) contain the element values for d ifferent degrees of 
the low-pass prototype f i l t e r  shown in Fig. 2.18.
N is  the degree of the network.
R is  the section
R.L. is  the return loss in the passband 
I .L .  is  the insertion loss in the stopband.
The passband of the network is  for |u |gl.
The stopband of the network is  from w = <^  to w * <*>.
wQ is  the location of the f in ite  transmission zero on the j  -axis of
the complex frequency plane.
Table No. (9) contains the values of u)Q and uj for the d ifferent 
speci fica tio n s .
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TABLE (1 )
N = 5 R.L ,¿20CdB) R. L.v26CdB)
i
R I.L.i6Q I,L,*50 I.L.*40 I.L.*60 I.L.x50 l . L M O
t ?
(dB) CdB) (dB) CdB) CdB) CdB)
L0(5) 0.89085 0,845187 0.774793 0.702537 0.666004 0.608975
5 L2C5) 9.40429x10"2 0.151697 0.24796 7.48542x10” ^ 0.120903 0.197917
C2(5) 1.25524 1.19029 1.09216 1.21304 1.15844 1.07507
>-o<3) 1.68008 1.6144 1.51788 1.50242 1.45581 1.3871
3 4 (3 ) 9.40429x1O"2 0.151697 0.24796 7.48542x10” ^ 0.120903 0.197917
C2(3) 1.25524 1.19029 1.09216 1.21304 1.15844 1.07507
1 Lo<’ )
—
0.89085 0.845187
i
0.774793 0.702537
i
0.666004
t
0.608975
TABLE (2)
N = 7 R.L.*20(dB) R.L.»26(dB)
R £ I.L.*60 I.L.^50 I.L.^40 I.L.*60 I.L.*50 I.L.*40CdB) CdB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)
7 V 7» 0.786251 0.705668 0.59781 0.616933 0.546048 0.449416
L2(7) 0.267567 0.386612 0.572575 0.228085 0.330539 0.491102
C2(7) 1.1207 1.01161 0.871735 1.11113 1.01061 0.880119
Lo<5) 1.61077 1.50131 1.36486 1.50415 1.41923 1.31304
5 L2(5) 0.222361 0.311793 0.440692 0.180832 0.253124 0.356454
C2(5) 1.34854 1.25436 1.13261 1.40148 . | 1.31969 1.21258
Lo<3) 1.61077 1.50131 1.36486 1.50415 | 1.41923 1.31304
3 L2(3) 0.267567 0.386612 0.572575 0.228086 0.330539 0.491102
C2(3) 1.1207 1.01161 0.871735 1.11113 1.01061 0.880119
1 Lo<»
0.786251 ' 0.705668 0.59781 0.616933 0.546048 
-i______________
0.449416 
J—______ _ _
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T A BLE  ( 3 1
N = 9 R.L^OtdS) R.L.7/26CdB)
R <> I.L.*60 I.L.*50 I.L.^40 I.L.^60 I.L.^50 I.L.^40
<&
CdB) CdB) CdB) CdB) (dB) (dB)
L0t9) 0.644682 0.544275 0.418398 0.482705 0.388214 0.266948
9 L2(9) 0.500829 0.691391 0.990478 0.448353 0.622573 0.898558
C2(9) 0.934737 0.808492 0.661355 0.93117 0.80858 0.664228
M 7> 1.43923 1.31699 1.18012 1.3741 1.2757 1.16659
7 L2(7) 0.38518 0.506465 0.674728 0.322058 0.421909 0.558494
C2(7) 1.21539 1.1037 0.970845 1.29633 1.19315 1.06867
Lq(5) 1.49928 1.3644 1.20707 1.45196i 1.33938 1.20668
5 L2(5) 0.38518 0.506465 0.674728 ' 0.322058 0.421909 0.558494
C2(5) 1.21539 1.1037 0.970846 1 1.29633»
\
1.19315 1.06867
l o<3> 1.43923
1.31699 1.18012 : 1.3741 1.2757 1.16659
3 L2(3) 0.500829 0.691391 0.990478 1 0.448353t 0.622573 0.898558
C2(3) 0.934737 0.808492 0.661355 |0.93117
t
0.80858 0.664228
1 L00 )
0.644682 0.544275 0,418398 0.482705 0.388214 0.266948
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TABLE (4 )
N = 11 R.L.*20(dB) R.L.*26tdE
R I.L.^60 I.L.*50 I.L.^40 I.L.^60 I .  L. 5.50 I.L.&40
CdB) CdB) CdB) CdB) CdB) CdB)
LoO U 0.50507 0.394402 0.259439 0.340444 0.230296 9.19182x10’ ^
n L2( l l ) 0.782383 1.06259 1.51523 0.730409 1.00277 1.45156
c 2 ( H ) 0.762399 0.636015 0.497766 0.752568 0.626214 0.487296
L0(9) 1.27764 1.16099 1.04028 1.23913 1.14543 1.05203
9 L2(9) 0.557858 0.708652 0.917621 0.475431 0.60097 0.772211
C2(9) 1.06925 0.953674 0.821938 1.15618 1.04489 0.915995
Lo<7> 1.33125 1.19351 1.04132 1.3107 1.19145 1.05863
7 L2(7) 0.545154 0.689826 0.886124 0.461143 0.580255 0.738673
C2(7) 1.09416 0.979701 0.851153 1.192 1.08219
; - -
0.957584
L0(5> 1.33125 1.19351 1.04132 1.3107 1 1.19145 1.05863
5 L2(5) 0.557858 0.708652 0.917621 0.475431 | 0.60097 0.772211
C2(5) 1.06925 0.953674 0.821938
1
1.15618 1.04489 0.915995
L0 (3 ) 1.27764 1.16099 1.04028 1.23913 I 1.14543\ 1.05203
3 L2(3) 0.782383 1.06259 1.51523 0.730409 1 1.00277 1.45156
C2(3) 0.762399 0.636015 0.497766 0.752568 0.626214 0.487296
1 V 1)
0.50507 0.394402 0.259439 0.340444 0.230296 9.19182x10’ ^
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TABLE ( 5 )
N - 13 R.L,^20(dB) R.L.*26CdB)
R I.L.^60
CdB)
I.L.*50
CdB)
I.L.^40
CdB)
I.L.^60
CdB)
I.L.*50
m
I . L . 2.44.4 
CdB)
L0U3) 0.377667 0.26111 0.119979 0.203178 8.09507x10‘ 2 0.000000
13 L2(13) 1.11432 1.51126 2.17528 1.08375 1.49632 1.840330
s (13) 0.618399 0.499843 0.376128 0.598405 0.478328 0.408889
, L0( '1 ) 1.14686 1.04349 0.943709 1.12863 1.04896 1,008050
11 4 (1 1 ) 0.733459 0.914577 1.16974 0.633633 0.786007 0.894539
C2( l l ) 0.939512 0.82595 0.699457 1.0235 0.910592 0.841206
L0(9) 1.17922 1.04781 0.908234 1.17235 1.05629 0.988051
9 L2(9) 0.709398 0.877742 1.10576 0.60624 0.744918 0.840395
C2(9) 0.971378 0.860611 0.739932 1.06974 0.96082 0.89540*1
Lo (? ) 1.1893 1.05497 0.910559 1.1864 1.06688 0.995779
7 L2(7) 0.709398 0.877742 1.10576 0.60624 0.744918 0.840395
C2(7) 0.971378 0.860611 0.739932 1.06974 0.96082 0.895402
L0(5) 1.17922 1.04781 0.908234 1.¡7235 1.05629 0.988051
5 L2(5) 0.733459 0.914577 1.16974 0.633633 0.786007 0.894539
C2(5) 0.939512 0.82595 0.699457 1.0235 0.910592 0.841206
L„(3 ) 1.14686 1.04349 0.943709 1.12863 1.04896 j  1.008050
3 L2(3) 1.11432 1.51126 2.17528 1.08375 1.49632 1.840330
C2(3) 0.618399 0.499843 0.376128 0.598405 0.478328 I 0.408889
i
1
i-- ----
0.377667 0.26111 0.119979
i
0.203178 8.09507xl0-2
ii
i
' 0.0000001
n o
TABLE (6)
N = 15 R .L .>20 (dB) R.L.>26 (dB)
R
O.
I . L .>60
(dB]
I.L.^50
(dB)
I.L.>40
(dB)
I . L . >60
(dB)
I . L . >54.28
(dB)
l 00 5 ) 0.263531 0.142742 4 .34057xl0~2 7.37286xlO"2 0.000000
15 L (15)2
1.50353 2.05244 2.65354 1.52631 1.84187
C2(15) 0.502423 0.394767 0.318868 0.4724 0.409424
l 0(13) 1.04645 0.958726 0.902256 1 .04665 1 .00962
13 L2(13) 0.910809 1.1253 1.32799 0.795546 0.89438
C2(13) 0.829381 0.72002 0.63715 0.906332 0.84316
L0«n > 1.05262
0.931096 0.843625 1.0 5339 0.991252
11 l 2(H ) 0.872537 1.06455 1.23813 0.751377 0.837903
4 ( i i ) 0.86576 0.761107 0.683394 0.95961 0.899991
L0(9) 1.06299 0.936686 0.844274 1.0682 1.00298
9 L2(9) 0.866998 1.05645 1.22631 0.745017 0.830259
4 (9 ) 0.871291 0.766941 0.68998 0.967803 0.908277
Lo<7> 1.06299 0.936686 0.844274 1.0682 1.00298
7 L2(7) 0.872537 1.06455 1.23813 0.751377 0.837903
4 (7 ) 0.86576 0.761107 0.683394 0.95961 0.899991
Lo<5) 1.05262 0.931096 0.843625 1.05339 0.991252
5 4 (5 ) 0.910809 1.1253 1.32799 0.795546 0.89438
C2(5) 0.829381 0.72002 0.63715 0.906332 0.84316
L0(3) 1.04645 0.958726 0.902256 1.04665 1.00962
3 4 (3 ) 1.50353 2.05244 2.65354 1.52631 1.84187
4 (3 ) 0.502423 0.394767 0.318868 0.4724 0.409424
1 Lol'>
0.263531 0.142742 4.34057x1 O '2 7- 37286 xl 0” 2 0.000000
TABLE (7)
N = 17 R.L. 220 (dB) R.L.>26(dB)
I.l.>60 I.L.*50 I .L .*64
R C * (dB) (dB) (dB)
Lo<17> 0.161439 3.69278x10” ^ 0.00000
17 L2(17) 1.95691 2.69927 1.84298
C2(17) 0.410484 0.314437 0.409755
L005 ) 0.971446 0.899493 1.01058
15 L2(15) 1.09013 1.34192 0.89449
Cz (15) 0.736867 0.632489 0.844248
L0(13) 0.949788 0.839276 0.992952
13 L2(13) 1.03277 1.24849 0.837039
C2(13) 0.77779 0.679824 0.902194
L00 1 ) 0.957438 0.840482 1.00646
11 l 2(H ) 1.02282 1.23337 0.826949
c2(H ) 0.785354 0.688154 0.913202
L0(9) 0.960208 0.841718 1.01056
9 L 2 ( 9 ) 1.02282 1.23337 0.826949
C2(9) 0.785354 0.588154 0.913202
' Lo<7> 0.957438 0.840482 1.00646
7 L2(7) 1.03277 1.24349 0.837039
C2(7) 0.77779 0.679824 0.902194
Lo<5) 0.949788 0.839276 0.992952
5 L2(5) 1.09013 1.34192 0.89449
C2(5) 0.736867 0.632489 0.844248
L0(3) 0.971446 0.899493 1.01058
3 L2(3) 1.95691 2.69927 1.84298
C2(3) 0.410484 0.314437 0.409755
1
0.161439 3.69278x10” ^ 0.00000
TABLE ( 8 ) .
r1 = 19 R.L.a20 (dB) R.L.*26(dB)
R
I.L.^60
(dB)
I.L .}5C
(dB)
I.L.^73.8
(dB)
L0( 19) 7.01418xl0"2 2.58668x1 O'2 0.000000
19 4 (19 ) 2.47716 2.77852 1.843780
C2(19) 0.338366 0.306852 0.409976
L00 7 ) 0.916813 0.894362 1.011150
17 L2(17) 1.27072 1.3668 0.894733
C2(17) 0.659616 0.623791 0.844838
L0n 5) 0.867497 0.830341 0.993900
15 4 (15 ) 1.18825 1.26911 0.836653
C2(15) 0.705396 0.671807 0.903486
Lo(13) 0.871112 0.831443 1.008500
13 L2(13) 1.1737 1.25149 0.825451
C2(13) 0.714142 0.681263 0.915747
L o in ) 0.87399 0.834233 1.014340
11 l 2(H ) 1.17116 1.24544 0.823168
c2( i i ) 0.71569 0.684576 0.918287
L0(9) 0.87399 0.834233 1.014340
9 L2(9) 1.1737 1.25149 0.825451
C2(9) 0.714142 0.681263 0.915747
Lo<7> 0.871112 0.831443 1.008500
7 4 (7 ) 1.18825 1.26911 0.836653
C2(7) 0.70^396 0.671807 0.903486
Lo<5) 0.867497 0.830341 0.993900
5 4 (5 ) 1.27072 1.3668 0.894733
4 (5 ) 0.659616 0.623791 0.844838
Lo<3> 0.916813 0.894362 1.011150
3 4 (3 ) 2.47715 2.77852 1.843780
4 (3 ) 0.338366 0.306852 0.409976
"T
1
!
1 (
7.01418x10~2 2.58668x10” ^ 0.000000 '
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TABLE (9)
<2j
&
<$>
R .L .i 20(dB) R.L. i  26(dB)
I.L .tfO
(dB)
I.L .J50
(dB)
I.L.&40
(dB)
I . L . 5 6 O
(dB)
I.L.*50
(dB)
I.L.540 
(dB) _
5 wo
“ l
2.91054
2.42435
2.35334
1.97656
1.92161
1.63445
3.31859
2.75453
2.67205
2.23212
2.16790
1.82887
7 “o
U 1
1.82616 
1.52581
1.59903 
1 .35817
1.41544
1.2278
1.98641
1.64656
1.7302
1.45437
1.52105 
1.30204
9 “o
u»i
1.46154
1.24632
1.33752 
1 .16429
1.23555
1.10137
1.54766
1.30556
1.40943 
1.21129
1.2944 
1.13705
1 1
uo
U 1
1.29479
1.13086
1.21642 
1.08535
1.15146
1.05122
1.34879
1.16412
1.26194
1.11133
1 .18901 
1.07046
13 uo
“ 1
1.20465
1.07552
1.15057 
1.04829
1.10554 
1.02833
1.24176 
1.09571
1.18202 
1.06377
I.L.*44 .4
(dB)
1.152787 
1.04939
15 uo
“ 1
1.15056 
1.04636
1.11095
1.02917
1.08713 
1.02005
1.17767 
1.05929
[ . L .>54.28
(dB)
1.151554 
1.0468
17 “ ou>
1
1.11575 
1.02994
1.08545
1.0186 !1
I.L.>64
( dB)
1.15074
1.04523
{
i1
1
19 uo
U 1
1.09227
1 . 0 2 0 2
1.0822
1.01679
lt - I.L.^73.8
— m ___
1.150182
1.04394
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2.7.2. Prototypes Having 3-Transmission Zeros at In f in ity .
The doubly terminated low pass prototype network and its  dual 
shown in Fig. 2.26a., b sa tis fy  a generalized Chebyshev response described 
by:
L = 1 + 2 cosh2{(N-3)cosh~1 % 2-l *u(— 2— 2 ^CUq -a)
+ 3 cosh_1a)} (2.172)
- and three atwhere the transmission zeros are of order (N-3) at w 
in f in ity .  N is  an odd number equal to the degree of the network. Other 
symbols have the same defin ition as in section 2.7.1.
The insertion loss response of this prototype looks sim ilar to
that shown in Fig. 2.19. H o w e v e r , a n d  are derived numerically by
ite ra tion  for the given values of N, and R.L.
I f  equation (2.172) is written in general from as:
L = 1 +e2 Fn2( oj) (2.173)
where Fw(w) is a general Chebyshev rational function, then u is 
n m
defined as:
dFN(u>)
d u (2.174)
yie ld ing ,
2
(2.175)
A fter finding these points, the element values can be obtained by using
the alternating pole synthesis technique to form e ither Y or Y , where Y (Y )e o e' o
are the duals of Ze(ZQ) respectively. The synthesis procedure is  illu s tra ted  
in  t^e following example.
Numerical Example No. 2.
Given: The degree N=9, Lm = 60 dB, R.L. = 20 dB 
Required to find the element value of the network shown in
Fig- 2.26 A generalized Chebyshev low.pass
piototype filler having 3-transmission 
zeros at infinity and l N-3) af a finite 
frequency.
(b) The dual circuit
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I*—-o p e n  c irc u it in g  p lane
I
U 2 )
n m -
'Q p ) \ (P )  '¿CP)
Fig. 2.27 A network of degree 9
N U
Example No. 2
o-
Y J P )
L0(8)
Tr
Y,(P) y2 (p ; y3 ( p )
1
I
2C2(6)
<3
O
Fig. 2 . 2 8  The synthesis cycle of example No.2
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Fig. 2.27.
The constant e= 0.1
The numerical solution gives: u>Q = 1.32599 rad/sec and the 
poles of S-j-j( p) as
P. Q = -0.0303334 i  j  1.02275 
P, Q = -0.10604 i j  0.96344 
P_ ,  = -0.225112 - j  0.80937J  » /
p. c =-0.377114 i j  0.4901764,6
pc = -0.455417 b
The network can be synthesized by constructing Yg which is 
obtained by forming a Hurwitz polynomial such as
D(p) = [p + 0.0303334- j  1.02275] [P + 0.0303334 + j  1.02275]
[P + 0.225112 - j  0.80937 ] [P + 225112 + j  0.80937]
[P + 0.455417]
= 0.455417 + 1.31691P + 1.793 P2 + 2.72394 P3 + 1.30779 P4 +
1.35339 P 5
Rearranging the odd and even terms in P results in D(p) = 0(p) + E(p) 
where
0(p) = 1.31691P + 2.72394 P3 + 1.35339 P5 
and = A (l) P + A(3) P3 + A (5) P5
E(p) = 0.455417 + 1.793 P2 + 1.30779 P4
= B (0} + B(2) P2 + B(4) P4
Hence
V » >  ■
The synthesis procedure commences with the extraction of the shunt 
capacitor 0^9) by completely removing a pole at in f in ity  from Yg(p) to
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leave:
where
Y-j ( P ) = Ye(p) - 0,(9) P
Y6(P)
Cl (9) - ^ T
P=a
A(5
m = 1.03487
Hence
A,(1)P + A ,(3)P3 
V p) = BT0)'+B“ [2'JP^+B{'4P4
A ,(1) » A (l)  - 0,(9) B(0) = 0.845557
A ,(3) = A(3) - 0,(9) B(2) *  0.868418
zi (p) = TTTp7
The series inductance LQ(8) is  extracted by a zero sh ifting  step such
that
Lo<8> >
Z1(ju)0) J _  B(0)-B(Z)ao2t B(4)u»o4
J<*>o jA1 (1 )«0-j A1(3)oic
= 1.12352
l z ( P )  « Z ,(P ) "  i 0 ( 8 ) p
B1(0)+Bt (2 )P2+B,(4)P4
where
8,(0) = B(0)
B , (2) - B (2) - A ,(1) LQ(8) = 0.842999 
B ,(4) = B(4) - A ,(3) L0(8) = 0.332105
Y2(P ) = W
P/Lz(8)
Y3( p ) * V2(p) - “ z 2 
J  P +a,o
L2(8) can be calculated by finding the residue Kg a t ± jw of Y2(p ). Thus
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K8
A ,(P ) P + A ,(3) P3 
%  {B1(0 )+B ,(2 )P ;i+B ,(4 )P , ) ‘; P + j(l>
0
=1.04847
L2(8) = 1/(2 K8) = 0.476885 
C2(S ) = 1/(L2(8) » / )  - 1.19263
and the cycle is  repeated to obtain the remaining element values of 
h a lf the network shown in Fig. 2.28. Hence, the element values of the other 
h a lf are obtained since the network is  symmetrical. The complete element 
values of th is example are included in Table (12).
Results.
For the prototype network shown in Fig. 2.26 a ll  the element 
values provided in Tables (10+15) in this section have been obtained by 
using the alternating pole technique to construct e ither Y or Y 
whichever has the highest degree. I t  has been found that networks of 
degree 5, 9 and 13 can by synthesized by constructing Y , while networks 
of degree 7, 11, and 15 can be synthesized by constructing Y However, 
in  e ither case the element values may be obtained by using a sim ilar 
procedure to that used in example No. 2. Table No. (16) contains the 
values o f Uq and for the d ifferent specifications and the corresponding 
element values are given in tables (10+15).
Comparing the values of u>-j in table (16) with those in table (8) 
for the same specifications except for the degree 5 case indicates that 
the generalized Chebyshev low pass prototype with three transmission zeros 
a t in f in ity  is more selective than that having a single transmission zero a t
in f in it y .
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Key to the Tables
Tables (1015) contain the element values for d ifferent degrees 
o f the low-pass prototype f i l t e r  shown in Fig. (2.26).
N is  the degree of the network.
R is  the section.
R.L. is  the return loss in the passband.
I .L .  is  the insertion loss in the stcjband.
The passband of the network is  for |u ( $ l .
The stopband of the network is  from u = w-j to w = ®.
u0 is  the location of the f in ite  transmission zero on the j  -axis of 
the complex frequency plane.
Table No. (16) contains the values of uQ and ^  for the d ifferent 
specifications.
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Tab le  (10 )
N=5 R.L. 2 20 dB R.L. * 26 dB
R Element I.L.^60
(dB)
I.L.5-50
(dB)
I.L .i4 0
(dB)
I.L.*60
(dB)
I.L.*50
(dB)
I.L.*40
(dB)
5 C,(5) 0.97692 0.980116 0.985092 0.771053 0.773927 0.778435
4 L0(4) 1.30282 1.26448 1.2068 1.25245 1.22001 1.17048
Lz(4) 8.54378x10"^ 0.138258 0.227543 7.36741x10"^ 0.119383 0.196/o5
C2(5) 1.62304 1.5241 1.37499 1.4518 1.37501 1.25759
2 L0(2) 1.30282 1.26448 1.2068 1.25245 1.22001 1.17048
1 C ^ l ) 0.97692 0.986X116 0.985022 0.771053 0.773927 0.778435
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TAB LEC11)
N=7 Ft.L.*20(dB ) R.L. :: 2 6 ( dB)
R Element I.L.*60
(dB)
I . L .5 50 
(dB)
I.L.*40
(dB)
l.L.*60
(dB)
I . L .> 50 
(dB)
I.L.540
(dB)
7 C- j  ( 7 ) 1.01858 1.02211 1.02647 0.816773 0.820282 0.824706
1.2363 1.16791 1.08027 1.21518 1.15125 1.06753
L2(6) 0.256163 0.3682 0.541922 0.233173 0.335228 0.492702
6
Cz (6) 1.45916 1.29965 1.10006 1.36698 1.23372 1.06387
Lot«) 1.2498 1.1300
0.984147 1.30698 1.19918 1.06617
4 L2(4) 0.256163 0.3682 0.541922 0.233173 0.335228 0.492702
C 2 ( 4 ) 1.45916 1.29965 1.10006 1.36698 1.23372 1.06387
2 L 0 ( 2 ) 1.2363 1.16791 1.08027 1.21518 1.15125 1.06753
1 C ^ l) 1.01858 1.02211 1.02647 0.816773 0.820282 0.824706
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TABLE (12 )
N = 9 R.L . *20 (dB) R .L .3 26 (dB)
-■ i
R Element I .L.?60 I.L.*50 I.L.*40 I .L .*60 I.L.350 I.L.*40
9 C- j  (9 ) 1.03487 1.03721 1.03969 0.83549 0.837985 0.840714
L0(8) 1.12352 1.04292 0.947416 1.10722 1.0264 0.928279
8 L2(8) 0.476885 0.654003 0.930679 0.450961 0.618263 0.877829
C2(8) 1.19263 1.01488 0.813568 1.13819 0.980696 0.799104
L 0 ( 6 )
1.07413 0.944115 0.8009 1.15782 1.03493 0.898068
6 L2(6) 0.428164 0.569346 0.771466 0.394432 0.521907 0.70086
C2(6) 1.32834 1.16578 0.98147 1.30131 1.16176 1.00088
L0(4) 1.07413 0.944115 0.8009 1.15782 1.03493 0.898068
4 L2(4) 0.476885 0.654003 0.930679 0.450961 0.618263 0.877829
C2(4) 1.19263 1.01488 0.813568 1.13819 0.980696 0.799104
2 L0(2) 1.12352 1.04292 0.947416 1.10722 1.0264 0.928279
1 C ^ l) 1.03487 1.03721 1.03969 0.83549 0.837985 0.840714
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TABLE(13)
T
N = 11 R.L. * 20 (dB) R.L. s 26 (dB)
R Element
I.L.*60
(dB)
I.L.*50
(dB)
I.L.*40
(dB)
I.L.^60
(dB)
I.L .J5 0
(dB)
I.L .ì4 0
(dB)
11 c-, ( n  ) 1.0416 1.04297 1.04428 0.843579 0.845115 0.846644
L „0 °) 1.01792 0.935065 0.840267 0.994819 0.907422 0.804735
10 l 2(10) 0.729441 0.984313 1.39582 0.710293 0.959304 1.36035
C2(10) 0.958626 0.787121 0.60441 0.918352 0.760814 0.590439
L0(8) 0.908631 0.786767 0.661279 0.995387 0.877259 0.755266
8 L2(8) 0.61751 0.794605 1.04755 0.576811 0.736593 0.959128
C2(8) 1.13239 0.975041 0.80535 1.13087 0.990848 0.837434
L0(6) 0.93471 0.807267 0.672323 1.03347 0.908381 0.77411
6 L2(6) 0.61751 0.794605 1.04755 0.576811 0.736593 0.959128
C2(6) 1.13239 0.975041 0.80535 1.13087 0.990848 0.837434
LoW 0.908631 0.786767 0.661279 0.995387 0.877259 0.755266
4 L2(4) 0.729441 0.984313 1.39582 0.710293 0.959304 1.36035
C2(4) 0.958626 0.787121 0.60441 0.918352 0.760814 0.590439
2 L0(2) 1.01792 0.935065 0.840267 0.994819 0.907422 0.804735
1 0,(1) 1.0416 1.04297 1.04428 0.843579 0.845115 0.846644
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TABL E (14)
N = 13 R.L. * 20(d3) R.L.* 26 (dB)
R Element I . L *  60 
(dB)
I.L.*50
(dB)
I . L . *60 
(dB)
I . L . *50 
(dB)
13 C |(13) 1.04459 1.04538 0.84729 0.848212
M 1 2 >
0.92879; 0.847254 0.894132 0.804545
12 L2(12) 1.01275 1.36487 1.01212 1.36929
C2(12) 0.773517 0.616731 0.736698 0.589614
0.778798 0.670841 0.862227 0.756986
10 L2(10) 0.810049 1.02504 0.764112 0.958028
c2 ( i o ) 0.96708 0.821198 0.975811 0.842726
L 0 (8 ) 0.80446 0-687232 0.900696 0.783025
8 4 ( 8 ) 0.795651 1.00249 0.746468 0.931278
C2 (8 ) 0.98458 0.839663 0.998876 0.866932
L0 (6 ) 0.804469 0.687232 0.900696 0.783025
6 L2(6) 0.810049 1.02504 0.764112 0.958028
C2(6) 0.96708 0.831198 0.975811 0.842726
M 4 >
0.778798 0.670841 0.862227 0.756986
4 4 ( 4 ) 1.01275 1.36487 1.01212 1.36929
4 ( 4 ) 0.773517 0.616731 0.736698 0.589614
2 L0 ( 2 ) 0.928797 0.847254 0.894132 0.204545
1 C ^ l) 1.04459 1.04538 0.84729 0.848212
TABLE (15^
N = 15 R.L.$20 f dBl
R.L.^26
( HP '
R Element I.L.*60dB
I.L.^60
dB
15 C-j(15) 1.04601 0.849109
Lo (14) a  85466 0.806586
14 L2(14) 1.33100 1.36481
C2(14) 0.629993 0.59235
Lo02 ) 0.680414 0.759946
12 L2(12) 1.00399 0.953938
C2(12) 0.835194 0.847481
L0( 10) 0.699487 0.788953
10 L2(10) 0.977594 0.921391
C2(10) 0.857741 0.877417
L0( 8) 0.704337 0.79654
8 L2(8) 0.977594 0.921391
C2(8) 0.857741 0.877417
L0( 8) 0.699487 0.788953
6 L2(6) 1.C03CS 0.953938
C2(6) 0.835194 0.847481
L0(4) 0.680414 0.759946
4 L2(4) 1.331 1.36481
C2(4) 0.629993 0.59235
2 Lo<2) 0.85466 0.8^6586
1 ^ (1 ) 1 .04601 0.849109
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TABLE (16)
R.L* 20(dB) R.L.S 26(dB)
Degree Frequency I.L.*60 I.L.*50 I.L.*40 I . L .^60 I.L .Î5 0 I.L.*40
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)
b)0 2.68541 2.17845 1.7878 3.05766 2.46817 2.01033
5 2.52739 2.04812 1.69345 2.88554 2.3175 1.90012
0) 1.63565 1.44559 1 .29516 1.77125 1.55497 1.38122
7 0
1.43071
“ 1 1.4999 1.33773 1.21229
1.61703 1.28362
0) 1.32599 1.22745 1 .14922 1.3958 1.28424 1.19397
9 0
U1 1.21737 1.14178 1.0848 1.27249 1.18496 1.11696
0) 1.19586 1 .13609 1.08873 1.23816 1.17053 1.1158
11 0
1.13856 1.09134 1.05564
“ 1. 1.1087
1.06853 1.03927
un 1.12983 1.08995
1.15808 1.11293
13 u
1.05953 1.03646 1.07704 1.04948“ 1
u. 1.09205 1.11218
15 0 1.04574
b!l 1.03489
I_________ ____________ 1
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2.8 IMPEDANCE AND FREQUENCY SCALING.
In low-pass prototype networks which are the natural results 
of most synthesis techniques, the values of the terminating resistances 
are usually regarded to be 1 ohm and the cut o ff frequency is at « equal 
1 rad/sec. However, the values of the LC elements of such networks are 
impractical and are rare ly, i f  ever, encountered in real l i f e .  However, 
th e ir  use sim plifies the arithmetical calculations and make the tabulation 
of the element values more meaningful. I f  the prototype network designed 
to work at 1 ohm impedance level at one or more ports and then required 
to work at a practical level of Rq ohm, the conversion is called 
"impedance scaling". This simply means multiplying the terminating 
resistances by RQ and each inductor L becomes RqL and each capacitor C 
becomes C/RQ.
On the other hand the "frequency scaling" is also a straight­
forward operation which transforms the cutoff frequency of the low-pass 
prototype from u equal 1 rad/sec to the required value M rad/sec. Since 
the resistances in the network, are frequency independent, they remain 
unchanged by the frequency scaling, but the reactive elements must be
61 0s im ila r ly  a capacitor of impedance 1/wC is  changed to i .e
L -»L/w , C -*> C/m°  o
I f  the impedance and frequency scaling are required simultaneously.
a l l  the resistances in the network must be multiplied by R , a l l  the
inductors by R /<»> and a ll capacitors by l/u R 
w o o '
2.9 FREQUENCY TRANSFORMATION
E le c tr ic  f i l t e r s  may be categorized according to the location of 
th e ir  passbands or stopbands on the jV a x is  into four main types, the low- 
pass. the high-pass, the band-pass and band-stop f i l t e r s .  However, the
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low-Dass case can be eas ily  adapted to other cases by means of d ifferent 
transformations o f the lumped complex frequency variable. Let P '«a '+ ju ' 
be the complex frequency variable for the normalized (cut o ff at to = 1) 
low-pass function and p = a + jto be the new complex frequency variab le. 
Hence the frequency transformation is a function o f the form
P = f (P) (2.176)
which maps one or several frequency ranges of in terest to the frequency 
range of the passband of the low-pass characteristics. Thus, in moving 
the passband, the different types o f f i l t e r  characteristics can be 
obtained and the desired network is  obtained from the low-pass one by 
replacing each inductance L by a one-port whose impedance is L f(p ), 
and each capacitance C by a one-port whose admittance is  C f(p).
2.9.1. Low-Pass To High-Pass Transformation.
The transformation
U>1 0
P = p ”  ( 2 . 1 7 7 )
is  used to transform the normalized low-pass to high-pass, which maps
the in terva l from j«  to +« in the p-plane into the in terval - jl to 0 
in  the p-plane, and from -jo>0 to -» in the p-plane into j l  to 0 in  the 
p'-plane and vice versa as indicated in Fig. 2.29.
I f  l ‘ and c ' represent the inductance ar.d capacitance in the 
normalized low-pass network, then the high pass element Lh and can be 
obtained by
L'P'-L' V  =
1 ^ _
r' ' ^ r' <*>„ C p U 0
1
V
=  L h P
(2.178)
where
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L
jTffS\ Ç h = v u )j :
c Lh='/w0C
JW r\-----
oo
jw JÜJ
j l
' »
<r 0
-J1
- C O
P .  P lane  I3 -  Plane
Fig. 2.29 Transformation from low.pass to high.pass
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Ch = 1/uoL and Lh = 1/uioC' (2.179)
Thus, to obtain a high pass network from its  corresponding normalized
low-pass rea lization , each inductance L1 is simply replaced by a
capacitance C. and each capacitance C* is replaced by an inductance L  .
11 h
I f  the high-pass network is  also required to be normalized i .e .  w =1,o
then the relationships given in (2.179) become simple inverse.
2.9.2. Low-Pass To Bandpass Transformation.
The transformation from the normalized low-pass to band-pass 
can be achieved by considering the transformation
I
p = r (2.180)
where
%  V W  (2.181)
B = oj2 - ^  (2.182)
<*>2 and a>-j are the upper and lower passband edge frequencies, u 
is  the geometric midband frequency and B is  the bandwidth. The quantity 
B/w0 is  an important bandpass f i l t e r  design parameter and i t  is  known as 
"the re la tive  bandwidth". This transformation maps the interval ju j to 
ja ) 2  and -ju-j to in the p-plane into the in terva l - jl to j l  in  the 
p'-plane as indicated in Fig. 2.30.
The required band-pass network is  obtained by replacing each 
element in  the normalized low-pass by a one-port whose impedance at any 
point in  the band-pass interval is  the same as the impedance of the 
replaced element at the corresponding po in t'in  the low-pass in te rva l. 
L V  = L'i .e
o
“ B
0)
L _ +
%  p
.. L' 0) 2 1= i r P + TT 0 pL ’ (2.183)
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L
/
C
\\
r.ul r,— r "
---- | H —  *Lb lCb l
b1 9.b1 ^0= =
C b2 ^ 0= —
-- liUjl/— 1
V L^ Cb T -b l
L b2
Fig. 2.30 Transformation from low.pass to 
band-pass
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where
and B (2.184)
S im ila rly ,
Hence
CP
1
0) U>_c1 0 (B_ + J>) 
°  wo P
1
r '  C C p .
CM
O3
1
B + P
_ c '  _ . c '
CM
O3
1
-  B " P  + B P
= Cl A D + T"
1
where
Cb2 = B~ and Lb2 = r ' 2
u  COo
(2.185)
(2.186)
Thus, i t  can be concluded from the above relationships that, to obtain 
a bandpass network from it s  corresponding normalized low-pass, each 
inductance L in  the low pass is  replaced by a series combination of an 
inductor with inductance Lbl and a capacitor with a capacitance Cbl 
meanwhile each capacitance C in the low-pass is  replaced by a para lle l 
combination of an inductor with inductance l_b2 and a capacitor with a 
capacitance Cb2 as shown in Fig. 2.30.
I f  i t  is  required to transform the normalized low pass to a 
normalized bandpass (the most convenient normalization is  uQ = 1) the", 
the transformation given in (2.180) becomes
P * a + 1/p ) (2.187)
where
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or
where
Thus,
1 , " , - ». oi = a(u - l/o) )
n 01
10,to
to^  = l/u^
u>2 ■ w-j
( 2 . 1 8 8 )
( 2 . 1 8 9 )
( 2 . 1 9 0 )
( 2 . 1 9 1 )
V  and u2 are the lower and upper no™ alized bandedge frequencies, and 
consequently the normalized bandpass network is obtained.
When the low-pass contains resonant branches as in the 
generalised Chebyshev cases, the d irect transformation results in 
unappropriate combinations of elements for practical applications. Hence, 
i t  must be replaced by the equivalent preferred structure derived in 
[26], [9] and shown i n  Fig. 2.31 a,b , where a para lle l resonant c irc u it  
f o r m i n g  a series branch in  the lowpass is  t r a n s f o r m e d  i n t o  tw o  p ara lle l 
c irc u its  connected in series in the bandpass structure and a series 
resonant c ir c u it  forming a shunt branch in  the low-pass is  transformed 
into two shunt connected, series resonant c ircu its  in the band pass.
The normalized element values of the preferred structure are given by
w -
c + = 1  = a c *  ( 1 +  2 r - )
L r
c- = i -  = a c ' (1 + l  +)
L
L+ = 1_=  a l ' (1 + J - )  .
C
L" = ip =  a L ' (1 + w2 +)
C r
( 2 . 1 9 2 )
where
L' Lhi Chi LT IT
r-rmn— [-dim— | }-| r-dWl— —rnfU\_|
i I
LOr
Cl0 oil UJr (Jjrr I —11— 1I
c L b2 C c
(a)
Low pass Direct band pass 
structure
(b)
Preferred band pass 
structure
Fig. 2.31 Transformation of tow pass resonant 
section to band pass equivalent 
circuit
(a) A typ'cal section
(b) Dual section
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(2.193)
U)r
(2.194)
and equation (2.193) is  a special case of the general expression
II
obtained by solving equation (2.186) for u (the bandpass normalized 
real frequency) in terms of w (the low pass normalized real 
frequency) and is  given by
----------------  I
= /i + ( “ _ | ±  fa  0 < u> < « (2.195)
Hence, equation (2.193) gives the two resonant frequencies u 1 of the
r
preferred bandpass structure as a d irect resu lt of substituting the low- 
pass resonant frequency w .
2.9.3. Low-Pass to Band-Stop Transformation
The f r e q u e n c y  transformation
P
required in th is case is  given by
(2.196)
which maps the desired intervals - jUl to -jo>2 and to +ju>2 in the 
p-plane into the interval - jl to +jl in the p'-plane and vice versa, 
as shown in Fig. 2.32 and a ll  the symbols have the same definitions as 
in the band pass case (section 2 .9 .2 .). Here, ( v  U ]) means the band 
width of the stopband. Using a sim ilar argument to that in the previous 
section the bandstop network can be obtained from its  corresponding 
normalized low-pass realization i f  each inductance L1 in the low-pass 
is  replaced by a para lle l combination of an inductor with inductance L 
and a capacitor of Capacitance C$, and in the same time each capacitance 
c ' in the low-pass realization is replaced by a series combination of an 
inductor with inductance Lj2  and a capacitor of capacitance Cs2> whose
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l '
^  g i^filTn
c
U
F ig . 2.32 Transformation from low.pass to band-stop
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values are given by:
Ls l s 1 B/w ^ )
l s 2  s  V c ’e I
Cs2 s c 'B /uo2
(2.197)
However, i f  a normalized bands top is  required, then the 
most convenient normalization is  to set u equal 1. Hence the 
transformation givin in (2.196) becomes
P.
1
. II „ IIa(p +1/P ) (2.198)
and the normalized element values can be obtained by replacing B in 
equation (2.197) by 1/a with = 1
When a low pass realization containing resonant branches is 
required to be transformed into the preferred bandstop structure shown in 
F ig . 2.33, the following formulas for the normalized element values maybe 
used [26], [9] .
7  o  + 4  )
0  + < 4
t 
1
c:
rs-
(2.199)
where
1
ü) = /1+ (t -^-) ± '(■*-— )rs 2 0 ) ^ '  — x2o)ra • ( 2.200)
which is the analogous form of that of the normalized bandpass f i l t e r  
given in (2.194).
C Lsi Cs L%
u f r \ p ]
— nrrrn— .
Cups
—j t m ___
a f rS
c '
Ln i w H H
L s i  ¿ s i
— I M  
C i Lr
(a)
Low - P^ ss Direct band-stop 
structure
Preferred band-stop 
Structure
( b )
Fig. 2 33 Transformation of low-pass resonant
section to band-stop equivalent circuit 
(a) A typical section 
{b) Dual section
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2.10 CONCLUDING REMARKS.
This chapter starts by reviewing what is  considered to be 
the three most popular amplitude approximation methods. Special attention 
is  given to the equiripple type. Several design methods for d ifferent 
prototype f i lte rs  have been included ranging from the ex p lic it  formulas 
to the computerized synthesis methods. The synthesis accuracy problem 
is  discussed and a re la tive ly  new solution has been adopted and terms 
the alternating pole technique. A c o m p a r i s o n  o f  t h i s  technique with 
the z-transformed variable technique is  illu stra ted .
Each f i l t e r  discussed in this chapter has been chosen for its  
merit to act as a prototype channel f i l t e r  in  an interacting channel f i l t e r  
multiple>er. For example, the modified low-pass prototype w ill  be used 
la te r in designing a bandpass channel multiplexer which in turn may be 
realized in a waveguide structure for microwave applications. The 
generalized Chebyshev response is  also discussed and new classes of very 
se lective  f i l te r s  satisfying this response are introduced, their properties 
and applications are given and new tables of the element values for typical 
requirements are provided. Additionally, since this chapter concentrated 
on the low-pass prototy- f i l t e r s ,  i t  was logical to devote some space to 
the transformation of the low-pass into the other main types of f i l te r s  
such as the high-pass, band-pass and band-stop f i l t e r s .  The transformation
of the modified low-pass prototype which contains inverters w ill  be discussed 
la te r in  th is thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR BAND—PASS CHANNEL MULTIPLEXERS 
CONNECTED AT A COMMON JUNCTION.
3.1 RASTf. CONCEPTS
F ilte rs  are at the heart of multichannel systems and a large 
percentage of the manufactured f i l t e r s  are used in these systems 
especially in the microwave region of the frequency spectrum. Nowadays 
the applications of the multichannel systems are numerous ranging from 
the frequency d ivision multiplex (F.D.M.) system for microwave radio 
relay links, earth stations and s a te ll ite  transponders to the m ilitary  
use in airborne, seaborne and ground equipments for e lectron ic counter­
measures ( ECM) and electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM), e tc . , to 
mention but a few. Thus, the design problem of multichannel systems 
(multiplexing) becomes important and the techniques vary according to 
the application.
In the context of this thesis, the word "multiplexer" is  used 
to mean a passive linear device that combines a number o f f i lte rs  
representing different channels such that this device w ill have a single 
input port and a number o f output ports or having a single output port 
and a number of input-ports depending on its  use as a frequency spectrum 
s p lit te r  or combiner. The "diplexer" is  the simplest case of the m ulti­
plexer, since i t  only combines two channel f i l t e r s .  However, i f  a ll  of 
the channel f i l te r s  of the multiplexer have bandpass characteris tics , the 
multiplexer is  referrred to a? "band pass/band pass" or simply a "band pass 
channel multiplexer". On the other hand a multiplexer may consists of a 
cascade of a number of diplexers with each diplexer consisting of a low 
pass and a high pass channel and may be called a "low pass/high pass". 
However, the design problem of the multiplexer whether i t  is  a bandpass
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one or a cascade of low pass/high pass diplexers, is  not an easy task 
as i t  might at f i r s t  seem. This is because of the interaction effects 
which usually occur when a number of ordinary f i l t e r s  are simply connected 
together. Unless the f i l te r s  and the ir interconnections are carefu lly  
designed whilst taking into account the interaction e ffects , the whole 
performance of the system w ill be disrupted. Several methods have been 
used to decouple the f i l te r s  and thus reducing or avoiding the ir in te r ­
action by combining them with passive devices such as c ircu la to rs, 
hybrid junctions or by using directional f i l t e r s .  For details of these 
methods one can see Chapter 16 of reference [28]. An extensive 
discussion of the advantages and the lim itations of these methods is  
also presented in [29] and [30].
This chapter is  devoted to presenting a new design procedure 
for bandpass channel multiplexers without using any extra device except 
the bandpass channel f i l t e r s .
3.2 INTRODUCTION.
Most o f the previous multiplexers design techniques have 
adopted an approach based upon singly terminated bandpass channcels 
inherently resulting in  3dB crossover points between channels (continguous) 
e.g. [31], [32]. Such designs exhibit good return loss over the 
channel bandwidths and guardbands. However dummy channels have 
to be included to imitate absent channels at the edges of the total 
multiplexer bandwidth, thus forming an addition annulling network.
These redundant elements are necessary for the compensation of the 
channel interactions to produce a channel performance comparable to the 
individual channels based upon a singly terminated prototype.
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In  general, contiguous band multiplexers based upon the s ing ly 
terminated f i l t e r  design are non-optimum because they need a higher 
degree f i l t e r  than necessary in each channel in addition to an annulling 
network. Furthermore, i f  the singly terminated designs are to be used 
for crossover levels in excess of 3dB, which is the case in most 
communication systems, the passband return loss rapidly deteriorates i f  
a further annulling network is  not used. A general design procedure 
was recently presented in [ 3 3 ] for multiplexers based upon doubly 
terminated channel f i l te r s  where the parameters associated with the 
f i r s t  two resonators of each individual channel f i l t e r  are modified in 
terms of a well defined band separation factor. The process is  powerful 
and flex ib le  but has a number of lim itations mentioned in [33] for the 
simple series connection of channels. For example, the channels may 
not be spaced too closely in frequency, the procedure w ill  give inaccurate 
results when the channel return loss is  greater than 20dB and the lowest 
and highest frequency channels suffer a severe deterioration for most 
specifications containing 3 or more channels.
In th is chapter a new general design procedure is  presented 
for bandpass channel prototype multiplexers having any number o f Chebyshev 
channel f i l t e r s ,  with a rb itrary  degrees, bandwidths, and interchannel 
spacings without the necessity of having a manifold feed. The design 
procedure commences from the element values of a doubly terminated low- 
pass prototype f i l t e r  satisfying an equiripple response which is  
obtained from the closed form formulas given in [7 ], and review in 
Chapter 2 of this thesis and the individual channel f i l t e r s  can be 
realized in a d irect coupled cavity form connected in series at a common 
junction. The multiplexer design procedure modifies a ll of the elements 
in  each channel f i l t e r  and preserves a complete match at the two point o f 
perfect transmission closest to the bandedges of each channel f i l t e r ,
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w hilst taking into account the frequency dependence across each channel. 
An optimization process has been used to modify the elements of each 
channel in turn and the convergence of the process is normally achieved 
i f  the insertion loss of the neighbouring channels cross over at 
greater than 3dB. The resulting multiplexer is  canonic without an 
immittance compensating annulling network or a manifold feed. F in a lly , 
i t  is  shown that this process gives very good results for a wide 
variety  o f specifications, as demonstrated by the computer analysis o f 
several multiplexer examples.
3.3 THE DESIGN PROCEDURE.
The design procedure commenced from lumped element doubly 
terminated channel f i l te r s  operating is  iso lation  satisfying an 
equripple passband amplitude response with the maximum number of ripples. 
Thus, there is  perfect transmission a t n points^ =  ^j ( i = 1 -► n ), 
where n is the degree of transfer function.
The assumed normalized low pass prototype f i l t e r  sa tis fie s  an 
optimum equiripple amplitude passband response I.L . sketched in Fig.
3.1 and given by the formula:
I.L.= 1 + t T.n2 (a>) (3.1)
where
T ( u)'= cos(n cos  ^ a))
and has the equivalent c ircu it  shown in Fig. 3.2 with the ex p lic it design 
formulas [7].
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m
Fig. 3.2 Low pass prototype filter
r = 1 -*■ n-1 (3.2)Y ,r+ 1
Æ  + S i n 2{n r/n )
n = Sinh Sinh-1
The band pass channels based on this lowpass can be designed as 
individual doubly terminated f i lte rs  with the correct bandwidths and 
centre frequencies by applying the frequency transformation
(i) ■+ (u _ 1 ^ /^
where
I .  and g. are the ith  channel centre frequency 
and bandwidth scaling factor respectively.
(3.3)
Assuming the lower and upper band edges frequencies of the 
individual bandpass channels and are known, then
I = («H  + “ 21* ..
1 -----2----- ( 3-4)
The frequency transformation given in (3.3) changes a ll  of the capacitors
C r into capacitors Cj r  in paralle l with a frequency invariant susceptances 
B ^ ,  where
B. = -C. I .  m  mi r  i r  i (3.6)
and preserves the equiripple amplituoe response.
The design princip le used here modifies a l l  of the elements in 
each channel f i l t e r  taking into account the frequency variation across 
each channel and the interaction due to other channels.
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A perfect transmission is preserved with the correct overall 
phase s h if t  in  the auxiliary variable n a t the two points of perfect 
transmission (F ( i  and F2 i) closest to the band edges of each channel.
be repeated until no more change in the element values is  possible.
The two points of perfect transmission closest to the band edges 
o f channel i ,  (F^. and F^.) can be obtained by solving the following 
set o f linear equations formed by preserving the same argument value of 
T ( J  at the band edges and the two points of perfect transmission closest 
to the low pass band edges, a fter applying the bandpass frequency 
transformation given e a r lie r  in expressions (3 .3 ). Hence,
However, when channel j  ( j  = 1,2,3,— L) is modified the remaining 
channels i ( i = 1,2,3,— ¿ j ,  —  L) are replaced by the ir input 
impedances calculated at F^. and F2j. and the modification process may
(3.7)
(3.8)
2i
(3.9)
= - cos (ir/2n.) (3.10)
From equations (3.7) and (3.9)
(3.11)
From equation (3.8)
F li = *i " $i cos (iT/2n )^ (3.12)
and from equation (3.10)
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F2i = r i + Bi C0S ^ /2ni5 (3.13)
Now, i f  each bandpass channel i is  assumed to be operating in  iso lation , 
terminated a t both ends by 1 ohm resisto rs, then at u * F^.., the transfer 
matrix for the entire network of channel i would be:
- 1
r=l
-5in Q
jrii
Jn i
- S in (^ )
(3.14)
Also, a t w = ? 2 \ the transfer matrix for the entire network of channel 
i would be
" i - 1
r=l
1
" 2i +
S in (H ) J "1
Jn-i s tn (^ )
(3.15)
This has been shown by Rhodes [7] and represents a cascade of passive 
all-pass sections in the a u x i l i a r y  parameter - jn or j n .
The insertion loss characteristics of an L-channel multiplexer, 
incneating the insertion losses from the common port to the L - output 
ports, is  shown in Fig. 3.3, where the ripple level of the channels are 
not necessarily identica l. The L - channel, series connected multiplexer 
is shown in Fig. 3.4. The e ffec t on the passband response of one channel 
due to the interaction of the others is to create a frequency dependent 
complex load at one end. Since the value of this load is  d ifferen t at 
the two c r it ic a l  bandedge frequencies where all-pass behaviour in  the 
aux ilia ry  parameter occurs, an impedance scaling w ithin the network must 
occur coupled with additional phase s h if t .  Hence, the transfer matrix 
for the entire network of channel i operating in a multiplexer of L- 
channels calculate atw  = F ^  f rom general image parameter theory for
*3-
F í g - 3-3 Insertion loss of a multiplexer
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Fig. 3.4 Series connected multiplexer
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matched sections is  given by: 
" i - '
"  _________ i________ _
11 M i  t s 2 ir><U t2 1,r>
^ l i . r 0 1 j t .l . r
0 1 j t i , r 1
• -
-s.i ,r jrli
1 '
A i . r + l
0
" Si .r
1Jf|i 0 J T ~£11,r+l .
(3.15)
or
nr1¥
=1 / n 2 .+S2. ) ( l+ t 2. )' / M i  i , r /v i , r '
■ li.r
I ^ +1 <Si . r +V i . r >  jVZl i , r Zl i . r +l ^ i - S i „t«r i , r
J - u 1 1 , r + 1  ( s .  + n . t .  )
/Z, • _Z ,.. I 7 ! ^  ' > r  h ' * r i/ n i , r * l i , r + l
(3.17)
S im ila rly  a t u = F2i the transfer matrix for the entire network of 
channel i may be represented by
1 r i J t .
r
i
1 ^ ¡ V sZl . r ) « ,r t2 1.r)
h .  r 0
0 M -
.
r  .
S 1 .r  J 1i
.J 1 i S i . r
i . r
1
i -r
1
/ i Z2i,r+l
0 /z 2i,r+l
(3.18)
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ni _1
IT.r=
JO H Z1 « 21.r>t,+t21.r>
/ Z2i!r+l(S i’r_Tliti,r) jv^2Ur^2UrVl (r\ i +Si .r^  ,rJ
j  »r  ^ / 2i,r+l
»/Z2 i, r Z2i,r+l ^ 2 i’ r
( S i , r-rl i *r )
where S . >r = n(rtr/^ )
(3.19)
t.. r is a phase correcting factor introduced to preserve
the a ll pass characteristic  of channel i at . and F2 i .
Z , . and Z0. are the image impedances of the rth section of l i , r  2 i,r
channel i and required to be d ifferen t a t F^  and F2l-•
In order to modify the element values of channel j( j= l,2 ,3  —  l ) .
the remaining channels of the multiplexer i f  j  may be replaced by their
equivalent input impedances evaluated a t a  = F, . and u = F which are
■ J ZJ
connected in series with the 1 Ohm generator load as shown in Fig. 3.5 
and given by
(3.20a) 
(3.20b)
Ri t  l Fi j )  = ^ Rn  (Fij*  
<Fu> - ¿ * 1 1  <F,j>
R2t (F 2j> 2i ( F2j> (3.20c)
and
X2t (F2 j) = . ^ X2i (F2 j) (3.20d)
where
Rlt  F^lj^  ancl R2t F^2j^ are tlie sum tlie rea  ^ Parts ° f  the 
input impedances of the individual channels evaluated at F ^  
and F2j  respectively.
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Fig-3-5 Equivalent circuit of the multiplexer 
(Series connected load)
(a) at ou = hj
(b) at u) = Fj j
Cjpj Bjnj
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Xl t  ( Fl j )  and X2t ( F2j^ are ttie SUm oF the ima9inary Pa^ts 
of the input impedances of the individual channels evaluated
a t F^. and Fgj respectively.
For convenience, the load from the common junction side to 
channel j  is  replaced by its  shunt equivalent c irc u it  as shown in Fig.
36 where Gu  (F^.) and G2t (F2j.) are the real parts, Y] t  (F^ .) and Y2t(F 2j.) 
are the imaginary parts. Hence, they are given by
Gn  <Fu> * <’ + Rn  + x2n
Yn  ( Fu>  -  -  xn  <Fu > / « 1+Ri t  <Fi j » 2 + * n  (Fi j ) )
G2t ( F y )  • (1 + « J t (F 2 J) ) / ( (H R 2t (F 2 j) ) 2 ♦ X22t (F 2 j ) ) 
and
(F„-) X2t (F y )/ ((1 + R ,t ( F , f ) ) 2 + X 2, t ( F , f ) )2t 2j' 2t v 2j'
(3.21a)
(3.21b)
(3.21c)
(3.21d)
2t v‘ 2j J
Now le t  i = j  in matrix (3.17) whose basic section can be decomposed into 
a transfer matrix o f a shunt resonator and an admittance inverter [34]. 
Hence, the overall admittance o f the shunt resonator can be described by
Cj.F  <FU  '  ‘ j . F 1 *
( Sj , r  + 1j t j , r ) + (Sj,r-1 * I j  ^ . r - l )
(r)j ‘ Sj>r t j . r )  %  ■ Sj,r-1 V - l *
(3'. 22)
and the characteristic  admittance of the inverter is  given by
r ( J j *  S'%  J ( 1  + t %  JJ . r
K.
J» r,r+1 / Zi j , r Zij,r+1 7^)j~Sj , r t j,r^
(3.23)
S im ila rly  from matrix (3.19)
C. { Frt • ” 1 j r ) = *7j , r  2j J»n z2 j,r h j  + ^ j . r - ^ j . r - l^ J
(3.24)
r ~ r- ---- 1
J u L CÍ ? KJ,1,2 : 1 Kjr.rvl
G1t Y1t j CJ1 Bji Cjr
( 3 )
1--------- - -
t JTJ
l j
I
1-
-1 i
___L_ 1
Kj 1.2
= fKjr/.l
1_____L _ i I______ -I ----- 1—
û2t Y2t 1 Gji Bjì Cjr Bjr
- -  -  (b)
m
Ljnj Bjpj
Fig.3.6 Equivalent circuit
( Parallel connected 
(a) at w =f1j
( b) at üJ =F-2J
of the multiplexer 
I oad )
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and
K,j,r ,r+ l
7  <12:  ^ $2i . r ) n   ^ 5~ ,
/ ^ 2 j , r Z2j,r+l^’l j +Sj , r tj,r^
) .
(3.25)
Since Kj >r>r+1 is the characteristic  admittance of a frequency independent 
invertor, from (3.23) and (3.25) we have
i n . + S . t .  2
R . , = — i—  / 'J J . r  j , r  .
( c 1---  (3.26)oj,r+ l R . ' T T T T  t T  ° J * r IJ J . r  j . i
where
R., Z1 j,r
'  ^ . r (3.27)
In addition i t  has been found, a fte r trying d ifferen t relationships, that 
i f  the individual channel network is  o r ig in a lly  symmetrical, then the 
required impedance variation level through i t  can be approximately expressed 
by the following expressions which give the best possible return loss over 
the entire  passband. .
Z1 j,r+ l = ( zl J i r ) 7
1/4
Z2 j , r+1 = ( Z2j,r> 
and consequently
Roj,r+ l = ^Roj,r^
(3.28a)
(3.28b)
(3.28c)
Furthermore, for the all-pass behaviour in the aux iliary parameter 
for each channel at its  c r it ic a l  frequencies we must have
Zl j , l  = 1/G2t {F l j }
and
Z2 j, l  '  1ZG2t ( F2 jl
So, from equation (3.26) an expression for t ,  can be w ritten as
J •'
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- <
/ Ro j.r  Roj,r+ l ~ 1 >|
/ Ro j , r Roj,r+ l + 1
(3.29)
and
t .  . = 0J.o
The modified values of the elements associated with the f i r s t  resonator 
of channel ( j )  can be obtained by solving the following two equation for
CJ . l  3nd 1 j . T
» I t  <Flj>  + CJ1 fFU  ‘  <3-3°>
h t  <F2j> + Cj l  <F23 '  V  * Bo j , l (3.31)
to give
Cj . l
Yn ( Fl j > - ¥2 t ( F2 j ) + A o J . l t B o j , l
<F2j
(3.32)
and
! j l  = Fl j  + {Y l t  (F lj> + Ao , j , l }/Cj l (3.33)
where S . , + T| . t . i
Ao j , i  * Gn  <f 13>
rt C  ( F  ) / J »1 >Bo j,i - G2t <F2j) V +^ I J V i
(3.34)
(3.35)
The modified value of the remaining resonators of channel ( j )  can be
obtained by solving equation (3.22) and (3.24) for C. and I .
, J ■ J *
B.
Cj  r  ‘
o j , r  o j , r
Z1 j , r  c j , r
I . = F, . +V 1j Z1 j . r  Cj r
'  <F 2j - F lj> (r  - 2-*- „ . )
( r  = 2 -nj)
(3.36)
(3.37)
where
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(3.38)
(3.39)
The modified characteristic  impedance of the inverter K. , can beJ  »» »« +*
obtained by using either equation (3.23) or (3.25).
A computer program has been written to perform the modification 
process. This process is  then repeated channel by channel until a ll 
the elements values converge. No p rc jf of convergence is offered but i t  
has been found that i f  the channel cross over insertion loss levels are 
in  excess of 3dB the process appears to converge.
3 . 4  PROTOTYPE EXAMPLES AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS.
asymmetric 8 -channel multiplexer whose individual channel f i l te r s  are 
designed with varying number of resonators, bandwidths and interchannel 
separations, but are identical in their inband return loss of 20dB,
(there is  no res tric tion  in this theory against designing the individual 
f i l t e r s  to have varying inband return loss as w e ll) . The design 
specifications are given in Table 1, and the computer analysis of the 
comnon port return loss of the resulting multiplexer is shown in Fig. 3.7. 
I t  may be seen that a l l  of the channels have a good match even for such 
complicated multiplexer.
i ) The generality of this procedure is demonstrated here by an
enlo

R.L
.Cd
B; 
——
► .R
.L.W
B)
o
10
Fig.3-7 Return loss characteristic of 8 channel asymmetric 
multipl exer, minimum return lcss = 20dB
i = channel number
{Individual channel specifications are given in 
table I  )
to (rad./sec)
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i ni “ 11 w2i
1 8 1 2
2 4 2.5 3
3 7 3.6 5
4 5 6 7.8
5 7 8.5 11.5
6 6 12.2 13.1
7 5 14 17.5
8 5
---- ;----
19.5 20.5
TABLE 1 A Symmetric multiplexer specification : 
minimum return loss =. 20dB, i = channel 
number, n. = number of resonators, and 
to-,and ul .  are the lower and upper pass 
band edges of channel i respectively.
i i )  A trip lexer has been designed with each of the 3-channels 
having 6 resonators, bandwidth of 2 rad/sec, minimum in bands return 
loss o f 26dB and centre frequencies a t u = 1.5, 4.5 and 7.5 respectively.
The modified elements values are given in Table I I  and the 
return loss and insertion loss characteris tic  are plotted in F ig . 3.8 
and 3.9 respectively. A fourth sim ilar channel with centre frequency at 
w = 10.5 rad/sec is  added to give a 4-channel multiplexer whose modified 
element values are given in Table I I I  and the return loss characteristic  
is  plotted in Fig. 3.10. S im ila rly  Fig. 3.11 and 3.12 show the return 
loss characteristics of 5-channel and 6-channel multiplexers respectively.
These examples demonstrate the ap p licab ility  of this design procedure 
to a high return loss specification  and show that the parameters associated 
with the f i r s t  resonator of each individual channel suffer the larger 
modification while the la s t resonator parameters suffer the least modification.
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1
0
TABLE I I  Element Values of 3-channel multiplexer.
(Minimum return loss = 26dB for a ll channels)
Fig.3-8 Return loss characteristic of 3 -similar channels multiplexer 
n r 6 resonator, minimum return loss= 26dB, bandwidthr 2
T i  ioT
OJ (rad /sec )
to
Fig-3.9 Insertion loss characteristic of 3. similar channels multiplexer 
n = 6 resonator, minimum return loss = 26 dB, bandwidth =2
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Fig. 3.10 Return loss characteristic of ¿»-similar channels multiplexer 
(minimum return loss = 26 d B )
(9 P) vy
00
Fig. 3.12 Return loss characteristic of 6-similar channels multiplexer (minimum return loss = 26dB)
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i i i )  A contiguous Diplexer.
The v a lid ity  of this design procedure has been tested for a lim iting 
contiguous case o f a diplexer of degree 5, with a return loss of 26dB 
for both channels, the f i r s t  channel has band edges at = 0.175 and 
at ^ 2  = 2.175 while the second channel has its  band edges at =
2.525 and at ^  = 4.525. The modifed values of this diplexer are given 
in Table IV and the computer analysis of the insertion loss and return 
loss characteristics shown in Fig. 3.13 where the required 3dB loss at 
the cross over frequency is observed and the return loss at the conrnon 
port does not fa l l  below 19.6 dB. This is an acceptable situation for 
many applications.
Channel 1
n-j=5, R.L. = 26dB.u>ii = .175 u.|2=2.175 n2=5, R.L.
Channel 
=26 dB,^21 =
2
2.525..u>22=4.525
r Cl r hr Kl,r,r+1 C2r K2,r,r+1
1 0.428514 -0.132203
0.90002
0.428514 4.8322
0.90002
2 1.77957 0.969964
1.40676
1.77957 3.73004
1.406 76
3 2.38908 1.13869
1.50911
2.38908 3.56131
1.50911
4 1.98661 1.16237
1.229 83
1.98661 3.53763
1.22983
5 0.764275 1.16664 0.764275 3.53336
1 0 0
TABLE IV . Element values of a contiguous prototype 
BP/BP diplexer
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F ig .3.13 A contiguous B P / B P  channels diplexer 
n = 5 . minimum return loss = 26 dB
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From the many examples which have been designed and analysed by a 
computer, several points o f  in terest arise . The design procedure is  
a very general one in the sense that i t  can handle the design of 
complicated asymmetric multiplexer with only a s ligh t mismatch in some 
channels. The resulting multiplexers designed according to this technique 
are canonic (the degrees of the multiplexer is  equal to the sum of the 
degrees of the individual channel f i l t e r s ) ,  because there is  no necessity 
for annulling immittance networks, or dummy channels to be added to the 
multiplexer. Furthermore this optinusn doubly terminated design procedure 
shares the advantage of an increase of at least 6dB in the attenuation 
level over the pass band regions of a l l  other channels, sim ilar to 
other common junction multiplex design methods based upon doubly 
terminated prototype [e.g. 33].
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS.
A new general design procedure has been presented for bandpass 
Chebysheve channel multiplexers without the addition of immittance 
compensation networks or dunmy channels. This design procedure is 
also an approximate one since an exact synthesis procedure has not 
ye t been found for this type of L-port network. I t  is  believed that 
a further improvement could be made i f  an exact expression could be 
derived for the internal impedance level variation through each 
individual channel instead of the approximate one "iven in equations 
3.28 a,b, and c. I f  a correct a l l  pass equivalent form could be obtained 
at a third point of perfect transmission d ifferen t from those closest 
to the pass-band edges of each individual channel, an improvement could 
be made. Attempts to obtain this solution has so far not been successful. 
However, this design procedure for a d irect connection of a ll chanells 
at a common junction results in an excellent design without the necessity 
for annulling network and represents a s t r ic t ly  canonical solution.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF EXPERIMENTAL 
MICROWAVE MULTIPLEXERS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the application of the new procedure developed 
in the la s t  chapter for designing microwave multiplexers using d irect 
coupled cavity  waveguide f i l t e r s  connected in series at a common junction 
by a wave-guide feed.
The design process commences with the specifications which define 
the number of channels, the band edges of each channel or the bandwidths 
and centre frequencies, the inband return loss (dB) and the rejection of 
each channel over the neighbouring channel passbands (dB) or the number 
of resonators in each channel. However, the given specifications should 
be related to prototype values, since the multiplexer design procedure 
was given in terms of such values. Finding the prototype element values 
of each channel in iso lation , then one can proceed to obtain the modified 
values. Having obtained these, the d irect coupled cavity  waveguide 
rea lization  is  very simple for re la t iv e ly  narrow-band specifications.
This chapter presents a design process of a 4-channel multiplexer 
and explains the steps taken beginning with the given specifications and 
fin ish ing  with the physical dimensions. The computer analysis of the 
prototype multiplexer is  plotted showing the insertion loss response of 
each channel and the common port return loss. The 4-channel microwave 
multiplexer was b u ilt in a standard rectangular waveguide WG16 (wR 90) 
structure, tuned and tested by using a swept-frequency reflectometer 
arrangement. The experimental insertion loss and return loss characteristics 
have been established.
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4.2 DIRECT COUPLED-CAVITY WAVEGUIDE FILTERS
The design of direct-coupled-cavity band-pass f i l t e r s  using a 
rectangular waveguide realization based on a lumped low-pass prototype 
is  now a well established technique. The oldest comprehensive method 
is  that introduced by Cohn [35], who was the f i r s t  to show the close 
relationship between an ideal immittance inverter and the shunt inductive 
coupling embedded in a negative length of waveguide. Cohn's method gives 
good results for bandwidth up to approximately 20 percent i f ,  in the case 
of Chebyshev response, the voltage standing wave ra tio  (VSWR) is  not too 
close to unity. A decade la te r Levy [36] presented a new theory for 
designing direct-coupled cavity  f i l t e r s  in transmission line or waveguide 
structure and satisfying a Chebyshev response. Levy's theory based 
o r ig in a lly  on a d ifferent type of prototypes but i t  degenerates to that 
by Cohn for narrow-band applications. Hence, any of these two methods 
can be used in designing the f i l t e r  of in terest, which consists of half 
wavelength cavities  of e le c tr ica l length 6q = * at the design frequency 
which is  normally chosen to be the mid-band frequency f  , d ire c tly  coupled 
by shunt inductive ir ises  or posts as shown in F ig .4.2. The coupling 
elements ( ir is e s  or posts) can be adequately described by shunt inductive 
susceptances of magnitude Yr>r+1 at f 0, symmetrically embedded in a length 
of waveguide of e le c tr ica l length <j>r p+1 = <|>o at nrdband.
However, i t  is  convenient to treat the frequency dependent quantities 
in waveguide f i l t e r s  whether they are lengths of lin e  or susceptances,in 
terms of normalized guide wavelength i .e .  XgQ/xg. Where xg is  the guide 
wavelength and xgQ is  the guide wave length at f  . I t  is  also simpler 
to operate with normalized values of susceptances by considering the 
characteris tic  impedance of the waveguide to be unity.
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In order to derive the design formulas for the d irect coupled 
cavity  f i l t e r  1n terms of the prototype element values, the equivalent 
c irc u it  for a typical section of the d irect coppled cavity  f i l t e r  may 
f i r s t  be established following the same procedure given in 1351 and 136j .
Consider f i r s t ly  a typical shunt inductive coupling element of 
susceptance -jYr r+j xg/xgQ symmetrically located in a unit characteristic  
impedance piece of waveguide having an e le c tr ica l length a « xg /xg 
- as shown in F ig .4 .3 .a. The overall transfer matrix of th is combination
is
Cos(*r,r+l/2^ JS ln ( ‘V ,rM /2 * 1 0 Cos<*r.r+l/2> JS in < V ,r+l/2)
J s1n(*r,r+l/2> -jY r .r * l i |  1
X90
J s1n( V . r +l/ 2) Cosi*r,r+l/2>
r —
Xg Y- M
Cos(V,r+ l>  + - 7 x g 7 ~  S in (V , r +l> - T x C
Xg Yr,r+ l)
j{Sin(<fr>r+1)
Jo 
xg Y 
2xg,
xg \
<*»(♦, . . i l  + —— _ )r,r+l 2xg, pr,r+ l
------ 14.1}
As shown in |36j the shunt inductive coupling element symmetrically 
located in a piece of waveguide is  approximated by a frequency dependant 
immittance inverter possessing a transfer matrix
0
jK r,r±l xg
Xgo
Xgo
K'r,r+1
xg
0
-C4.2}
This in turn may be sp litted  into three parts representing two
transformers with turn ratios s \ g Q/ \ q  and /Ag/xg0 separated by an ideal
Fig. <*.1 The thannels layout
0  r =00  *9 x 90
’ a r ^ . x ” V «
cavity
r
cavity
r*l
cavity
r *  2
' iQL=Qb&. -^ 5" q-To 9^o—i !*£-_- H r- i ^♦r^x ©r-®»'Vg Ag r+l Ag
Fig. 4.2 Direct-coupled cavity in a waveguide filter
F ig . 4.3 The approximate equivalence between a shunt 
coupling element in a piece of waveguide (a) 
and an ideal immittance inverter (b)
Fig. 4.4 Pi-section equivalenece of half -wave length cavity
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immittance Inverter of characteristic  impedance 10 r+1 as illu stra ted  in
F ig .4 .3 .b.
Equating matrix (4*2) to the righthand side of (4.1) at midband
I
Y.
i .e .  xg = xgQ yields |35|
r.*/ r , r * l v 
^or.r+l = ‘  LOti— 2 *
Yr,r+1 = K'r,r+1 “ r,r+l
(4.3)
Secondly, a half wave length cavity of e lectrical length 6q - ir 
at xgQ characterized by the transfer matrix
Costirxg0A g)
jSin(TrXg0/xg)
jSinfirXgo/Xg)
CosCirXgo/Xg}
(4.41
has Pj-section equivalent c irc u it  given in [35] and shown in F ig .4.4 where 
the impedance o f the series arm is
Z, ■ -j Sin(irxg0/xgl (4.51
r
and the admittance of each of the shunt arms is
Y2 =-Cot(irXgo/Xg) (4.6)
r
The la tte r is usually a small quantity compared with the large adjacent 
admittance of the inverter. Hence the shunt arms may be neglected. The 
1:-l transformer has only a phase correcting effect.
However, neglecting the shunt arms of the -section equivalence of 
the cavity and scaling out the frequency dependant transformers in the 
equivalent c ircu it of the shunt coupling element across the f i l t e r ,  yields 
the approximate c ircu it of a typical section of a waveguide direct
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coupled cavity f i l t e r  shown in F ig .4.5.
The d irect comparison with the lumped low-pass prototype in the dual 
format shown in F ig .4.6. implies the frequency transformation [36] 
given by
« a X g - S inC^g0A g ) (4.7)
where w is  the lumped prototype frequency variable and a is  a scaling 
constant. Furthermore, Levy |36| has shown that to a second degree of 
approximation around xg = XgQ (ju s tif ie d  for narrow band applications), 
the relationship (4.7) tends to
“  *  U  - (4.8)
and his method inherently leads to that used by Cohn [35].
However, the fina l design equations for the d irect coupled cavity  
waveguide f i l t e r  based upon the lumped low-pass prototype shown in F ig .4.6 
may be given by:
(0C f \ g }  + xg2
IT xg, -  xg? . 1 (4.9)
y here
“ c is  cut"O ff frequency of the lumped low-pass prototype (normally 
to = 1 rad/sec)
V»
xg1 and xg2 are the guide wavelength at the lower and upper band edge 
frequencies.
The coupling between the rm  and r + 1th cav ities  is  given by
r,r+l
V q ^ r  9r+l 
Kr,r+1
r+1
' T Oa
r = 0 + n
(4.10)
lr-1,r
— r ^ r i —
rth cavity 'r,r*1
Fig - *>.5 Equivalent circuit of a typical section 
of a direct coupled cavity waveguide 
filter
Fig. ^ . 6  Lumped low-pass prototype filter
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where
Kp r+1 Is  the characteristic  impedance of the prototype inverter 
and the terminating loads are:
s0 '  9n+l = 1/“ (4.11)
The e lec tr ica l length of the rth resonant cavity  is
V  “  eor " o * r- l,r  "  o V .r+ l r = 1 n 
(4.12)
where
* , = Cot’ 1 -r-£ f19r,r+ l u 9
e = tt corresponds to a physical length of Ag /2
and
*9 r
.  xgl * xg2 (4.13)
Having reviewed the design procedure for the d irect coupled 
cavity  waveguide f i l t e r ,  one can now proceed with the multiplexer design 
example.
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4.3. THE MULTIPLEXER DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
Number of channels = 4
A ll channels sa tis fy  a Chebyshey response with inband 
return loss = 20dB
The rest of the specification are given in the table below:
i
Channel
Number
• ni 
No. of 
Resonators
fi!(GHZ)
Lower
bandedge
f i  2 CGHZ1
Upper
bandedge
1 8 9.3 9.4
2 4 9.43 9.46
3 4 9.48 9.51
4 4 9.53 9.56
4#4 CALCULATION OF THE PROTOTYPE VALUES
The structure of interest here is  the standard rectangular waveguide
WG16 (WR90) which has the following properties [37]:
( i }  The inside dimensions:
b = height (narrow dimension) = 0.4" 
a = width (broad dimension) = 0.9" 
the walls thickness * 0.05"
( i  i ) Recommended frequency range for TE10 mode from 
8.20 -v 12.5 GHZ
( n i l  Cut o ff frequency f  in MHZ = 6570.5860
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CtvL Cut o ff wayelength. A is  giyen by 
x ^ 2ab
c (n2b2+m2a2) C4,13i-
where
n - number of half waves variation of the f ie ld  in the 
a-direction ( n *  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ----1
m = number of half waves variation of the f ie ld  in the 
b-direction (m = 0,1,2,3 ---- )
For waveguide WG16 supporting TE10 mode
A = 1.8" c
(v ) The guide wavelength Ag is  given by
X9 "(T  - tV A c ) 2) i  (4.14)
where
A is  the free space wavelength 
X f  (4.15)
and c is  ve locity  of ligh t in free space 
= 11.80315 x 109 inch/sec
However, in order to proceed in the multiplexer design process, the 
given frequency specification in GHZ must be related to prototype values 
in rad/sec. One suitable prototype may be obtained by setting f .  =
9.4GHZ to correspor-' to unity rad/sec on the prototype frequency scale and 
using the transformation
to Bit Ag (4.16)
where
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u is  the prototype frequency variable rad/sec 
3  is  a scaling constant
xg can be calculated by using equation (4.14}
For channel i = 1
The free space wavelengths at the bandedges frequencies are:
m 11.80315x109 = .269156"
11 9.3xl09
.  U,80315X109 .  1>255654„ 
u  9.4xl09
The corresponding guide wavelengths are 
xgn  = 1.789759"
Xg12 = 1.752479"
Now, using the relationship in (4.16} for xg12 corresDonding to 
Ul1 = 1 yie lds
e Mn  = l
i r X g ^  1 . 7 5 2 4 7 9 i r
0.181634 ( 4 . 1 7 )
Thus,
u - | 2  = 3 uXg^ = 1.021272 rad/sec
S im ila r ly ,
For channel i = 2
X2 1  = 1.25166" , .  X2 2  *  1.24769" 
Xg2 1  - 1.74167" , xg2 2  - 1.731021" 
and
u>21 * 3 irXg22 -  0.987755 rad/sec 
w2 2  = BnXg2i = 0.993832 rad/sec
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For channel j  - 3
X31 = 1.245058" , x32 = 1,24113"
Ag31 * 1.724013" , xg32 * 1.713629" 
and
W3 1  ® ^ ^ ^ 9 3 2  = 0.977831 rad/sec 
w32 = = 0.983756 rad/sec
For channel i = 4
X41 = 1.238526" , X42 = 1.234639"
Xg41 = 1.706795" , Xg42 = 1.696665" 
and
“ 4 1  *  e*Xg4 2  ■ 0.968151 rad/sec 
“ 4 2  = ^ X g ^  = 0.973931 rad/sec 
The prototype channels layout is  shown in F ig .4 .7 .
However, in practical design cases, the number of resonators in each 
channel may not be given, instead the rejection LAi in (dB) of each 
channel over the adjacent ones is  given. In th is  case the number of 
resonators r^ . may be calculated at th is stage of the design process by 
using the following relationship [7 ].
n, *
LAj + LR.+ 6
 ^ 20 log (5 .+/<sY-l ) (4.181
where
LR.. is  the inband return loss (dB)
A., and B.. are as defined in F ig .4.7.
Fig. 4.7 The prototype channels layout
I-N.
00
IQ
Fig. 4.8 The prototype 4-channel multiplexer
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I f  equation (4 .18Lts used, one should keep In mind the advantage 
of multiplexer design procedures based on doubly terminated prototypes 
which give an improvement of more than 6(clB} in the offband insertion loss, 
and consequently resu lt in saving of at least one cavity  per channel.
Having calculated the required prototype design values, they can be 
now supplied as input data to the programmed design procedure introduced 
in the la s t chapter. The obtained prototype modified element values 
of the four bandpass channel multiplexer are given in Table l.A  and l.B .  
For convenience, the prototype multiplexer is  used in the dual form 
shown in Fig 4.8 where the four channel may be seen series ly  connected 
at a common junction and for practical reasons a normalized impedance 
inverter is  introduced at both ends of each channel.
CM1"»CM
r Cl r h r Klr,r+1
o•
II 1 89.3355 -1.01473 1.26534
II
CM
3~ 2 260.719 -1.01105 2.03759
•r*
%
*
II
3 402.929 -1.0107 2.58891
ccid.c 3~ 4
479.376 -1.01065 2.78696
o
0»
9
5 480.416 -1.01064 2.60654
H
U
6 407.498 -1.01064 2.09683
*oo 7 272.319 -1.01064 1.41246
ii
c
8 95.6289 -1.01064 0
Table l.A  Modified element values of channel i = 1 of the prototype
m u lt ip le x e r
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r 1 • 2 3 4
Ch
an
ne
l 
i=
2
toLO
COcn
ifi— CO CM 003 £  cn*> CT1
^  «’ l| CM CM CMb> 3
#k
IICMC
C2r 366.867 730.754 737.69 306.288
*2r -0.990667 -0.990766 -0.990787 -0.990789
^ r.r+ l 1.27823 1.56264 1.31665 0
COI!•«—
<ucc<a.co
rCOCO
cn co• Lf>
1 £  r -  COCO CO3 cn
• M*r-  CM• CO
■u 3COu>
•»
Mcoc
C3r 357.757 740.474 753.919 313.859
>3r -0.980155 -0.98064 -0.980755 -0.980771
K3r,r+1 1.23784 1.54845 1.3136
:
0
in
CO
C4r 207.00 693.042 754.968 319.851
.
Ch
an
ne
l 
i=
3 cn «—iti—• cn<3- CO
3 £  o>tk .r- l|l| CM
u 3 
*
Vc
*4r -0.968558 -0.97082 -0.970985 -0.971008
4r,r+l 0.983823 1.46013 1.29439 0
Table 1.B Modified element values of channel 2,3 and 4 of the prototype
m u lt ip le x e r
A.
 L
.(d
R)
 
l l
. (d
B)
oCT»
Fig. U.9 The computer analysis of the prototype m ultiplexer showing
the insert 10 r loss(l.L) and return loss (R. L.) characteristics
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The computer analysts of th is prorotype multiplexer yie lds the 
Insertion loss and return loss characteristics plotted in Fig 4.9.
4.5 CONVERTING THE PROTOTYPE INTO WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURE
B e f o r e  proceeding in converting the prototype element values 
obtained in the last section into the ir waveguide counterparts, few 
more words are worth mentioning about the frequency invariant reactive 
elements which inevitab ly appear in the bandpass prototype. As 
mentioned e a r lie r  in th is thesis, these elements are imaginary. Hence 
they are not realizable by any physical component. But the ir existance 
in the prototype causes no problem in the realization for re la t iv e ly  
narrow band applications.
However, since the frequency-invariant elements usually occur in 
conjunction with ordinary reactances as shown i n  F i g  4.10 which represents 
a typ ical series resonator in a bandpass channel " i "  of the multiplexer 
in question. This resonator can be approximately realized by an 
equivalent length of a uniform waveguide to within any half wavelength 
at the resonance frequency of the cavity  A g ^ .  In practice, the length 
of guide should be between one-half and one wavelength long to prevent 
evanescent modes interaction and avoid excessive length.
However, to convert th is prototype resonator into a waveguide structure,
the fam ilia r reactance slope technique (see for example [35] and [28]} may
be applied, such that the magnitude and the f i r s t  derivative with respect
to Agr of the reactancet,f the prototype resonator in Fig 4,10-are
respectively equated to the magnitude and the f i r s t  derivative of the
reactance of the waveguide resonant cav ity , a l l  evaluated at Ao - i
s i , r  “  g o i,r ‘
C¡r "Bjp— Cir^ir 
JTMii___n_n_n_n___
Fig.fc.10 Atypical prototype series 
resonator
Fig. fc.11 H-plane , Tee-junction
(a) General view
(b) T°P v'ew showing the position of the reference planes
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Thus,
v i , r Ci , r  e ïï Xgi , r  “  *i ,r  Ci , r
rAg
- IT h L  -
^ o i , r  v
(4.191
where v . . i s  a scaling constant s t i l l  to be determined. At resonance 
i .e  xg4 „  = Ag . y.» th is equation becomes1 9  r u i * i
v i , r “ l . r  a ï ïX g o i , r -  l \ . r  Ci , r = 0 (4.20}
Y ielding, 
Ag - 11 »roi ,r  e it (4.211
where £ for th is particu lar design example = 0.181634 (obtained from 
equation 4.17).
Now, calculating the f i r s t  derivatives of both sides of equation 
(4.19) with respect to xg.>r a t Ag.>r = xgQi results in
v . C • 6 ir = — ~1 *r Ag .oi ,r (4.22)
Hence,
i ,r  "  r — r r  * l ,r  l ,r
On the other hand, the inductive coupling susceptance Y.
(4.23)
i.r ,r+ l
between the rth and (r+ l)th  cavity  can be determined by using an 
equivalent form to equation (4.10) as:
i ,r ,r+ l
1
K1 ,r ’S  ,r vi ,r+l
“  K,* -  v~' rT.T i ,r  i,r-1
M  •+ n.
(4.24a)
and the f i r s t  and the la s t coupling at each channel can be obtained
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respectively from
Y, .  1t.0,1
'Vi , l
- a t :
1,1
Yi , ni >ni +1 ^
1 - y^7
i *n . 7’ni
The e lec tr ica l length of the rth resonant cavity  is
* i , r = * - r tan_1 l ^ r - l  ,rj
X  tan"1
lYi,r ,r+ lJ 
r=l -*■ ni
C4.24bl 
C4.24c2
given by
C4.25)
where » corresponds to a physical length o f ig . h .  Thus, theoi ,r/
calculated waveguide element values fo r channels i=l -*■ 4 are given in 
Tables 2.A,B,C and D respectively.
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Table 2.A: The wayegutde element yalues of channel i  = 1
r „0 - *1'rA901r "  I F *  
Inch
it
’h r
(rad)
Ylr,r+1
V lr Al r c l r0 5.185528
1 1.778294 0.0034656 2.931828 38.861053
2 1.771845 0.011918 3.096348 51.165343
3 1.771231 0.007714 3.103751 54.597921
4 1.771126 0.006484 3.105236 55.380145
5 1.771126 0.00647 3.105234 54.592437
6 1.771126 0.007628 3.10372 51.088974
7 1.771126 0.011415 3.094828 36.72675
8 1.771126 0.032506 . 2.936014 5.366196
Table 2.B: The waveguide element values of channel i = 2
r h r
A902r "  pir 
Inch
’h r
(rad)
Y2r,r+1
0 Zr I 2rC2r 10.662825
1 1.736124 0.008644 3.041058 127.735666
2 1.736297 0.004339 3.L27017 148.181251
3 1.73633 0.004298 3.126062 113.854663
4 1.73634 0.010352 3.031415 9.726769
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Table 2.C: The wayegujde elejnent values of channel 1 = 3
r
I ,»_ _ 3r 
*303r ire 
Inch
-- - ■ — - ■ t
K
♦3r
(rad)
Y3r,r+1
0
V3r ^ r ' S r 10.470366
1 1.717702 0.008959 3.039516 129.758755
2 1 .718552 0.004326 3.127248 150.624996
3 1.718753 0.004249 3.1?6304 115.593447
4 1.718781 0.010206 3.023563 8.996155
Table 2.D: The waveguide element values of channel i - 4
r , >4r
' Ag04r ire 
Inch
IT
*4r
(rad)
Y
4r,r+l
0
l 4rc4r 7.863582
1 1.697378 0.015669 3.00869 118.828249
2 1.701342 0.004669 3.126645 153.091799
3 1.701632 0.004286 3.126539 117.326
4 1.701672 0.010115 3.032834 9.842418
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The next step in the design process Is  to convert the e lec trica l
values of and Yj into physical dimensions. The conversion
of \|>.j r  is  a straightforward operation since the corresponding values
of xg„. are already known as tabulated in Tables 2.A,B,C and D.
Yielding the physical length of most of ik  to be s lig h tly  less than' »*
Xg0i >r/ *  However* the Physical realization of can be obtained
by using ir ise s  or posts. Their physical dimensions can then be 
determined from standard experimental or theoretical data e.g. [37] 
and |38| among others. In th is design example the structure of interest 
is  equal diameter post in a standard rectangular waveguide WG16 (WR90). 
Therefore, the appropriate graphs of reference [39] have been used to 
determine the suitable configuration and the physical dimensions of the 
posts. These graphs are enclosed in the appendix of this chapter.
Each channel f i l t e r  used three posts of the same dimeter (0^065") 
for the input and output coupling susceptances and five  posts having the 
same diameter (0.065") for the internal couplings. Tuning screws were 
located at the centre of each cavity of the channel f i l t e r s .
The series connection of the channels at a common junction was made 
with simple H-plane, Tee-junctions [38] as that shown in Fig 4.11 to 
waveguide WG16 main feed. The feed has a common port at one end and short 
c ircu ited  at the other. Standard square connecting flanges are used at 
each channel output port and at the common input port. The fina l 
structure of the multiplexer is  sketched in Fig 4.12.
However, the mmensions "d" and 'd ' associated with the reference 
plans Tj and T^ of the H-plane, Tee-junction shown in Fig 4.11 are as 
indicated in [37]. They have been calculated here by using the graph
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T
0-781
channel. 4
1 <iOJ
channel . 3
A C->? .
1-603
channel.2
* 560
1 603
1 channel . 1
j
1
C J 7 532
Fjg.4.12 The U - channel waveguide multiplexer 
(all dimensions are in inches)
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shown in F ig .6 .5.5, of Reference [37] with, the required value of Ag is 
at the suitably chosen frequency o f  9.47 GHZ, yield ing d = 0.045" and d'
- 0.252".
The dimensions of the channel-separating lengths and other length 
of the main guide feed shown in Fig 4.12 have been calculated from the 
fact that the distance from the short c ircu ited  end of the feed to the 
appropriate reference plane of the Tee-junction of channel 1 should be 
odd multiple of Ag/4. This Ag can be taken as the guide wavelength at 
the centre frequency of the nearest channel to the closed end (channel 4  
in th is example). In calculating these dimensions, one should taken 
into account the practical considerations such as the dimensions of the 
connecting flanges, the engineering of the device and the feed should not 
be too long, otherwise i t  w ill act as a frequency dependant manifold which 
w ill disrupt the performance of the device.
4.6. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MULTIPLEXER
The multiplexer was tuned using a swept frequency reflectometer 
arrangement connected to the common port whilst the other ports of the 
device were terminated with matched loads. However, since this 
multiplexer design procedure was o rig in a lly  based on the doubly terminated 
prototype f i l t e r ,  hence the same simple c rite rion  for tuning such f i l t e r s  
is  used. Its  based upon minimizing the reflection  in the passband with the 
correct centre frequency and bandwidth. For example the technique 
introduced by Dishal [40] for tuning f i l t e r s  may be followed. The 
re la t iv e ly  easy tuning of the multiplexer is one more advantage of the 
doubly terminated design procedures over those based on the singly terminated 
prototypes which usually require special alignment procedures e.g. [32].
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The measured insertion loss and return loss response are shown in 
Fig 4.13 and Fig 4.14 respectively.
4.7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The application of the multiplexer design procedure developed in Chapter 
3 has been presented by considering a 4-channel multiplexer designed and 
constructed in the standard rectangular waveguide WG16. The individual 
channels were realized in the form of d irect coupled cavity f i l t e r s .
Hence, th is  chapter started with a b rie f review of the available design 
procedures for these f i l t e r s  and the design formulas were also given.
Then the modified prototype element values of the channels were obtained 
starting with the given design specifications. The steps taken in the 
design process were fu lly  explained. The fina l physical dimensions were 
obtained using the experimental data [39] for equal diameter posts "coupling 
in WG16. The lim itation of these data should be noticed when an equal 
diameter post coupling is  required for bandwidths less than 30 MHZ at the 
band of operation.
The device was constructed as shown in Fig 4.12. I t  was tuned and tested 
using a swept frequency reflectometer arrangement. Although the tuning 
of multiplexers designed on the doubly terminated basis is  re la t iv e ly  easier 
than those designed on singly terminated prototypes, s t i l l  i t  is  a time 
consuming operation because of the interaction of the channel f i l t e r s .  The tuning
of the multiplexers becomes even harder for asymmetrical cases such as in 
th is example. In th is particu lar design example the modified resonance 
frequency of each cavity  has been taken into account in calculating the 
length of the corresponding cavity . But the length of the waveguide at 
the input of each channel and the associate coupling have not been modified
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in the theory and this le f t  to tuning to take care of. This in turn 
make the small screws which have been added to s lig h tly  adjust the 
coupling between the cav it ie s , have larger e ffect on the tuning than i t  
was expected.
F in a lly  judging from the response obtained that the practical devices 
can be d ire c tly  produced from the theory with no or l i t t l e  empirical 
adjustment. The shape of the device shown in Fig 4.12 has no special 
significance and the channels can be dropped a lte rna tive ly  on either side 
of the common feed i f  required.
I.l
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Fig. 4-13 The measured Insertion loss response of the experimental multiplexer
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Fig, L .V *  The measured return loss response of the experime tai multiplexer
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4 . 8  APPENDIX
FIGURE 4 . 1 5 NORMALISED SUSCEPTANCE FOR THREE SYMMETRICAL POSTS IN WAVEGUIDE 16
NO
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FIGURE 4.16 NORMALISED SUSCEPTANCE FOR F IV E  SYMMETRICAL 
POSTS IN  WAVECUTDE 16
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CHAPTER 5
FUNDAMENTALS OF DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS AND 
DESIGN OF TEM MODE MICROWAVE FILTERS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter is  especially concerned with the design and realization 
of microwave f i l t e r  structures for which the wave propagation is 
Transverse Electro-Magnetic (TEM), that is  to say, the structures in 
which the e le c tr ic  and magnetic f ie ld  components in the direction of 
propagation are zero. These structures are in contrast with the waveguide 
structures which normally operate high order modes, where some of the 
f ie ld  components may exist in the direction of propagation.
The TEM networks generally incorporate f in ite  lengths of transmission 
lin e  in one form or another as c ircu it  elements. Therefore they are 
sometimes referred to as "transmission lin e  networks".
However, th is  chapter begins with a brief review of the basic concepts 
of the "distributed c ircu its " for which the TEM networks belong. These 
concepts are given here in a paralle l manner to those of the lumped networks 
mentioned in Chapter 1 of th is thesis. An important part of th is  chapter 
is  devoted to a class of TEM networks known as "the multi-wire-1ine" structure. 
The topics presented include the description of the multi-wire-1ine structures, 
an exact synthesis procedure for the combline f i l t e r  satisfying an equiripple 
passband response of arb itra ry  bandwidth, and a design example of an octave 
bandwidth microwave combline f i l t e r  was realized and bu ilt in a coaxial form 
using paralle l coupled rectangular bars. It s  experimental performance is 
also given. A comparison between combline f i l t e r s  consisting of a ll 
distributed elements and the ir counterparts u tiliz in g  mixed lumped/distributed
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elements is  included. A new design technique for TEM networks having 
equal diameter coupled c ircu la r cy lind rica l rods between paralle l ground 
plane is  introduced.
F in a lly , the microwave integrated c ircu its  (MICS) are b rie fly  discussed. 
A design example is  given based on the generalized Chebyshev low-pass 
prototype having three transmission zeros at in f in ity  and the remainder 
at the same f in ite  real frequency. The microwave low-pass f i l t e r  was 
realized by u tiliz in g  a suspended substrate s tr ip lin e  structure..' Its  
experimental response is  established.
5.2 BASIC CONCEPTS
E le c tr ic a l c ircu its  can be conventionally divided into c ircu its  with 
lumped elements (defined in Chapter 1) and c ircu its  with distributed 
elements. The la tte r  type consists of combinations of resistors, ideal 
transformer, and f in ite  lengths of transmission lin e . These lengths of 
transmission line  are restricted  to be "commensurate" i .e .  of a proportionate 
measure or they are multiples of a basic length of lin e .
The original idea of the commensurate lines as c irc u it  elements is 
due to Richards [41]. He also showed that networks composed of lumped 
res isto rs , ideal transformers and commensurate lengths of transmission line  
behave in a manner analogous to lumped element networks under the frequency 
transformation
p ->• t  = tanh (ap)
where
p = a + jw. The lumped network complex frequency variable 
a is  frequency scaling constant, determined by the quarter 
wavelength real frequency
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Let,
t  = l  + j-vr. The complex frequency variable of the distributed 
networks.
A1 so,
ap
t  = tanh (ap) = f ^ - 1 (5.2)
% + 1
However, the transformation given in equation (5.1) is  well known 
as"Richard's transformation". I t  ensures that the driving point
ap
immittances of distributed c ircu its  w ill be rational functions in « or 
t .  Consequently i f  Z (t )  is  a f in ite  rational driving point immittance 
function describing passive network, then
Z (t )  is  a positive real function
i .e.
Re Z (t )  * for Re t * 0 
and
Z (t )  real for t  real
(5.3)
Furthermore, the reflection  scattering coeffic ien t in the distributed 
domain is  a bounded real function.
S ^ ( t )  real for t  real 
|S.ji ( t )  | $1for Re t * 0 
and the transfer function S ^ ( t )  i
(5.4)
s a rational function in t  and
|S-j-|(j-u)|^ s 1
For minimum phase transfer function in the distributed domain, the 
relationships between the amplitude and the phase responses at real frequencies 
appear in the form of Wiener - Lee transform [2].
a  (id ) = a Q +
-#(«) = r
i=l
l  a.. Cos(2iau) 
a .  Sin(2iau>)
(5.5)
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However, at real lumped frequency p ■= jw , the Richard's transformation 
given in (5.1) becomes
t  = jnr= j  tan(aw) ( 5>6)
Hence, the real frequency response in the lumped domain becomes periodic 
in the distributed domain as shown in Fig 5.1 for the ideal low-pass 
amplitude characteris tic .
Under Richard's transformation, the capacitors in a lumped network 
may be replaced hy open-circuited lin es , and inductors may be replaced 
by short-circuited lines. A ll these lines or "stubs" are of the same 
e le c tr ica l length and can be completely described in terms of the ir 
characteristic  immittances e.g. YQC & Z0^, which are proportional to the 
corresponding lumped element values, and the frequency variable j  tan(auf).
l .e.
o3II>- -*■ ' j YQC tan(au)
Z = ja)L -* j ZqL tan (aw)
where
= PCoc
II__lO
M fL
(5 .7.a)
(5 .7 .b)
One additional distributed c irc u it  element has no d irect lumped 
domain counterpart. I t  is  a two port network consisting of a commensurate 
length of lossless transmission lin e . Such a lin e  of length i  and 
characteris tic  impedance ZQ shown symbolically in Fig 5.2 has the transfer 
matrix given by
r
cosh(p£/v)
I
«<
__
__
_
i
ii
h
L
Sinh(p£/v)
Z_
ZQSinh(p£/v)
Cosh(pi/v) L
(5.8)
,2
12
w.t jl2a a
TTOE 3^  2tt-u c 2 it 2n«u)c
a 2a a a a
Fig. 5.1 The ideal low pass amplitude characteristic 
in the distributed domain
. u>
Fig.5.2 The Unit Element
Fig. 5.3 Paraltel coupled line arrays over a ground place
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where
v is the phase ve locity  of TEM wave propagating on the line 
and £/v is the delay time of the wave on the line  section. 
i,/v is  the same or of an integer multiple relationship for the 
commensurate lines in the network.
Describing th is matrix in terms of Richard's variab le , i t  becomes
(5.9)
This distributed element was o rig in a lly  called a "Unit Element" 
by Ozaki and Ish ii [42] and became known by th is name eversince. The 
Unit Element has many practical advantages in designing and constructing 
numerous types of microwave passive devices. For example, the Unit 
Elements may be introduced to be between every pair of stubs in the 
microwave structures based on the conventional lumped low-pass or 
high-pass prototypes sim ilar to those shown in Fig 2.9. Although the 
introduction of the unit elements in th is  case is  redundant in an 
e le c tr ica l or mathematical sense ( i .e .  they do n^t contribute to the 
response ch aracte ris tic ), i t  is  a practical necessity for realization 
especially when they accompanied by the application of four network 
iden tities  known as "Kuroda's id en tities " [42] or in the ir general form 
"Kuroda-Levy's id en tities " [43]. For further discussion on the use of 
unit elements in a redudant manner one can see for example Wenzel [44] 
and Horton and Wenzel [45].
’ V1 '
1
1 V
h
1/> - t 2
t
7o
1
2 1 2
However, there are many types of microwave structures which could not 
be designed d ire c tly  from a certain lumped prototype. Because they did 
not possess such a prototype. In these structures, the unit elements 
are generally non-redundant. Thus they contribute to the e le c tr ica l
at
response and transmission zeros' t=±4 should be taken into account in the 
approximation of the transfer function S12( t ) .  These types include 
configurations such as the in terd ig ita l f i l t e r  whose distributed prototype 
consists of a mixed of stubs-unit elements, and the stepped impedance 
whose prototype composed only of a cascade of unit elements. Synthesis of 
these c ircu its  can be achieved by using "Richard's theorem". This is 
an important theory in TEM network synthesis and in some types of lumped 
network as w ell. I t  states: I f  Z.jn( t )  is  a positive real function 
(p .r . f )  and z-jn(t )/ Zi n( l ) is not id en tica lly  equal to t or 1/t, then
Z ' ( t )  =
' - ‘ Z i n c i n ' 1)
is p . r . f . ,  Furthermore, i f
(5.10)
+ Z i n ^ = 0
1 t=l
(5.11)
Then,
the degree of Z ‘ ( t )  = the degree of zin ( t )  - 1 (5.12)
For proof and details of th is theorem, reference [46] may be consulted.
However, in some cases there is  no need to recourse to th is formal 
synthesis technique, since sets of closed form design formulas are 
availab le for d ifferent types of microwave structures e.g. the most widely 
used in terd ig ita l and stepped impedance f i l t e r s  < *n be simply designed by 
using the formulas given in [7].
No further attention w ill be given in th is  chapter for the synthesis of
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these types, since the main concern of th is chapter is  the design and 
construction of classes of TEM f i l t e r s  for broadband applications in 
which unit elements are not essentia lly  involved. They are based on 
exactly synthesized lumped Lc prototypes. However these microwave 
structures may contain a redundant unit element at either end for 
connection purposes. Lumped components may also be u tilized  in these 
microwave structures. The f i r s t  type to be discussed here is the combline 
f i l t e r .  I t  belongs to a wider class of networks known as "the m ulti­
w ire-lines" or "paralle l coupled lines" which also include the 
in terd ig ita l f i l t e r .
5.3. MULTI-WIRE-LINE NETWORKS
A multi-wire-line structure consists of n-parallel coupled lin e  arrays 
over a ground plane representing the common return for a l l  lines, as 
shown symbolically in Fig 5.3. This structure supports a TEM mode and 
is  u tilized  in several microwave passive devices such as f i l t e r s ,  d irectional 
couplers and matching networks.
The multi-wire line  structure is  characterized by the transfer matrix
[47] given by
[ V1 ■ [ ' ] U ] t - f vi l
h
1 r z
1
v 1
1
»i.
M
¡2
1
1
n
h
1
1
1
V ^ t 2
1
11
. Y
[n]t D ]
1
1
1
i 'n- j
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where
[1] is  a unitary matrix
nl l " n12 ~nl n
M  -
" n12 n22 ’ n2n
_T|ln ” n2n nnn
is  the characteristic  admittance matrix of the
And
H  - M ' 1
is its  characteristic  impedance matrix.
(5.14)
(5.15)
The necessary and su ffic ien t condition for physical realization 
of a network of th is type is  that [ri] being symmetrical hyperdominant 
matrix [48] i .e .  a ll  of its  diagonal terms must be non-negative or zero 
and the sum of a ll elements in every row and column must be non-negative
" i j  = 5 0 1 * J  (5.16)
ni i  = nie + E ni j  i.d  = 1.2,3 —  n
j f i
w h e re  nie  is  the self-admittance of lin e  i to ground.
The analysis of wave propagation along a multi-wire lin e  is  not 
simple i f  the wires are lossy and the ir geometrical arrangements are not 
symmetrical. But i t  can be sim plified i f  e ither assuming there is  no 
dissipation or the wires are symmetrically arranged. A general treatment 
of multi-wire networks is  given [46]. Wenzel [48] gives a comprehensive 
description of TEM propagation on an array of para lle l coupled lines in 
terms of the s ta tic  capacitance matrix. There are many other contributions 
dealing with the analysis of TEM para lle l coupled lin es. A ll these methods
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show that neglecting the d irect coupling between non-adjacent lines 
sim plifies the analysis and synthesis of the networks without causing 
any series lim itation of most practical applications.
One of the most popular paralle l coupled lin e  structures is  the 
in te rd ig ita l bandpass f i l t e r .  This f i l t e r  was f i r s t  introduced by 
Matthaei [49]. He also gave an approximate design method for narrowband 
applications. Later on an exact design theory has been developed by 
Wenzel [50] and commented on by R ib let [51]. On the other hand Rhodes 
provided a rigorous mathematical treatment [52] and the exp lic it design 
formulas for th is f i l t e r  [7].
The in terd ig ita l f i l t e r  is constructed from the general n-wire-line 
when every line  is a lte rna tive ly  short circuited to ground at one end 
and the other ends are either open c ircu ited  or capacitive ly  loaded.
Each line  is  one-quarter wave long at band centre, when the ir ends are 
open c ircu ited . These lines (resonators) can be made shorter than one- 
quarter wavelength at band centre and the f i l t e r  becomes more compact by 
capacitvely loading the open circu ited ends of the resonators.
Another even more compact structure of the para lle l coupled lines is 
the combline f i l t e r  which w ill be discussed in some detail in the following 
section.
5.4 THE COMBLINE FILTER
5.4.1 Background
The combline f i l t e r  occupies a distinguished place among microwave 
band-pass f i l t e r s  specia lly  for moderate to octave bandwidth applications. 
The popularity of the combline compared to other f i l t e r s  can be attributed 
to the small size, broad stopband, and ease of manufacturing.
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I t  consists of paralle l coupled arrays between two paralle ground 
planes. All these arrays are short-circuited to ground on the same 
side and capacitvely loaded on the other. The capacitances are 
necessary to the functioning of the f i l t e r ,  since there is  no coupling 
between quarterwave length d ig ita l resonators when they are a ll grounded 
on one side and open circu ited  on the other. The bars are typ ica lly  
one-eighth of a wavelength long at midband. The f i r s t  spurious passband 
then does not occur until past the fourth harmonic frequency. This 
property of a b;oader stopband makes i t  a ttrac tive  in designing bandpass 
channel multiplexers and th is application w ill be discussed in the 
next chapter of th is thesis.
The combline f i l t e r  was f i r s t  introduced and described by Matthaei 
[53], who gave an approximate design method based on the conventional 
low-pass prototype. His method is  suitable for bandwidths less than 
15 percent. Kurzrok [54], [55] presented a modified version of the 
orig inal combline by introducing transverse decoupling posts between the 
adjacent resonators. This modified version is  particu la rly  useful for 
tunable f i l t e r s ,  where i t  is  desired to keep the absolute bandwidth 
constant as the f i l t e r  is  tuned. The decoupling posts are also useful 
to reduce the size of very narrow bandwidth f i l t e r s ,  where the resonators 
might be widely separated to achieve the loose coupling necessary for such 
bandwidths. Another modified version of the combline f i l t e r  was given 
by C rista l [56]. His modification based on u tiliz in g  series lumped 
capacitive coupling at the input and output of the f i l t e r  instead of 
the transmission lin e  matching section, hence a size reduction might be 
achieved. But th is  version of combline has some mechanical drawbacks 
due to the d if f ic u lty  of realiz ing series capacitors.
Until the early  years of th is decade, no design procedure was
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known for broadband combline f i l t e r  when Pregla [57] has described a 
design procedure for this f i l t e r  and other related structures consisting 
of coupled lines and lumped capacitances. Later on Wenzel [58] presented 
an exact synthesis method for combline f i l t e r s  and capacitvely loaded 
in terd ig ita l f i l t e r s  of arb itrary  bandwidth. This section presents 
an exact synthesis procedure for the combline f i l t e r  based on the lumped 
prototype used by Wenzel [58] and shown in F ig .5.4.
5.4,2 Exact S>..thesis Procedure For Lumped Band-Pass Prototype
The protytype network shown in F ig .5.4 can be used in designing 
several band-pass microwave f i l t e r s .  I t  is  adopted here for designing a 
microwave combline f i l t e r  satisying a generalized Chebyshev response 
given by
S-j 2  C J 10 )
1 + e2 F 2 (ui)
(5.17)
where, FN(w) is  a generalized Chebyshev function defined by the prescribed 
transmission zeros and may be written as
Fn(u>} - cosh ■
»
(N-l) cosh + cosh 1
CsJCM L Ì  1
«
ei3
1 1 "  .L u
i
---- (5.18)
where
N is  an even number equal to the total number of transmission zeros. 
The transmission zeros are of order (N-l) at u = » and one at w = 0.
o is  a bandwidth factors, its  value is always less than unity when 
the upper bandedge frequency u>2 is normalized to one as shown in Fig 5.5
However, th is generalized Chebyshev function is  derived by following a 
sim ilar procedure to that given in Section 2.6 of th is thesis. The major 
difference is  the Z-transformed variable must be defined here for the
l^ U  l2(2J
sinr\. -m n—
l2(R)
mn----
l2(N.i )
m .
C^ NlfL^ N)'
Fig. 5.4 The lumped prototype combline filter
Fig. 5.5 The bandpass prototype ,combline filter 
equiripple response
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bandpass case as [24j, [25]
2 2 
2 P * w2
1  "  ~ 2 ---------------2
P + ^
and a fter normalizing u2 to unity, i t  becomes 
.2 p2 + 1
z " 777
(5.19)
(5.20)
From this transformation, the location of the transmission zeros at 
a) = » becomes at Z = 1 and that at u = 0, becomes at Z = V a . Substituting 
for Z in equations (2.125.a and b) by the value in (5.20) and for Z^  in 
(2.125.b) by results in the f i r s t  and second terms of the right side 
of equation (5.18) respectively.
However, i t  has been found that i t  is  quite possible to synthesis a 
network satisfying th is response and of degrees up to 18 using the 
conventional p-plane element extraction technique and when the alternating 
pole synthesis technique introduced e a r lie r  in th is thesis is  applied, the 
element values of networks of degrees up to 30 can be obtained with l i t t l e  
loss of accuracy. I t  was also found that synthesizing such networks using 
the alternating pole technique requires the construction of both and 
and the typical zero location of (1 + ePN(p )) for these bandpass 
networks is  as illu stra ted  in Fig 5.6 for N = 12.
In either case (the conventional p-plane synthesis and the alternating 
pole techniques) the entire synthesis process was programmed on a computer. 
The process commences by supplying the input data N, e and o and ends by 
obtaining the element values, then establishing the theoretical insertion 
and return loss characteris tics.
Since the application of the alternating pole synthesis technique 
to the band-pass networks is  no d ifferent in princip le from the low-pass
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Fig. 5.6 Typical zero location of ( 1 * Ef^ (p) ï 
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case, then, there is  no need to repeat i t  here. On the other hand the 
synthesis cycle of the network shown in Fig 5.4 may be explained by using 
the standard Darlington's procedure as follows:
By constructing
S j] (P )  S j j ( “P ) -
e PN(P)
1 ^  PN*(P )
(5.21)
where
PN(P) - J FNf«J
and forming a Hurwitz factorization of the denominator and numerator, 
the reflection coefficient S ^ p )  is  obtained, then the relationship 
1 + Sn (p)
v,n(P) - (5.22)
1 - sn (p)
Yields the input admittance of the network. The synthesis cycle commences 
by to ta l removal of the shunt capacitor C ^ l )  from Yin (p) leaving Y^p) as
Y j(p ) = Y1n(p) - C] ( l )P  (5.23)
Then, the shunt inductor 1^(1) is  p a r t ia lly  removed from Y j(p ) and its  
numerical value can be eas ily  obtained by applying certain conditions such 
as making a ll the shunt capacitors equal. The partia l extraction of L j ( l )  
leaves
V2(p) • V p) • ,/L l ( ' ) P  (5.24)
Holding L-j(1} as unknown quantity for the times being, moving to the next 
step and to ta lly  remove the series inductor L2( l )  from Z2(p) =1/Y2(p) 
leaving
Z3(P) - z2(P l “ L2(1)P (5.251
Where the value of L2( l )  can be expressed in terms of 1^(1), yielding
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Z-(p) as a second order expression In 1. (1 ), Proceeding to the next
1 1cycle by total extraction of (^(2) from Y3(p) - VZ3(p) and applying the 
condition C^(2) = C-j (1 ). Then (1) is solved for and the root which 
gives positive values of L2( l )  is  chosen. The cycle is  repeated until 
a ll the element values are obtained.
The synthesis process may be illu stra ted  further by the following 
simple numerical example.
Numerical Example No.5.1
Synthesize the doubly terminated network shown in Fig 5.7 of degree 
N = 4, e = 0.1 and a - 0.5.
Solution
The Hurwitz factorization of equation (5.21) gives the following 
poles and zeros of S ^ ip )
The poles: P-| = -0.355345 ± j l .  17456
p2 = -0.355378 ± jo .245938
The zeros p 2 = ± jo .927768 
p 2 = ± jo .57162
Thus,
,. 1 + 4.22222p2 + 3.55554p4
1^1 IP ; ~ ----------------------- -
1 + 4.27728p + 7.81392p2 + 5.0538p3 + 3.55539p4
and
v ( o )  =  2 + 4.27728p * 12.0361p2 » 5.0538p3 + 7,11093p4
i l- 2 34.27728p + 3.5917p^ + 5.0538p'3
The f i r s t  shunt capacitor is  to ta lly  removed by complete pole extraction 
at in f in ity
L^D
Fig. 5.7 The doubly terminated network of example 5.1
Fig. 5.8 A non redundant format of the prototype 
combline network
1^ 12)
_rrr\ L2(10>
m l Cf2>ft,02)
-/TTV-
L2(8)
I p  J t'8) ^ 0)" ^ 1(6) p 6):
1^ 6 !
jttl
L ¿(A)
W T \_
■f)
=m
Fig. 5.9 The prototype combline network of degree 12
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V 1) -  V p!/p
7,11093
5.0538
1,40705
YtCp I 2 + 4,27728p + 6,0178p2 
4.27728p + 3.5917p2 *  5.0538p3
removing the shunt inductance L | ( l )  p a rt ia lly  from Y^p) as in (5.24),
y ie lds
Y2(p) = G (°l  t  G (l)p  *  6(2jp2 
F(1)p + F(2)p2 + FC31P3
where
G (i) - x(1) - FC i+ D /L^ l) i = 0 - 2
x(o) = 2 , x(1) = 4.27728 , x(2) = 6.0178
F O ) = 4.27728 , F(2) = 3.5917 , F(3) = 5.0538
Z (p) .  J _  ,  F ( l iP  + F (2 )p lF (3 )p 3 
2 V2(p) G(O) + G (l)p  + G(2)[j
The series inductor L^O) is  to ta lly  removed by complete pole extraction at 
in f in it y ,
l2( d  - z2( Py p
leaving Z ,(p ) as described in Equation (5.25). Hence
= F(3)/G(2)D — oo
Z3(P) H(D P
G(0) + G(1)p + G(2)p2
where
H(l> * F ( l )  - L 2(1 )G (0 ) = F ( l )  - F(3) G(0)/G(2)
Y-(p) .  V Z 3(P) ■ ° I ° I ^ g O ) p j L G(z ) p2 
3 H (l)p
Now, the next shunt capacitor C, (2) is  to ta lly  removed
C,(£ ) = Y p—oo G(2)/H(1)
Applying the condition C^(2) = C-j(l) = 1.40705 and substituting for 
G(2) and H ( l) ,  results in
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6 ,2j 6.0178 - 5.0538/1^(1)
1 , 4 0 7 0 5  = ÏÏ777 = -----------f0 '.Ï076~ T lT ê W C V IT T
4.27728 - {------------------- - -- >
6.0178 - 5.0538/^(1)
a fte r simplification, i t  becomes
,2
- 2.38148/1^(1) + 0.55669 = 01q r o
Therefore,
1 / L  (1) = -(-2.38148) t {(-2.38148)2 - 4 x 0.55669}* 
1 2
1/Ll(1) - ^ i - - 1-85598 = 0.262747
(5.26)
or
1 / 4 0 ) 2.38148 + 1.85598 2.11873
The right value of 1^(1) is 1/0.262747 = 3.80589. The other root is  
neglected.
Substituting back in the expression for L2 ( l ) ,  results in
.____  5.05384 ( u  - -
6(2) 6.017753 - 5.0538/3.80589
= 1.07759
The la s t shunt inductance 4  (2) is to ta lly  removed as 1^(2) = G(0)/H(1)
3.804589 and the load resistance
R = H i l l  = m  
L 6(1)
However, i f  equation (5.26) is written in general form as 
>2
I / 4  ( R ) + U/ 4  (R) + v = 0 (5.27)
I t  has been found that the correct value of l/ L ^ R ) is  always obtained 
by taking the root:
1/L1 (R) = — U '  ~ 4V~^
2  (5-28)
because this is the only value which sa tis fie s  the fact that the values
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of a l l  the shunt capacitors C^(R) and the series inductors l_2(R) should 
be positive.
In general, i t  is  also possible to synthesize these prototype networks 
with either a l l  of the ir shunt inductors or the ir series inductors being 
equal, following the same principles as in the equal shunt capacitors case. 
Furthermore, the prototype network which is  shown in Fig 5.4 in its  
redundant format can be synthesize in a non-redundant equivalent format as 
shown in Fig 5.8, where the shunt inductor may be completely removed in 
one step. The network can be brought back to the redundant form, i f  
required by scaling the inductive arrays [50].
5.5 DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF MICROWAVE BROADBAND COMBLINE FILTER
5.5.1 The Specifications
The microwave combline bandpass f i l t e r  is to be bu ilt with a l l  of its  
elements are commensurate lines (stubs) operates in 50q system and sa tis fies  
the following specifications:
Number of resonators = 6 i .e .  N = 12
The passband lim its of ^  = 3 GHZ and f ? = 6 GHZ
With minimum return loss = 20dB corresponding to e = 0.1.
The stubs are x/4 long at f  = 15 GHZ.
The value of fQ is  not so c r i t ic a l .  I t  is  usually taken in the
middle of a rb itrary  chosen upper stopband.
In most practical design specifications, the number of resonators or the 
degree of the transfer function is  not given. But i t  should be calculated to 
sa tis fy  a given attenuation level in one or both stopbands. Wenzel [58] 
has given an expression of estimating the number of resonators in terms of 
attenuation levels at actual frequencies in both stopbands. I t  has been
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found here that N can be easily  estimated from the following expression 
using lumped domain frequencies.
N = 1 + cosh
-1 1 A/10 lLe (10 - 1) Sin h" h
Sin h^
a Z -  uj 2 A
1 - a'
0 1
U> i. 
A* \ 
7 '-  a
i
(5.29)
where
CJA < a and A is  the insertion loss (dB) a t ^ A
5.5.2 The Prototype Element Values
The corresponding parameters to the microwave specifications are 
obtained by applying the Richard's transformation
oi ■* Btan(af)
and equating the lumped and -distributed frequency domains at the bandedges, 
re s u lts 'in ’ the following equations
a = 8tan(af|) (5.30.a)
1 = ptan(af2) (5.30.b)
Since the stubs are required to be 90 e le c tr ica l degree long at 
15 GHZ, hence
a f 0  -  9 0  
a  =  9 0 / 1 5  = 6
From equations (5.30.b) and (5.30.a) 
B = l/tan(6x6) = 1.37638
and
ta n ia f^  tan(6x3)
tan(af2) tan(6x6)
(5.30.C)
a - 0.447214
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Then, by supplying the input data N, e and a to the programmed synthesis 
procedure, the element values of the prototype network are obtained as 
given in Table 5.1. This prototype network is shown in Fig 5.9 and 
its  computer analysis showing the insertion and return loss is  plotted
Table 5.1: The prototype element values of the combline f i l t e r
Section
R
Shunt capacitor 
C,(R)
Shunt inductor
^ (R )
Series inductor 
L2(R)
12 1.79117 1.83351 1.61719
10 1.79117 8.18398 2.32676
8 1.79117 3.88507 2.4191
6 1.79117 3.88507 2.32676
4 1.79117 8.18398 1.61719
2 1.79117 1.83351 •
in Fig 5.10.
5 . 5 . 3  Conversion of the Lumped Element Values to Commensurate Lines
Since a ll the elements of the microwave combline structure of interest
are required to be of the distributed type, then each capacitor in the
lumped prototype must be replaced by an open-circuited (p/C) stub and
each inductor must be replaced by a short c ircu ited  (S/C) stub. For
convenience the normalized characteris tic  admittances of these stubs are
calculated from the relationships
Yc (R) - 6C1(R) (5.31 .a)
YL (R) = 1/BL1(R) (5.31.b)
Y. (R) = 1/PL? (R) (5.31.C)
2 L
The numerical values of these admittances are given in Table 5.2.
cr>C\JOJ
Fig. 5.10 The insertion and return loss for the combline prototype network
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Table 5.2; The characteristic admittances of the 0/C and S/C stubs
R Yc (R) 
Li
Y, (R) Y, (R) 
l 2
12 2.46533 0.396258 0.449262
10 = 0.088776 0.312255
8 = 0.187009 0.300336
6 = 0.187009 0.312255
4 = 0.088776 0.449262
2 = 0.396258 -
As previously mentioned that combline f i l t e r s  consist of arrays 
of para lle l lines between two paralle l ground planes. These arrays 
are usually fabricated either in the form of para lle l bars having 
rectangular cross sections or in para lle l cy lind rica l rods having 
c ircu la r cross sections. In either case the physical dimension of the 
structure are obtained from the calculated s e lf  and mutual normalized 
capacitances per unit length of the lin es . These capacitan.es are 
related to the characteristic  immittances of the lin es .
Getsinger's procedure [59] is  used for designing para lle l coupled 
rectangular bars and i t  w ill be followed here in calculating the dimensions 
of th is  f i l t e r .  Methods for designing structures having c ircu la r  cross 
section rods w ill be discussed in the next section.
However, a ll  of the rectangular para lle l coupled bars are designed 
with the same t/b ra tio . Where b is  distance between the two ground planes
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and t is  the thickness of each bar as shown in Fig 5.11. Moreover, i t  is 
p rac tica lly  desirable to make a ll of the bars having sim ilar widths as 
possible. In order to achieve that, the admittance matrix of the 
inductive arrays of the network should be scaled such that the inductance 
to ground at the internal nodes have the same value. The inductive arrays 
of the network in question is shown in Fig 5.12 and its  admittance matrix 
is  given by:
Y (12)*Y (12) -Y, (12) 0 o 0 0L, l 2 l 2
-Y, (12) Y (10J+Y. (10)*Y (12) *Y, (10) 0 0 0L1 1 2 2 u2
0 -Y, (10) Y (8)4Y (B)*Y (10) -Y. (8) 0 0
t 2 L, L2 L2 '  L 2 l '
0 0 YL (6)*Y (6)*Y (8) -Y (6)1 k2 2 l2 0
0 0 0 YL (4)*Y (4)+Y (6) -Y (4)
1 t 2 l 2 l 2
0 0 0 0
(5 .32.i )
Fig. 5.11 Cross section for parallel coupled 
bars between two parallel ground 
planes
V. 112)
1 L*
________ r t a n _
p , 121
Fig. 5.12 The inductive arrays of the combline 
filter
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I t  may be seen from the values of Y. (R) and Y, (R) in Table
. . . i L 2
5.2 that i t  is most convenient to scale rows 2 and 5 and their
corresponding columns by a positive scaling factor n '.  The value
of n' is determined by equating the total inductance to ground at the
scaled nodes to its  counterpart at any other internal unsealed node,
e.g. node 3. Thus
+ [ \  ,10)+VL C121]n'2 - Y. fio jn '
2 1 2 2 l 2
= - V ^ flO Jn ' + YLi  (8) + Y ^ (8 ) t  Y ^ IO )  - YL (8) 
rearranging the terms gives
Substituting for the admittances and solving for n \  results in: 
n' = 1.07471
and the values of the characteristic  admittances of the stubs are given 
in Table 5.3. Although the scaling of node 2 and 5 effects the shunt 
0/C stubs at these nodes, the change in the ir characteristic  admittances 
was neglected in the design and i t  can be compensated for by tuning 
afterwards.
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Table 5.3; The scaled values of the characteris tic  admittances of 
the stubs
R y R) Yl (R) L1 yR)
12 2.46533 0.362693 0.482827
10 2.84747 0.16368 0.335584
8 2.46533 0.16368 0.300336
6 2.46533 0.16368 0.300336
4 2.84747 0.16368 0.482827
2 2.46533 0.362693 -
The 0/C stubs are realized in d ie le c tr ic  f i l le d  coaxial form. The
d ie le c tr ic  material is  P .T .F .E . of d ie le c tr ic  constant vT" = 1 45
r
Since the characteristic  impedance of a coaxial cable is  given by
Zo
60
(5.33)
where bj is  the inner diameter of thu outer conductor and a^  is  the 
diameter of the inner conductor.
For the 0/C stubs Zo
50
Yc (R)
n
50
2.46533
20.28123ft
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Then,
b ^ / a - j  =  1 . 6 3 2 5 3
The values of b1 and a^  are approximated to su it the d ie le c tr ic  
material which is  available in a cy lind rica l tube form. Thus a^  = 
0.04", b^  = 0.064". The 0/C stub is  quarter wavelength long in 
the d ie le c tr ic  at 15 GHZ. Thus,
l 0  * v 4 ■
11.80315 x 103 
4 x 1.45 x 15 x 10-
= 0.135668"
On the other hand the shunt VC stubs are quarter wavelength long 
in the a ir  f i l le d  structure, hence
*s = V 4
V s 11.80315 x 10“ 
4 f  4 x 15 x 10'
= 0.196719"
Proceed in calculating the dimensions of the bars and the ir 
separating distances starting by the relationship [59]
(C/O = (5.34)
which relates the characteristic  impedance Z of a lossless uniform 
transmission lin e  operating in TEM mode to (C/e) the ra tio  of it s  s ta tic  
capacitance per unit length to the perm ittiv ity  medium, n is  the 
impedance of free space = 376.7 n and is  the re la tive  d ie le c tr ic  
constant of the medium in which the wave propagages. For 50 n terminations 
and a ir  f i l le d  structure, the s ta tic  capacitances of the shunt S/C stubs 
are given by
(C / e ) - (CR/e) = 7.534 Yj_ (R) i = 1,2 —  6 
R = 12,10- 2
l (5.35)
S im ila rly , the s ta tic  capacitances of the series S/C stubs are 
given by
(AC1. fl+i / e)=(ACR/ e) = 7.534 YL (fc) i = 1,2 —  5 
R = 12,10- 4
I (5.36)
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The calculated values of (C../e) and ( aC^  i+1/e) are given in Table 5.4. 
Tab!e 5.4: The values of the shunt s ta tic  capacitances of the S/C stubs
Bar No. 
i
R V .  = C^/e iCi , i+ i/c 
= ¿CR/c
1 12 2.73253 3.63762
2 10 1.23317 2.52829
3 8 1 - 23317 2.26273
4 6 1.23317 2.52829
5 4 1.23317 3.63762
6 2 2.73253 -
Getsinger s charts [59] can now be used to determine the cross-sectional
dimensions of the bars and spacing between them as follows:
choose a suitable t/b ra tio , then by using the values of (aC- • /b)
and the chart in Fig-3 of Reference [59], the normalized spacing
(s i t i+ l/b) between tbe i th dnd i+ lth bar is  obtained. Also, the normalized
fringing capacitance (C 'fe )^ /e associated with the gaps i+1 are
obtained. The normalized width W./b of the ith  bar can be calculated from
the relationship [53], [59]
W./b(V£> = 2 M 7 b  <5-37>
where Cp^  is  the para lle l plate capacitance between one side of the 
ith  bar and the ground plane.
2 3 7
But
V E) 7 Ci /e  - Cfe i-1 ,i /e “ Cf e . / ei ,i+l
(5.38)
Hence
Wi /b = 7  (1 " t/b) Ci /e " Cfe. . ./e - cf e /£]i - l . i  i, i+ l
i = 2 -v 5
(5.39)
The ground plane spacing b is  usually selected to be in the range 
Aq/4 < b < \q/2 to obtain the best possible response. The choice of b 
should minimize the losses in the passband and prevent the propagation 
of higher ordered modes.
In this example b = 0.315"
The chosen value of t/b = 0.2
The normalized dimensions obtained are given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: The normalized dimensions
V b
_QVOin 
inii = 0.08
S23/b = s45/b = 0.14
S34/b = 0.13
W2/b = w5/b = 0.151
w3/b = w4/b = 0.129
Getsinger's [59] has also indicated that i f
W/b/(1 - t/b) > 0.35 (5.40)
Then, there is interaction of fringing fie ld s from the neighbouring 
gaps and the decomposition of the total capacitance as given in equation
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(5.38) is  no longer accurate. Under these circumstances which are 
applicable in this example, the width of the bars W. should be corrected 
by using the approximate formula
Wj/b = { 0.07 (1 - t/b) + Wj/b } / 1.2 (5.41)
resulting in the following
WJ/b = Wg/b = 0.173 
wyb = WJ/b = 0.154
The width of the bars at the ends of the array i = 1 and 5 can be obtained
by replacing the term (c l*  /O  in equation (5.38) with c l  /e
•®i_l fo
and adjusting the distance between each of them and its  side wall. Take
i = 1 as a typical case.
Then
(Cp / e) = 7  Ci /e " Cfe , / e " Cfo , /e (5.42)
and because i t  is  p rac tica lly  desirable to make these bars with sim ilar 
width as the rest, one can make the following choice
W-j/b = Wg/b = w’/b = 0.173
From equation (5 .37 ), th is width corresponds to: C /e =C /e> 0.433 . Then 
• P1 p6 * *
Cfo /e = Cfo /e can be obtairiecl from equation (5.42). This value
loi 6a>
which is  equal to 0.835 is  used in T ig .4 of Reference [59] to give
2Sla»/b = 2W b = °* 66- Thus sio)/b = ° * 33- This value has been 
calculated under the assumption that the side wall are symmetrically 
located between the end bar and v irtu a l sim ilar one.
After obtaining the required dimensions, the combline f i l t e r  was 
b u ilt. The input and output connectors were tapped d ire c t ly  to the 
end bars, since the use of transformer elements are not normally necessary 
fo r broadband structure. The f i l t e r  was tuned and tested using a swept
f r e q u e n c y  reflectometer. Its  experimental insertion loss and return 
loss characteristics are shown in Fig 5.13.a and b respectively.
These results are satisfactory within the mechanical tolerance in the 
construction of the device.
5.6 MIXED LUMPED/DISTRIBUTED COMBLINE FILTER
The compactness is  one of the most a ttrac tive  features of microwave 
combline structure. I t  can be improved even further i f  lumped capacitors 
rather than commensurate 0/C stubs are used in the ir realization . Without 
going through the m ultivariable network synthesis d e ta ils , Wenzels [58] 
has demonstrated that a mixed lumped/distributed combline network can be 
obtained from the distributed one by forcing the response of both networks 
to be identical at bandedge frequencies. This is  achieved by forcing 
the admittance of each respective resonator to be identical at the 
bandedges.
Consider the typical distributed section and its  mixed lumped/distributed 
equivalent counterpart shown in Fig 5.14.a. and b respectively. The 
admittance of the shunt distributed resonator is
Yd(R) = J  [YCj ( R)tan (a f) - yl (R )co t(a f)] ( 5 . 4 3 )
and the admittance of the shunt resonator consists of a lumped capacitor
C0 (R) and a distributed shunt S/C stub of characteris tic  admittance Y, (R)
Lois
Ym( R) = J  [C0(R)- -  YL (R )co t(a f)] ■ ( 5 .44)
Assuming Y ^ (R ) and Y ^ (R ) are known. Then the values of CQ(R) and 
yLq(R) can be obtained by solving the following two simultaneous equations
Y (R )tan (a f,) - Y. (R )c o t{a f ,) = C0 (R)«, - YL (R )co t(a f. )  (5.45.a)
I I  0
Y (R )tan (af2) - Y (R )co t(a f2) .  C0(R )«2 - Y,_ (R )co t(a f- ) (5.45.b)
I I 0 ^
o
CM
«3*CM
Fig. 5.13. b Experimental retune loss response of the conibline filter
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which gives
c0 (R )  ■  vC i <R) 1
and
tan2(af.j) - tan2(af£)
^tan(af-j) - W2 tan (af2 )
(.5.46)
yL (R) = YL (R ) + Y ^ (R ) tan (af1).ta n (a f2) j-
fgtanfa^ )-f-|tan(af2)i
C5.47)
r1tan (a f1)- f2tan (af2)j 
where f^ and f 2  are the lower and upper bandedge frequencies respectively
- 2ïïf-j and = 2 irf2
However, th is modification has been applied to the network given 
in the last section whose original distributed element values are given 
in Table 5.3. The equivalent lumped/distributed network having the element 
values given in table 5.6 was obtained.
Table 5.6: The element values o f the Lumped/distributed network. These a rt 
_____________ equivalent to the values given in Table 5.3 ___________________
R C0 (R)x lO '9
Farad
yl (R) . 
Lo f a yl (R) l 2 f a
12 0.307605 0.402262 0.482826
10 0.355284 0.209382 0.335584
8 0.307605 0.203249 0.300336
6 0.307605 0.203249 0.335584
4 0.355284 0.209382 0.482826
2 0.307605 0.402262 -
The computer analysis of both versions of the network is  plotted in
Fig 5.15. A comparison of the responses shows no change in the passband
width and the return loss of the lumped/distributed version is nearly
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Y,(R)tan(af)r: 
M
Y,(R)cot(af)<-i__DTTOl____
!YL(R)cot(af) CoWoorr
Y, (R)cot(af) 
__JTTTT\___
Y. (R)cot(af)
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.14 (a) A typical distributed comblme section
(b) Mixed lumped/disfributed equivalent section
C\J
/
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identical with the exact commensurate lin e  length one. Also there is 
a s ligh t change in the sk irt se le c t iv ity  with improvement in the low 
side of the lumped/distributed passband over the distributed version.
The most important advantage of using lumped capacitors is  the 
widening of the stopband by moving the second passband to higher 
frequencies. In th is particu lar example, the second passband of the 
distributed network is  moved from (24 - 27) GHZ.It was moved to higher 
than 32 GHZ in the lumped/distributed case and i t  no longer appears as 
perfectly  shaped passband due to the destruction of the distributed 
domain period icity. This advantage makes the lumped/distributed combline 
f i l t e r  most suitable for multiplexer applications, when the broad stopband 
is  needed to accommodate more channels.
5.7 DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR TEM-NETWORKS HAVING COUPLED CIRCULAR 
CYLINDRICAL RODS
I t  has been pointed ea r lie r  in th is chapter that paralle l coupled 
arrays TEM networks can be realized in the coaxial structure fora by using 
either rectangular bars or c ircu la r cy lind rica l rods. The physical 
dimensions of the TEM structure having rectangular bars are obtained 
by using Getsinger’s procedure [59]. On the oth-.- hand, the c ircu la r 
cy lind rica l rods realization can be achieved by using Cristal charts [60], 
In his work, Cristal presented an approximate design method to realize 
networks that require rods on non-equal diameters and spacings. The 
graph shown in F ig .2 of Reference [60] gives the normalized mutual 
capacitance (Cm/e) against half normalized spacing V2 (S/b ). In Fig 3 
of Reference [62], half the normalized se lf capacitance '/2 (C /e) against 
’ /2(S/b) is  given. Both graphs are fo r periodic structures consist of
c ircu la r  cy lind rica l rods located between para lle l ground planes. These 
two graphs are provided in the appendix.
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This section presents a simple method based on those two graphs 
and the capacitance matrix to design para lle l coupled transmission­
lin e  networks such as combline and in terd ig ita l f i l t e r s  with equal 
diameter rods, as shown in Fig 5.16.
5.7.1 Method [61]
As was claimed in reference [60], the use of c ircu la r cylindrica l 
rods as resonators offers several manufacturing advantages over the 
rectangular bars; i t  is  therefore, obvious that, when c ircu la r 
cylindrica l rods of the same diameter are being used, the manufacturing 
process becomes much easier and the cost is reduced s t i l l  further.
Consider the N-resonator prototype para lle l coupled transmission­
line  f i l t e r  shown in Fig 5.17 with a redundant normalized unit element 
introduced for practical reasons at each end, the admittance matrix [Y '] 
of which may be written as:
—  1 -1 0 0 o - 0 0
-1 1+Yi -Ki ^ 0 0 - - 0
0 *K1,2 Yz "^2,3 0 - 0
0 0 ‘ K2,3 h  -K3>i+ - - 0
0 0 0 "K3,1+ “ - 0
• • - - - 0
* • • - - - 0
0 - - -
0 S-l.N ,+yn -1
0 0 - - 0 0 -1 1
(5.48)
To simply the calculations, matrix equation (5,48) may be scaled 
by multiplying the rows and columns by suitable constant so that a ll
the main diagonal terms w ill be unitv and the transformed matrix
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v / / / / / / / / / n / r / / / / / / / / m / m n  i z z z / / y / / / / / / 7 / / / / / / / / m
1 2 3 4 i N N+1 N*2
b 0 . (  @  0  © - - © .... © . ©  0
- S  ' "  “  'X ////////U /2Z Z 2L
Fig. 5-16 Equal-diameter rods between two
Parallel planes
Fig. 5.17 Prwtot>pe parallel coupled lines 
filter with a normalised unit 
element at each end
Fig. 5.18 Equivalent capacitive form of the 
network shown in fig. S-14
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[Y] Is given by;
[V] -
1 “ Y j, 2  0 0 0 • f • * • • • • ♦ 0
-Y2, i 1 -Y2,3 0 0 • • * t • •
0 -Y3 > 2  1 •Ya.i 0  « • « • • • 0
0 0  "Yit 13 1 • • • • • • 0
-Y -Y 0 (5.49)• • Yi , i - 1 1 T1 +l , 1
1 -Y 
0 " YN+2,N+1 1
N+l,N+2
From the [Y] matrix, the equivalent capacitance matrix may be derived 
using the argument described by Wenzel [48],[50], This is  given by
w  -
C i+ C 12 “ C32 0 0 . . . 0
-C 21 C21+C2+C2 3 -C 2 3 0
o
0
0
-C32 C 32+C3+C3I+ “ C 31^
0
0
""Ci* 3 
0
0
~CN+1,N+2 
“ CN+2,N+1 CN+2+CN+2,N+l
(5.50)
0 0 0
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Consequently, the network, in Fi.g 5,17 is  replaced by Its  
equivalent capactive form shown in Fig 5,18, where C^k is  the coupling 
capacitances and C.. is  the se lf capacitances.
The necessary and su ffic ien t condition for realization is  that [C] 
must be a symmetrical hyperdominant matrix i .e .
(a ) the diagonal terms
i ^ O  i ^ 2,3 — N-lt c i i  t c i
C1 + C12 s 0
CN+2 + CN+1,N+2
(b) o 7T
ll O i 4  k
cc.i c. a o
(d)
OV/o i t  k
a 0
(5.51)
The terms of matrix equation (5.50) may be obtained from matrix equation 
(5.49) by assuming that each conductor is  coupled d ire c tly  only to its  
nearest neighbours and using the relation given in equation (5.34). The 
coupling capacitances and the s e lf  capacitances can be
found by substituting the coupling and se lf  admittances respectively, in 
equation (5.34). From matrix equation (5.49), .+1 is  the coupling
characteris tic  admittance between conductor i and i+1, Y.. is  the se lf
characteristic  admittance of conductor i and given by
Yi = 1 '  V l , i  ’  Yi,i+1 
Y, = 1 - Y,
i = 2 -► N+l
'12 (5.52)
YN+2 = 1 ’  YN+2,N+1
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In most practical applications, 50 q terminations and a ir  f i l le d  
lines are used, Then C. and Ci>i+1 can be found from the following 
relations:
cc i , i * i /Ei - '*• » *  1
(C./e) = 7.534 Yj
Having obtained a ll of the terms of matrix equation C5•5°)» one 
may proceed by finding the physical dimensions as follows:
i (5.53)
(a) Choose a suitable (d/b) ratio*
(b) Determine the separation distance \  (S..^ ../b) and \  (S.j 
between rod ( i )  ( i  = 2 -*• N + 1) and it s  neighbours ( i  - 1) and 
( i  + 1) from the graph in F ig .2 of reference [50] for the given 
values of Cm/e = (C.. j_-]/e) and Cm/e = (C  ^ i+1/e) respectively.
I
(c ) Determine the to ta l value of se lf capacitance (Cg/e = C../e) of 
rod ( i )  from the graph in F ig .3 of reference [60], by adding the 
values of the vertica l coordinates of the two points on the chosen 
(d/b) curve whose horizontal coordinates \  ( S . ./b) and \  (S  ^ ^+-j/b)
I
have been obtained in step (b ). The value of C^/e is  d ifferent 
from that shown in matrix equation (5.50).
(d) scale the ith  row and column of matrix equation (5.50) such that its
I
main diagonal terms w ill have the value of where 
A1 1 * CC1-1,1 * Ci  * Ci t U ,l/e  ( i  = 2 *  H+l) (5.54)
I
Cj/e is  the se lf capacitance of rod ( i )  obtained in step (C)
And the scaling constants (n .) are given by
ni =
Ai i
A ..■ n
( i  =  2 +  N *  1) (5 .5 5 )
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(e ) Owing to the scaling process in step (d ), new value of
|/e) and C. ^+i/e.) are obtained and the cycle may 
be repeated until the scaling constants (n^) approach unity.
And the dimensions obtained in the last scaling cycle are the 
required ones.
( f )  The f i r s t  and the last rods may be made having the same 
diameter as the rest by adjusting the position of the side 
walls of the "tructure as follows:
le t  CQ be the coupling capacitance between the f i r s t  rod 
and its  side wall
An  = (C0 + C, + C12l/e (5.56)
where is  the f i r s t  diagonal term of the capacitance 
matrix (known)
C1 is  the se lf capacitance of rod 1
is the fina l scaled value of the coupling capacitance 
between rod 1 and 2 (known)
choose a reasonable separation distance between rod 1 and the,
wall \  (S-|y/b). From graph in F ig .2 wf reference [60]
find the value of Cm/e = CQ/e and from graph F ig .3 of reference
[60] find Cg/e = C-j/e). Use the obtained values of CQ and
in equation (5.56). Repeat the cycle by choosing a new 
value for \  ( S ^ b )  until equation (5.56) is  sa tis fied .
The method may be illu s tra ted  further by the following numerical example:
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Numerical Example
A 4-resonator prototype doubly terminated by a 1 n resistance, 
shown in Fig 5.19 has been synthesised to sa tis fy  an equiripple response 
in the passband between 4 GHZ and 4.5 GHZ and 20 dB minimum return loss.
The resonators are quarter wavelength at lb GHZ.
The element values are shown in Table 5.7 where x 10'9 are the 
lumped capacitors in farads, are the characteristic  admittances of 
the shunt short-circuited stubs in Siemens and K^ . +] are the characteristic  
admittances of the frequency-dependant admittance inverters in Siemens.
Table 5.T: Element values of 4 resonator combline f i l t e r
r 1 -9C x 10 y
f
Y
Kr,r+1r r
1 3.62554 7.40989
1.3188
2 8.78528 17.9608
1.57438
3 8.78528 17.9608
1.3188
4 3.62554 7.40989
The 1 Q unit elements at both ends of the network have been 
introduced for practical convenience.
The admittance matrix for the inductive array of the network 
may be given as:
coinC\J
1
Fig. 5-19 4-resonator prototype combline filter
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[Y J-
n2 n3 nt n5
+ + + +
1 -1 0 0 0 0
n2 -+■ -1 8.40989 - 1.3188 0 0 0
n3 -*■ 0 -1.3188 17.9608 - 1.57438 0 .0
Hi* -*• 0 0 - 1.57438 17.9608 -1.3188 0
n5 -*■ 0 0 0 - 1.3188 8.40989 -1
0 0 0 0 -1 0
le scaling factors n.. are chosen such that a ll the
(5.57)
be unity; therefore
n2 = 0.34483 
n3 = 0.235959
and, because i t  is a symmetrical network,
n4 ’  n3 
"5 '  n2
a fte r scaling we have the values shown in matrix equation (5.58):
“  1 -0.34483 0 0 0 0
-0.34483 1 -0.107305 0 0 0
0 -0.107305 1 -0.087656 0 0
0 0 -0.087656 1 -0.107305 0
0 0 0 -0.107305 1 0.34483
0 0 0 0 -0.34483 1
(5.58)
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For 50 n terminations and a ir- f il le d  lin e , the equivalent sta tic  
capacitive matrix is  given by
7.534 -2.597949 0 0 0 0
-2.597949 7.534 -0.808436 0 0 0
0 -0.808436 7.534 -0.6604 0 0
0 0 -0.6604 7.534 -0.808436 0
0 0 0 -0.808436 7.534 -2.597949
0
d/b = 0.4.
0 0 0 -2.597949 7.534
By using the elements of matrix equation (5.59) and the graphs in 
Reference [60] proceed in finding the dimensions.
( i )  Rod 2:
(a ) From the graph in F ig .2 of Reference [60]: use C21/e = 2.597949, 
intersect (d/b) = 0.4, find J ^- j/b ) = 0.06
(b) Repeat for (C2 3 /e) = 0.808436 = \  (S 2 3 /b) = 0.193
(c ) From the graph in F ig .3 of Reference [60], use J (S2 1 /b) = 0.06, 
intersect (d/b) = 0.4 find x(Cg/e) =1.55
(d) Repeat for \  (S 2 3 /b) = 0.193 Z  [1 - x )(Cg/e) = 2.1 
C2/e - x(Cg/e) + (1 - x)(Cg/e)
C2/e = 1.55 + 2.1 = 3.65
( i i )  Rod 3:
(a) From the graph in F ig .2 of Reference [60]: use (C3 4 /e) =
0.6604, intersect (d/b) = 0.4 Z  J CS3 4 /b) = 0.225
(b) Since (C2 2 /e) = {^23^e  ^ -*■ J (^3 2 ^ )  ~ i  ^ 2 3 ^ ) “  0.193
(c ) From the graph in F ig .3 of Reference [60], use \  (S 3 4 /b) =
0.225, intersect (d/b) = 0.4 Z  X(Cg/e) = 2 . 2
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Then, the capacitance matrix equation (5.59) can be transformed to that 
shown in matrix equation (5.60) by multiplying the ith  row and column
I
by the corresponding scaling constant n.
7.534 -2.514253 0 0 0 0
-2.514253 7.056385 -0.684629 0 0 0
0 -0.684629 5.768836 -0.505673 0 0
0 0 -0.505673 5.768836 -0.684629 0
0 0 0 -0.684629 7.056385 -2.514253
0 0 0 0 -2.514253 7.534
(5.60)
The cycle may be repeated by using the elements in matrix equation (5,60)
II
Consequently, results in the scaling constants n^  at values
» ii
n2 * ns = 0.990924
>■ ii
n3 = n4 = 0.988797
Sim ilarly, by using n^, matrix equation (5.60) can be transformed to
the matrix given in matrix equation (5.61)
7.534 -2.491434 0 0 0 0
-2.491434 6.928882 -0.670815 0 0 0
II
c|=
0 -0.670815 5.640302 -0.494406 0 0
0 0 -0.494406 5.640302 -0.670815 0
0 0 0 -0.670815 6.928882 -2.491434
(5.61)
0 0 0 0 -2.491434 7.534
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(d) For \  (S32/b) -  0.193 t  (1 - XJCCg/e) - 2.1
C3/e = x(Cg/e)+(l-x)(Cg/e) therefore (C3/e) - 2.2 + 2.1 - 4.3
( t i i } Since the network is symmetrical, rod 4 has the same se lf 
capacitance as rod 3, and rod 5 has that of rod 2; therefore 
0 y e} = 4.3 
Ccj/e) =3.65
The scaling operation may be performed and the scaling constants
n.. can be obtained as fellows:,
(a ) The scaling constant ^
^22 = (^ 2i + 2^ + C23)/e
A2 2  = 2.597949 + 3.65 + 0.808436 = 7.056385
therefore
[7.056385n,
7.534
0.967784
n5 = n2 - 0.967784
(b) The scaling constant n^: 
A33 = (C32 + C3 + C34)/e
A33 = 0.808436 + 4.3 + 0.6604 = 5.768836
therefore
5.768836
7.534
11
= 0.875047
0.875047
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However, repeating the cycle by using the elements in matrix 
equation (5.61) results in the dimensions shown in Table 5.8 and the new
4 11
set of scaling factors n^  are
n^' = ns' ~ °- 999882
II I I I I
n3 = n4 = 1.00132
which c lea r ly  shows that n ! "  = 1; i .e .  matrix equation (5.61) is  unique 
for the dimension shown in Table 5.8 and for d/b = 0.4.
The f i r s t  rod and the last one may be made with the same diameter 
as the rest by adjusting the position of the side walls of the structure 
as follows: Use equation (5.56)
A11 = Co + C1 + C12
where
= 7.534 
C; 2 = 2.491434
(a ) choose i ( S lw/b) = 0.1
From graph in F ig .2 of Reference [60], C^/e = CQ/e = 1.7
From graph in F ig .3 of Reference [60], J(C  /e) * iC ^ /e ) = 1.75 ^
C-j/e = 3.50
A-|i = 1.7 + 3.5 + 2.491434 = 7.691434 
7.534 l  7.691434
(b) choose a new value of H S]w/b) - 0.11
From F ig .2 of Reference [60], C^e = CQ/e = 1.55 
From F1g.3 of Reference [60], j(C g/e ! = K C ,/e ) - l.y a  J  
C-j/e = 3.65
* 1.55 + 3.65 + 2.491434  ^ 7.601434
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(c ) choose another yalue of HS-j 7b) - 0.115
From F ig .2 of Reference [60], C^/e = Z ^ /t - 1.48 
From F ig .3 of Reference [60], J(C g./e) = HC-|/0 = 1.8 
C-j/e = 3.6
= 1.48 + 3.6 + 2.491434 = 7.571434 
so i t  can be claimed that the distance | (S ^ / b ) = 0.115 is  the 
right choice for d/b = 0.4 
S, /b = 0.23lu
Table 5.8: Dimensions
S21/b * S56/b = 0 J2 6
s32/b = s45/b = 0.44
S34/b = 0.53
5.8 MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (MICS)
In certain airborne receivers, s a te ll ite  systems and many others, 
size and weight are very important factors in the design process. The 
necessity and the greater demands in these applications for mass production 
with lower cost have pushed the trend towards smaller components and 
consequently led to the development of microwave integrated c ircu its .
The MIC$ technology is  nowadays quite mature and keeps in pace with 
the continuous increase in the complexity and sophistication in almost 
every aspect of microwave devices, components, sub-systems and systems.
In passive c irc u its , the microstrip transmission lin e  and the suspended 
substrate transmission line  (s tr ip  l in e ] are the most popular forms of
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c ircu it  for MIC$. The microstrip shown in Fig 5.20 consists of a strip  
conductor Separated from the ground plane by a d ie le c tr ic  layer. A ll 
associated c ircu it  parameters are defined in the plane of the strip  
conductor. The characteristic  impedance and length of lines determine 
the c ircu it  properties. The propagating f ie ld  lines between the strip  
conductor and the ground plane are distributed between the a ir  and the 
d ie le c tr ic  substrate with the major part is contained in the la tte r . Hence 
the propagating mode'along the strip  is not purely TEM but a quasi TEM 
or even more complicated than that when the structure shown in Fig 5.20 
is  sealed in a closed container. A detailed and comprehensive treatment 
for the analysis of microstrip transmission line  was given by Mitra and 
Itoh in [62]. However, the microstrip structure has attracted much 
attention in recent years and its  characteristics and behaviour are s t i l l  
under further investigation and study in d ifferent circumstances for 
d ifferen t applications.
On the other hand the suspended substrate s trip  transmission line  or 
as simply known the strip  line  shown in Fig 5.21 consists of a s tr ip  
conductor on the face of a d ie le c tr ic  substrate and the substrate is  then 
suspended in a metal enclosure. The major part of propagating f ie ld  
in th is structure is in the airspace between the d ie le c tr ic  substrate and the 
ground. The c ircu it  characteristics are determined by the substrate thickness, 
d ie le c tr ic  constant, ground plane spacing and width of the strip  conductor.
The s tr ip  line  was introduced th ir ty  years ago and was going under intensive 
study in the early f ifte e s  of th is century. Therefore i t  may be considered 
as the f i r s t  generation of MICS where the m icrostrip may represent the second 
generation. Although the strip  line  was known for so long, its  use in 
microwave design did not become very popular until quite recently when new
Fig. 5.20 Microstrip transmission line
Fig 5.21 Suspended-substrate strip line
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low loss d ie lec tric  and substrate materials became available and paved the
road towards the development of the d ifferen t versions of MIC . A
s "
considerable amount of experimental and theoretical data on the MIC can 
be found in [63] and [64].
5.8.1 The MICS F ilte rs
F ilte rs  are no exception from the continuous demands for smaller 
components and cheaper manufacturing cost e ither as individual components 
or part of MIC packages performing many functions. In the past some 
types of microwave f i l t e r s  have been b u ilt in one form of MIC$ or 
another. They were limited to re la t iv e ly  wide band applications where 
the se le c t iv ity  is  not severe. Most recently two important contributions 
have been reported [65], [66]. In both of these papers, the microstrip 
structure has been discarded because microstrip f i l t e r s  suffer from 
lim itations on stopband loss due to quasi surface modes, higher in-band 
dissipation loss and limited range of impedance achieved which lim its 
f i l t e r  realizations, performance and design f le x ib i l i t y .  In contrast 
the suspended substrate s tr ip lin e  (SSS) has been found to be the most 
suitable structure. This structure is  capable of achieving very good 
e le c tr ica l performance, temperature s ta b il ity  and fine tuning is  possible 
with screws in the main enclosure.
The SSS structure has been used in Reference [65] to construct 
stepped impedance low-pass and broadband in terd ig ita l f i l t e r s  exhibiting 
Butterworth and conventional Chebyshev responses. In Reference [66] this 
form of realization was used for constructing broadband f i l t e r s  based on 
the generalized Chebyshev low-pass prototype introduced in Chapter 2 of 
th is thesis which exhibits a single transmission zero at in f in ity  with the
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remainder at the same f in ite  point to = ± u
This section presents a microwave low-pass f i l t e r  design example 
based on the highly selective prototype introduced e a r lie r  in th is 
thesis (Chapter 2, section 2.7.21. The design and construction technique 
is  sim ilar to that used in [66].
5.8.2 Design and Construction of SS5 Microwave Lowpass F ilt e r
The low-pass prototype f i l t e r  satisying a generalized Chebyshev 
response with three transmission zeros at in f in ity  and multiple order 
transmission zeros at the same f in ite  frequency u = ± u has been 
introduced in Chapter 2. This f i l t e r  has a s e le c t iv ity  close to the 
optimum e l l ip t ic  function prototype but much easier to realize physically , 
since the variation in the impedance level is  less than 2:1 comparing 
with about 10:1 in the e l l ip t ic  function.
The microwave low-pass f i l t e r  design example given here is based on 
the generalized Chebyshev low-pass prototype of degree N = 11 shown in 
Fig 5.22 and is  required to sa tis fy  the following specifications:
cut-off frequency f^ = 4 GHZ
minimum stopband insertion loss = 40 dB
and minimum passband return loss = 26 dB.
The lumped prototype element values C ,(R ). L0(R ), l 2(R) and C2(R) of this 
network are taken from Table 13 in Chapter 2 of th is thesis. The
corresponding value of ^  - 1.1158 is taken from Table No.16 in the 
same chapter.
To transform to the distributed domain, Richard's transformation
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Lo(10) U(8) Le!6) L^ 2)ftm
| l2(io) h (6>‘ Cjfll) XfCjOO) 1TC2|8)
1
TC2<6) Tc >^
Fig. 5.22 The generalized low pass prototype of degree 11
Fig.5.23 (a) Lumped shunt resonant section
lb) Shunt o/c resonator stub
Fig. 5.2 4 The printed circuit board for degree 11 low-pass filter
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should be applied
p -* gt •= gtanh(ap)
where the constants a and g are chosen such that the shunt resonant branch 
may be realized d irec tly  by uniform admittance shunt 0/C stubs. Each 
stub is  one quarter of a wavelength long at the f in ite  transmission zero
Consider a typical lumped shunt resonant branch and its  proposed 
microwave printed c ircu it  realization of a uniform admittance 0/C stub shown 
in Fig 5.23.a and b respectively. Its  admittance may be written as
V R)
where u>2o
c2(R )p
1 + Pv o
i /l 2(R ) .c2(R).
(5.62)
A fter applying Richard's transformation, i t  becomes
C,(R) gt
Y2(R) - -1 ------
c 2 2 2 l + eV /u g
I f  g = U)r
Then
g C„(R) t
V R) - -  2"
L l + r
.* . Y2(R) = ig C2(R) tanh(2ap)
(5.63)
(5.64)
(5.65)
(5.66)
which c lea rly  shows that the shunt resonant branch is  realizable by a 
uniform admittance shunt 0/C stub of characteris tic  admittance:
Y02(R) = 6 C2CR)/2 (5.67)
The constant a can be obtained from the Richard's transformation at
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the bandedge.
“ b * e tan(aV
a = i  tan"1 (l/e ) 
f b
(5.68)
from equation (5.641, 6 = 1.1158, and f fa » 4 GHZ (given), 
a = 10.466817
Then
(5.69)
Since the 0/C resonant stub should be XQ/4 long at f  then, from 
equation (5.66)
2afQ « 90° j  fQ - 4.2993 GHZ 
The length of the resonator is
V  * V 4 •  J J -  -  0-68634" C5.701
0
However, as a d irect result of Richard's tran s fo ra tio n , the two 
shunt capacitors 0,(11) and C ,(1) of the lumped prototype network 
contributing for two out o f the three transmission zero at in f in ity  are 
realized by shunt 0/C stubs of characteris tic  admittance
v01<11) ’  V ’ > = 6Ci t11) ■ BC,(1) (5.71)
and they can be made a quarter wavelength long at 2f . Hence, the length 
of the 0/C stub:
*o = V 8 a 0.34317" (5.72)
The characteristic  admittances of the shunt 0/C resonator stubs YQ2(R) 
and those of the shunt 0/C stubs YQ1(R ) are calculated f ■ ;m equation (5.67)
and (5.71) respectively and given in Table 5.9,
Table 5.9: The normalized characteristic  admittances of the shunt 
0/C stubs of the low-pass f i l t e r
Y0] O 11 = Y0 ]( l )  = 0.944685 
Y02O ° )  = y02(4) = 0.658812 
Y02(8) a y02(6) = 0.934409
i t  remains to realize the series elements LQ(R ).
These elements are responsible for the th ird transmission zero at in f in ity . 
Due to  Richard's transformation, these elements correspond to short- 
circu ited  stubs that produce an in f in ite  impedance when a quarter of a 
wavelength long at 2fQ. At th is frequency the two shunt 0/C stubs are 
also a quarter of a wavelength long each producing an in f in ite  admittance 
while the shunt 0/C resonator stubs are one half of a wavelength long and 
hence do not contribute to the response of the f i l t e r .
Since a d irect realization of a series S/C in printed c irc u it  form 
is  d i f f ic u lt ,  therefore an a lternative  approximate realization is  given in
[66] and adopted here. I t  u t iliz e s  a length of short transmission line 
to provide a series inductive effect on the printed c irc u it .  This 
approximation is  ju s t if ie d  by holding a stopband upto about an octave above 
the cut-off frequency and th is is  suitable for several applications.
Let the length of short transmission lines which realize the series 
lumped inductances LQ(R) in microwave frequency equal i-sCR) < x /8 and 
have effective  inductances L ^ R }. To calculate these values, one may start 
by equating the impedances of length of short transmission lines to the 
required impedance at the cut-off frequency f fa. Thus
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H  L0(R} *  J  Ro Z(R) tan (a f.) (5.73)
where Z(R) = &L (R)
Rq » the actual load resistance. In this example
Hence
wb = 2 ,fb
L> )  -
Ro Z<R)
“ b
tan(afb) * 1/0
i
L>  -
Ro Lo 'R>
Rq *  50 n
tan(afb)
Wt (5.74)
which of course can be obtained d irec tly  by simple impedance and frequency 
scaling.
However, the lumped inductance of a short length of lin e  z (R) can 
be approximately given by [28].
L0CR)
Zo V R>
(5.75)
where v  is  the ve loc ity  of wave propagation
ZQ is the characteristic  impedance of the lin e .
Then, from equation (5.74) and (5.75)
M R) •
«-„(R)-v
(5.75)
* /  0
where ZQ = Zq/R0 is  the normalized characteris tic  impedance.
Since these series inductances are also acting as connecting lines 
to the shunt 0/C stubs, therefore the determination of z' is governed by
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the requirement of producing a smooth transition  across the deyice and
from the input and output coaxial connectors to the printed c ircu it  
board.
With the fina l configuration of the printed c ircu it  structure shown 
in Fig 5.24 in mind, one may proceed in calculating S.'(R). In th is 
design a J oz., 0.005 thick glass reinforced teflon known commercially by 
(RT/duriod) has been used due to its  high level of tolerance on d ie le c tr ic
constant and the thickness of copper and d ie le c tr ic . The c ircu it  elements appear
on one side of the substrate. The board is  placed in the middle of a metal
box of ground plane spacing b, suitably chosen to prevent the propagation
of the higher order modes. In this design b = 0.07" which also ensures
that b is  much greater than the d ie le c tr ic  thickness. Within th is  choice
the conductors are p rac tica lly  in a ir  hence the variation of the overall
d ie le c tr ic  constant with temperature w ill be very close to that of a ir  e
eo
and has l i t t l e  effect on the response. The thickness of a ll conductors 
is  t  = 0.00085 . The width of the series conductors is  chosen to be W =
n s
0.025 .
The characteristic  impedance of the piece of centre conductor of 
the terminal connectors symmetrically located inside the metal box is 
given by [64].
1 3 8  -
' °  n r r  9 7  0  (5-77>
For 50 a termination and a ir  f i l le d  structure the diameter o f the
centre conductor D - 0.036” . The distance from the series connecting lines 
to the nearest side wall $ = 0.03"
log ± 1
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Having established these values, the characteristic  impedance
ZQ can be calculated, commencing by calculating the fringing capacitances 
using Getsinger's charts [59], Consider the cross section of a typical 
short series connecting line inside the box shown in Fig 5.25.a with the 
associated capacitances. With t/b = 0.012 and 2S/b = 0.857, Getsinger's 
charts gives: Cf /eQ = 0,46 , Cf /eQ = 0.51
Since Cp/eQ = 2Ws/(b-t) - 0.714
Then, the total s ta tic  capacitance per unit length o f the line is  given 
by
c*s/eo = 2 ( V eo + c fQ/eo + y y = 3,368
Then, applying equation £5.34)
^  = 7 .534/(0^/^ ) = 2.235 q
Now, the length of the short series transmission line can be calculated 
from equation (5.76) and the ir values are given in Table 5.10.
I
Table 5.10: The length of the series connected 
transmission lines
l s (10) = £s C2)~- 0.169" 
i s (8) - Jls (4) = 0.158"
Jls (6 ) = 0.162"
To complete the design, the widths of the shunt 0/C stubs should be 
found. Consider the cross section fo r a typ ical stub with the associated 
capacitances shown 1n Fig 5.25.b. Each of these stubs can be treated as 
being in isolation between two para lle l ground planes. This is  because 
the coupling between the para lle l stubs is  negligible for high t,.(R)/b ratio
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ,
r / / ) / / / / ; / ; / ' "
(a)
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /
.'V
7  H f7TUT/ 7 " Jîm / U r
(b)
Fig. 5.25 ( a ) Cross-section for atypical short
transmission tine representing series 
lumped inductance showing the 
associated capacitances
(b) Cross-section for a typical shunt 
o/c stub showing the associated 
capacitances
w(R) w[R] 
U UFig 5 26 The reference planes of the T-junction
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as may be c lea rly  seen from Getsinger's charts and the coupling between 
the ends of the stubs and the nearest sidewall can be neglected by 
adjusting the distances to these walls. Hence, the total s ta tic  
capacitance per unit length of each shunt 0/C stub is
Ct iRJ/eo “  2 V R)/eo + 4 y « 0 (5.78)
and since
Ct (R )/t0 - 7.554 V02(R) R .  10,8,6,4
Ct (R)A0 = 7-534 Y01 (R) R = 11 and 1
which can be obtained by substituting the values of Y02(R) and yq i (R) 
given in Table 5.9. Then Cp(R)/eQ are calculated from equation (5.78) 
and the widths of the stubs W(R) are followed as given in Table 5.11.
Table 5.71: The width o f the 0/C stubs
W(10) = W(4) » 0.053997"
W(8) = W(6) = 0.089892"
W ( l l )  = W(l) = 0.09123"
However, the length dimensions obtained so fa r are not f ina l .  Since 
the shunt 0/C stubs and the series short lines are connected at a Tee-junction, 
th e ir  lengths should be modified taking into account the junction e ffec t.
Thus, the actual lengths ¿ S(R ) ,  shown in Fig 5.23 are calculated as 
follows:
i ' r  •  i r  - W$/4 - 0.68"
* 0  * A0 " V 4 "  ° * 337"
* ' (R )  - 4 (R) - - W(R)/4
* * 4
R = 10,8,6,4,2
2/
3
-I.L.
Fig .5. 27 The e> perimenfal insertion loss 
and return loss characterstic 
of the low-pass printed ciicuif 
micriwave filter
1 i1
► f ( G HZ]
V
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Thus,
*S(10) - ¿ ¡(2 ) - 0.133"
V 8) ^ V 4> * ° ' 123''
* ’ (6) = 0.118"
These set of values are obtained under the assumption that the 
orig inal values were measured from the corresponding reference planes 
o f a simple s trip line  Tee-junction as given in Reference [28] and 
illu s tra ted  in Fig 5.26.
Having completed the design, the low-pass microwave f i l t e r  has 
been constructed and tested using a swept frequency reflectometer 
arrangement. Its  experimental insertion loss and return loss 
characteristics are obtained as shown in Fig 5.27.
5.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main concern of th is chapter is  developing design procedures 
and construction of classes of TEM mode f i l t e r s  for broadband applications.
The chapter began by a b rie f introduction on the basic concepts of 
the distributed c ircu its . The analogy between these c ircu its  and the ir 
lumped counterparts was explained by considering the well known Richard's 
transformation. The concept of the Unit Element was also discussed and 
its  u tiliz a tio n  in TEM networks e ither in a redundant or non-redundant 
form was mentioned.
A fter that introduction, the para lle l coupled lines class of TEM- 
network was discussed. Within th is context an exact synthesis procedure 
fo r prototype broadband combline f i l t e r  was given and a new design
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method to realize TEM-network in coaxial form haying equal-diameter 
coupled c ircu la r cylindrica l rods was presented.
The exact synthesis procedure was developed for arb itrary  bandwidth 
combline f i l t e r  based on a doubly terminated LC bandpass prototype 
satisying a generalized Chebyshev characteristic  having equiripple passband 
response with single transmission zero at the orig in and an odd multiple 
at in f in ity . The synthesis procedure was programmed on a computer and 
when the alternating pole synthesis technique was used, networks of up 
to degree 30 can be easily  synthesized and the ir element values are 
obtained with l i t t l e  loss of accuracy. On the other hand, i t  has been 
found that networks of degree less than 18 can be synthesized using the 
conventional p-plane element extraction technique. However, the computer 
program gives the lumped prototype element values, converts them into 
distributed stubs or into mixed lumped capacitors and short c ircu ited  stub 
i f  required and provides the frequency analysis of the c irc u it .
An octave bandwidth microwave combline f i l t e r  was designed using 
distributed stubs and constructed in coaxial form with the para lle l coupled 
bars having rectangular cross sections. The experimental results are 
given in Fig 5.13. They show a shrink in the passband. Instead of 
(3 6) GHZ as expected, the measured one is  approximately from (3.7 ^
5.6) GHZ. This is  because for such design specifications, the bars are 
t ig h tly  coupled and the correct width of the bars can not be calculated 
eas ily  due to the interaction of the fringing capacitances. The use 
of the approximate formula given in equation (5.41) has not helped much 
in obtaining the correct value of the widths, since the resulting values 
s t i l l  do not sa tis fy  equation (5.40) for the chosen t/b ra tio .
Furthermore, Wenzel [58] has shown that the return loss and the upper
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bandedge of these networks response are extremely sensitive to the 
value of coupling admittances Y2(R) which a ffect the gap between the 
bars. So unless a s t r ic t  mechanical tolerance is considered during the 
construction, the return loss and the upper bandedge are altered 
considerably. However, the experimental results obtained here are 
considered satisfactory within the mechanical tolerance used. The 
response might be improved i f  a smaller t/b ratio  had been chosen.
This chapter has also presented a new design method to realize 
TEM-networks such as combline and in terd ig ita l f i l t e r s  in coaxial form 
having equal-diameter coupled cylindrica l rods. This method based on 
the graphs in F ig .2 and 3 of Reference [60] and the capacitance matrix.
I t  is approximate in the sense that each conductor is coupled only to its  
nearest neighbours and its  accuracy is governed by the accuracy of the 
mentioned graphs which is within the accuracy of the manufacturing process. 
The method permits the handling of data for f i l t e r s  synthesized to sa tis fy  
narrow and moderate bandwidth specifications. I t  should also be suitable 
for designing broadband f i l t e r s ,  but because a high capacitance Z J t  results 
in some broadband cases (octave bandwidth), the lim itation of F ig .2 of 
Reference [60] should be noticed. In general the method is  simple and 
converges very quickly. I t  has been found that the method usually needs 
no more than three cycle to converge, regardless of the rumber of resonators.
The last part of the chapter is concerned with the MIC$ form of 
realiz ing TEM-networks. The concepts of m icrostrip and s tr ip lin e  were 
given and the su ita b ility  of the la tte r  to f i l t e r  design in printed c ircu it  
form was discussed. Then a design procedure was presented for a low- 
pass broadband microwave f i l t e r .  This f i l t e r  based on the very selective 
prototype of degree 11 satisfying a generalized Chebyshev response with 3
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transmission zeros at in f in ity  and the remainder at a f in ite  point on 
the imaginary axis. The microwave structure was constructed in 
suspended substrate s trip line  and the resonators were realized by 
uniform admittance 0/C stubs. The s e le c t iv ity  of th is type of f i l t e r s  
are close to that of e l l ip t ic  function, but much easier to realize 
considering the impedance level variation of less than 2:1 compared with 
about 10:1 in the e l l ip t ic  function and the uniform admittance 0/C stubs 
realization which is  not possible in the e l l ip t ic  function. Furthermore 
the experimental results shown in Fig 5.25 shows that an octave stopband 
can be eas ily  achieved. This advantage make th is f i l t e r  even more 
admirable for diplexer and multiplexer applications than that used in 
Reference [66].
In th is particu lar example the experimental results shows a s ligh t 
reduction in the cut-off frequency due to neglecting of the e ffect of 
fringing capacitances between the resonators and the nearest side w a ll. 
However this can be easily  adjusted either tuning screws or by pushing 
the side walls a l i t t l e  further away from the printed c ircu it  board.
2 7 8
5 J0  APPENDIX
-j- */ b
Fig. 2— Graph of C- / • (normalized mutual capacitance) vs J(i/6 ) (normalized half spacing).
(Reference [60])
Cg
/c
2 7 9
0  0 5
Fig. 3— Graph of (|)C ,/« (normalized half self capacitance) vs ( J) j/ 6  f normalized half spacing).
(Reference [60])
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR MULTI-OCTAVE COM BLINE-FILTER  MULTIPLEXERS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION.
B ro a d b a n d  multiplexers, often spanning several octaves, are 
most frequently used in electronic warfare applications. They allow 
several signals to share a common broadband device usually an antenna 
Most of the multiplexers developed during the late s ix ties and early  
seventies used high-pass/Iow-pass or band-pass/band-stop diplexer 
configuration in cascade. E l l ip t ic  prototypes were used to obtain sharp 
cut-offs and maintain certain rejection level over very broadband e.g.
[67]. These devices have the disadvantage of being both d if f ic u lt  and 
expensive to design. In addition, the number of f i l t e r s  used for a 
given num ber o f  c h a n n e ls  is  high e.g. at least five  f i l te r s  for a 
trip lexer. The main reason that the cascade of diplexers approach has 
been used is  because, during those years, i t  has seemed too d if f ic u lt  to 
cover a multi-octave band with a common junction bandpass multiplexer. 
Meanwhile, the broadband combine f i l t e r  has been undergoing continual 
improvement. I t  can nowadays be constructed in  straightforward manner 
from the theoretical prototype with bandwidths approaching 100%, 
stopband performance can exceed several times the upper passband edge 
with no spurious response. The insertion loss and the VSWR in the 
passband can be kept quite low even for a re la t iv e ly  high number of 
resonators f i l t e r .  Therefore the attention in recent years has focussed 
on using combline bandpass f i l t e r s  to achieve smaller size, lower cost 
bandpass common junction multiplexers.
A design method for combi ire- filte r multiplexers was presented 
more than a decade ago by Hatthaei and Cristal [68], Their design equations 
are based upon narrow-band approximations and the f i l t e r s  should be e ither
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singly-terminated or foreshortened doubly terminated. The junction 
design consists of high impedance lines connected between the junction 
and the input resonators of the separated channel f i l t e r s .  However, 
the method was limited to a total frequency range of the order of one 
octave due to the narrow band approximation used in the design of 
individual channels. More recently LaTourrette [69], [70] and [71] 
presented several attempts to design a multi-octave combline f i lte r-  
multiplexers. His main concern was focussed on obtaining a minimum 
susceptance band-pass channel f i l t e r  by adding extra c ircu its  to the 
orig inal non-minimum susceptance singly terminated combline structure 
in order to achieve paralle l connected common junction multiplexer.
Although these attempts have resulted in particu la rly  successful devices.
S t i l l  the ir design processes are lacking in generality and in most cases 
the additional c ircu its  make the manufacturing and the adjusting of these 
devices much more expensive and d if f ic u lt  to achieve.
This chapter presents a new general design procedure for multi­
octave combiine-fiIter multiplexers having any number of Chebyshev channel 
f i l t e r s ,  with arb itrary  number of resonators, bandwidth and interchannel 
spacings. This procedure may be considered as a modified version of 
that introduced in chapter 3 of this thesis. I t  conmences from the element 
values of a doubly terminated bandpass prototype combline f i l t e r  
satisfying  an equiripple response which is  obtained from a recently introduced 
design equations [34], These individual channel f i l te r s  are connected at 
a common junction. The multiplexer design procedure modifies the elements 
in the nearest ha lf to the common junction of each channel f i l t e r  and as 
in a sim ilar manner to that given in chapter 3, i t  preserves a complete 
match at the two points of perfect transmission closest to the passband- 
edges of each channel f i l t e r .  However, th is design procedure follows
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almost the same steps in chapter* 3 and has a ll the advantages pointed 
there.
The chapter begins by reviewing the combline f i l t e r  design 
equations introduced recently by Rhodes [34]. Although these equations 
are approximate they have been adopted here because of the ir compactness 
and when used in  a computerized multiplexer design method - as i t  is  the 
case here - they are certa in ly  required less computer time compared with 
the exact design method for combline f i l t e r  introduced in chapter 5.
Then the multi-octave multiplexer design procedure is  presented. The 
computer analysis of several multiplexers are shown. F in a lly , a design 
example of a combline f i l t e r  diplexer constructed in a coaxial form of 
realization  is  given and its  experimental insertion loss and return loss 
characteristics are established.
6.2 DESIGN FORMULAS FOR BROADBAND COMBLINE FILTER.
The multi-octave comb 1 ine-fi 1 ter multiplexer design 
procedure commences from lumped/distributed element doubly terminated 
combline channel f i lte rs  operating is  iso lation  satisfying an equiripple 
passband amplitude response shown in Fig. 6.1 and given by [24],
where
I .L .  = 10 Log ( l+ e2 F 2(oi)) ( 6 . 1)
Fn(a))=cos neos
f^tan(acü^)+<2'tan(atJ2) -2 wtan(au) 
o^tan^o^) -(^ 1 tan(âu-j )
+cos“1 tanfaoi^) tan(au)2) tan(aoi2 )-tan(ao)i))^tan(am)
ta n( aoi) .  ( to 2 ta n ( ato 2) - a  ( ta n ( aw )^) —
. 4
(6 .2)
u)j and o>2 are the lower and upper bandedge frequencies 
n is  the nunber o f resonators in the network shown in  Fig . 6.2
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Fig. 6.1 Insertion loss response of a combi me filter
1ft
Fig. 6.2 Equivalent network of doubly terminated comblme filter
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whose lumped counterpart has (2n-l) transmission zeros at in f in ity  and 
single transmission zero at the orig in .
However, by extracting a negative shunt short c ircu ited  stub 
of characteristic  admittance (-Yj. r+1) from every resonator in the network, 
an equivalent format consisting of resonators separated by frequency 
dependent admittance inverter with characteristic  admittance y ' , cot(aw) 
is  obtained. Scaling a ll admittances by cot(aa))/cot(aio0) , (where is 
the passband centre frequency) results in the network shown in Fig. 6.3 
where the rth shunt resonator possesses an admittance:
Br=j(Cra)tan(au>)-Yr ) ( 6 . 3 )
and the resonators are separated by ideal admittance inverters of 
characteris tic  admittance W  but the terminating resistances become 
frequency dependents i .e .
Rg=Rt = cot(au)/cot(au0) (6.4)
However, i t  has been shown by Rhodes [34], that the design 
formulas for this prototype network can be obtained eas ily  with very good 
approximation to sa tis fy  upto an octave bandwidth specifications using 
only the dominant term in Fn(io) given in equation (6.2) such that
Fn(w) “ cos nrne ^
(i3 ^  21 w ^ ~  2u> ts n (
11 Lw j <uj 2^  ^^  ^  ^  1 J
(6.5)
By comparing this prototype combiine f i l t e r  which sa tis fie s  the 
equiripple response in the variable utan(aoj) given in (6.5) with the low- 
pass prototype sa tis fie s  a conventional Chebyshev response in the variable u, 
having a passband u>=±l and centre frequency at cj=o , the approximate centre 
frequency u Q of the combline is  obtained when the argument of Fn(u) is zero.
Hence
2a>0tan(au>0) = u-j tan(au)-| J+u^tan^u^) (6.6)
(«)
tao(atM) R _ tan(auO_tan(aco) (bl l “ tan(aw)
Fig. 6.3 (a) Equivalent network of an inverter✓of characteristic admittance Yr^r+1
(b) Scaled equivalent format of combline network
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and the frequencies Fj qnd ?z  where the perfect transmission occurs 
closest to the bandedges, can be obtained when the argument is  ± cos(ir/2n)
respectively i .e .
a)-|tan(aa)i )+u^tan(aiu2)-2ojtan(aw) 
oj ^  n | aw 2  ta n ( au) | J cos(it/2n) (6.7)
and
<d-j tan(a6j)+(j2tan(a<i)2)-2a)tan(aii)) 
c ^ ta ^ a ^ ) ■ w(tan(aw^)
oj=F 2
-cos(ir/2n) ( 6 .8 )
Hence, from equation (6.7)
F^tan(aF^) =w^  tan(aw.j)cos2(iT/4n)+(i>2tan(ao)2)sin2(TT/4n) (6.9)
and from equation (6.8)
F2tan(aF2)=w^tan(au)^)sin (iT/4n)+u)2tan(a(D2)cosZ(Tr/4n) (6.10)
However, the values of mQ, F-j and F2  can be obtained by using 
one of the standard numerical techniques (e.g . Newton-Raphson) in solving 
equations (6 .6 ), (6.9) and (6.10) for given values of n, and u^.
The derivation of the design formulas for the combline based 
on preserving unity transmission with the correct overall phase sh ift  
in the aux iliary  parameter -jn or jn at the frequencies F-j and F2 jwhere n 
is  as defined in equation (3 .2 ). For broadband applications the cot(ac^)/ 
cot(aa>0) frequency dependence of the terminating resistances and 
must be taken into account. Furthermore, the internal impedance level is 
allowed to vary and the sections of the network in question is only required 
to be image matched. Thus the overall transfer matrix of the network at F-j 
is  given by:
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n-1T
r=1 7 (n 2+S^)(1+t^)
( s„+n t J
lr+1 r r ' J /Zl r Zlr+l n^" Sr V
(n-S t  ) 
J ----
/ Zl r Zlr+l
- H i! (S r+nt-j) 
n r
( 6. 11)
and the overall transfer matrix of the network' at F2 is given by
n-1
I T  1
r=1 A n 2+ S^ )(H tJ)
/7 ~  ( s ~nt ) Z2r+1 r r j / z2r z2r+i (n+ Sr t r )
(nH-Srt r )
/Z2rZ2r+l
/2r+1 K  t N(S r ' ntr )
( 6. 12)
Where the quantities in these two equations have sim ilar definitions 
as those in chapter 3.
Implying the same argument presented in chapter 3, matrix 
equation (6.11) y ie lds the characteristic  admittance of the inventer.
r,r+l
/ 7 a Z+Sr ) ( l+ t^ )
/ Zl r Zl r+l(n" Sr V
r = b \ (6.13)
and the admittance of the rth shunt resonator between the inventers Y
r-1 ,r
and Yr>r+1 is
-1C ^ ta n fa F ,)-  Yr = j -  j
( s r+ntr ) (S r . 1+ntr . 1) i
(n-Sr t r ) I F T ^ t — r=U! (6.14)
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S im ila rly , from matrix equation (6.12) 
Y.r,r+l
/ ( n 2^ Sr ) (H t^ )  
/ Z2rZ2r+l(n+Sr V
r=l
and
1
(6.15)
CpF 2tan( aF2^"Yr = 1 — ^ V ” V  x ( V r - ' V i )  
<"+V r >  pE— pr
r=l ■ i
+ Z (6.16)
To match into the terminating resistances at F7 and F2§ the
1
internal image impedance of section r=l must be respectively 
Z,
tan(aa>0)
"11 ~ tan(aFj ) (6.17a)
and
tan(auQ)
21 ~ tan(ap^)
Since the network is  symmetrical, then
Zln = Z11 (6.18a)
(6.18b)Z2n = Z21
and the impedance variation level can be approximately expressed by
Z, \ l . - i r= .^  (6.19a)
(6.19b)
On the other hand, since Yr>r+1 is the characteristic  
admittance of a frequency independent inverter, then from equations (6.13) 
and (6.15), i t  results in
\
r l1 r+ r  ( Zlr )
Ì
r= l^2 r+l= Z^2r^
k - '  J
0 r+1 ’ V
where
„ _ h r  tan ( aF2> 
or '  ^  ’  tan (aF'p 
and consequently
( 6 . 20)
( 6 . 21 )
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- ( R. J
1 r=l-or+1 2
Rearranging equation (6.20), t  can be expressed by
t = f-  r Sr
iÆWl
/Ro A r +l +1i
r=l
( 6 .22)
(6.23)
Having obtained a ll of the values in the right hand side of 
equations (6.14) and (6.16), then they can be solved to gives the values
of Cr and Yp as 
C = ^ o r^ lr  +®or^2rr = F2tan (a> 2)-F1tan(a F-j ) r=1- (6.24)
and
where
Yr = CrF ,tan (aF ,) + Aor/Zl r  r-1-.J
A = \  or
Sr^ntr  + S r- l+,,tr-l
n-Sr_ j jr r
(6.25)
(6.26)
and
or
V ' r r-1 r-1
^ î r + TJ +Sr. 1t r_1 (6.27)
6.3 THE MULTIPLEXER DESIGN PROCEDURE,
As mentioned e a r lie r , th is  design procedure is for m ulti­
octave combline f i l t e r  multiplexers having any number (L) of Chebyshev 
channel f i l t e r s ,  with arb itrary number of resonators, bandwidths and 
interchannel spacings. The design procedure is  developed for bandpass 
combline f i l t e r s  connected in series at a common junction. I t  commences 
from the lumped/distributed element values of a doubly terminated prototype. 
These element values are obtained from the formulas given in  the la s t 
section for the given values of: number of resonators ( i = 1—L), passband
edges frequencies u-j/and u>2.., passband minimum return loss, and the 
quarter wavelength frequency f  .
The design principles used here are sim ilar to those used in 
chapter 3. But only the elements in the nearest ha lf to the common 
junction at each channel f i l t e r  are modified here, taking into account the 
frequency variation across each channel and the interaction due to other 
channels.
A perfect transmission is preserved with the correct overall 
phase in  the auxiliary variable n at the two points of perfect transmission 
(F ^  and F ^ )  closest to the passband edges of each channel. However, 
when channel j  ( j= l,2 ,3 .. . .L )  is modified the remaining channels i ( i= l,2 ,3 , . . .  
¿ j , . . . L )  are replaced by their input impednaces calculated at F^. and F2j. 
to create frequency dependent complex loads at one end which are connected 
in  series with the generator resistance having values of
and
Z3j. = tan ( a^0j)/ tan (aF1 j )  
Z4j. = tan (auo j )/tan(aF2j )
(6.28a)
(6.28b)
at F-jj and F2j  respectively. The equivalent c irc u it  o f the multiplexer 
is  shown in Fig. 6.4, where
Rl t  <Flj> ’ j / n  <Flj> t a " K i )/tan<a“ oj> (6.29a)
and
xn  (F ij> =i | j xn  (F ij> tan( a»0i ) / ta " ( % j )
L
R2t <F2 j) i F2j> ta " ( a“ o1>/ta"<a“ 0j )¡¿ j
L
I
¡/jX2t (F 2j> | j X2 i iF2j^tan<a“ o1>/tan( a-o j>
(6.29b)
(6.29c)
(6.29d)
Rl t ( pl j )  and R2 t ( F2 j )  are the sum of the real parts of the 
input impedances of the individual channels evaluated at F^. and F2j. respectively
Xl t ( Fi j )  and t ( F2 j ) are the sum the imaginary parts of the
input impedances of the individual channels evaluated at F-j j  and F2j
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7 _tan(auJoj) 
4J'tan(aF2j)
 ^ _ tan(acu0j) 
••^ j-t-antaf^  j  )
(b)
Fig.6.4 Equivalent circuit ot the corrblme channel filter 
multiplexer ( series connected load)
(a) at w = f,j
(b) «t w = f2J
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respectively. The real and imaginary parts of the input impedance of 
each individual channel may be given by:
R11<Flj> ■ Z5i<Al i DH +BH Cli> '<DH +<ZSi CU>2> <6-30a>
Xl l ( Fij> * <Bl i ° i r Z5iAl i Cl i> ^ l i+<Z5iCli>2> <6-30b>
R2i<F2j> ’ Z61<A2i°2i+B21C2 i Dll+<Z6iC21)2> <B' 30c>
and
W  * <B2102 r Z^ 1 C21><Pll+<Z61C21>2>
where
Z5i = tan(au)o i)/tan(a F ^ )
Z6i = tan(auo i)/tan(a F2j.)
w . is  the passband centre frequency of channel i
Al i ’ Bl i*  Cl i  and Dl i  are the entries o f the overall 
transfer matrix o f channel i calculate at F-j ..
(6.30d)
(6.31a)
(6.31b)
Agi* B2 »^ C2- and D2< are the same entries calculated at
F2j-
For convenience, the series connected load from the common 
junction side to channel j  is replaced by its  shunt equivalent c ir c u it  as 
shown in Fig. 6.5 where Gu  (F ^ )  and G2t ( F y )  are the real parts, B ^ F ^ )  
and B2t (F2j.) are the imaginary oarts. Hence, they are given by:
Gl t (F l j )=(Z3j+Rl t (F l j ' )/<( Z3j+Rl t (F l j ))2+Xl t iF l j )> (6-32a>
Bn ^ Fi j )=" xn (F i j )/^ z3j +Ri t (F i j >>2+xn (F i j l '  <B-32b>
and G2 t(F2j> = ‘ 24 j+R2t<F2 j » / ( ( Z4 j+R2t‘ F2 j » 2+X2t<F2 j»  <6' 32c>
B2t<F2j) ■ -X2 t(F2 j )X( !  V R2 t(F2 j ) ) 2tX2 t(F2j)> <6‘ 32d>
Now consider the overall transfer matrices given in equations
(6.11) and (6.12) respresenting channel j  with a ll  the remaining channels 
i jf j  are replaced by the shunt connected load. Since the basic section of
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j nj YJnj
7 MaiOpj)
• fanidF^ j)
O)
;JL T i]
i - ' l l ,1 .2
: ^ YJ ,r-r+1
cj i C jr p j r cj n j | V j n j [
JanpWbj) 
•j^ ariifi, j )
(b)
Fig. 6-5 Equivalent circuit of the combline channel
filter multiplexer ( parallel connected load)
(a) at eu = F,j
(b) at (o= F^ j
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these matrices can be decomposed into a transfer matrix of a shunt 
resonator and an admittance inverter, hence the overall admittance of 
the rth shunt resonator obtained from matrix equation (6.11) can be 
described by
-1
Cj , r  Fi j tan(aFi j > 'Yj , r = T -7
l J»r
^ j . r ^ j  ^j,r^ + ^ j . r - l ^ j ^  ,r- l j
and the characteristic  admittance of the inverter is  given by
/ tnf+S. r ) ( H t Z )
Vj  r rt l = ■ J ’ ---------  (r-1 A
/ Zl j , r Z! j ,r+ l( ,' j " Sj , r
S im ila rly  from matrix equation (6.12)
(6.33)
(6.34)
1
z0 .2 j,r
(6.35)
and
Yj.r,r+1
■aS2. r » 1+t? . r ) r-i nJ
2 j ,rZ2j,r+ l^ j ^ j . r ^ . r )
r- (6.36)
Once again, since Yj >r>r+i is  frequency independent then from equations 
(6.34) and (6.36) the expression for t .  can be written asJ  * »
= ^ j /Sj,r^  J /Ro.iRo.i.r+1 ~ 1 
+ 1^o j^o j,r+ l
r=l-^i (6.37)
where t .  = 0
J >u
o .  Zl j . r
- T £ -  (6.38)
i t  has been found that the impedance level variation  s t i l l  follows the 
expression given in (6.19a and b). Furthermore, for all-pass behaviour 
in the aux ilia ry  parameter for each channels at its  c r it ic a l frequencies
Fi j  and F2j* the followin9 relationships must be applied 
Zl j , l  = 1/Gk (F l j ) (6.39a)
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and
Z2 j, l = 1/G2t(G2 j)
Ro j , l  = G2t(F2 j)/Gl t^Fl
(6.39b)
(6.39c)
However, the modified values of the elements associated with 
the f i r s t  resonator of channel j  can be obtained by solving the following 
two equations for C. , and Y. •.
J 9 • J  9 1
resulting in
and
where
and
Bl t (F l j ) + Cj , l Fl j tan(a Fl j } '  Yj , l  = ‘ Ao j , l (6.40) •
B2t( F2j )  + Cj , l F2jtan^a F2j) " Yj , l  = Bo j , l (6.41)
cj , l  = iflo j , l +Bo j , l* BU (Fi j 1’ 8 2t(F2 j ) , / ( F2 jta" ( a F2j>'■Fl j tan( aFl j
(6.42)
vj , l  ’  Cj , l Fl j tan^a FU * +Ao j . l  +Bl t (F lj> (6.43)
Ao j . i  '  Gn ( Fi j ) ( sj , i +,l j ‘ j . i l / l V ' j . i  V
(6.44)
Bo j . l  ’  G2t(F2 j ) (S j , r ’l j t j , l )/ (V Sj . l t j . l ) (6.45)
The modified values of the elements associated with the
remaining resonators in the nearest ha lf to the common junction of channel
j  can be obtained by solving equations (6.33) and (6.35) for C. and Y.J  j i" J »f
(r=l-Hny2) to give
f  A . B • 1
+ 7 ^ - 1  /(F„tan{a F „ )  - F, ,.tan(a F, <)) (6.46)
l j . r  2 j,rJ» r 1 
and
where
yi j y ) ^tanf , .
Yj . r  '  Cj , r  F2 jtan (a F2 j) '  Bo j , i/ Z2 jV
S. +n .t • S . ,+n . t . ,« s J»r 'j J,r J,r-1 j , r - l
0 J,r  ^ f S v ^ j . r  nj ’  Sj , r t j,r-1
(6.47)
(6.48)
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and
Bo j,r
S . -n . t .J . r  j  j , r
n . + S . t  •J  J . r  j , r
S . ,- n . t . iJ.r-1 j  J , r - 1
J  J.r-1 j , r - l
(6.49)
The modified characteristic admittance Y. ,, of theJ .r,r+l
inverter can be obtained by using either equation (6.34) or (6.36).
The values of the elements associated with the other ha lf of 
each channel are remained without change as in iso lation .
A computer program has been written to perform the modification 
process. This process is then repeated channel by channel until a l l  the 
element values converge, to certain values and no further change is  possible.
6.4 PROTOTYPE EXAMPLES AND COMPUTER ANALYSIS.
The v a lid ity  of this design procedure for multi-octave combline 
f i l t e r  multiplexers is demonstrated by the computer analysis of several 
design examples for a wide variety of specifications samples of those 
example are given here.
i )  a 5-channel multiplexer has been designed with each of its  channels 
having 8 resonators, bandwidth of 1 GHZ, minimum return loss of 20dB.
The combline channel f i l te r s  are consisting of lumped capacitors and short 
c ircu ited  stubs. Each of these stubs is  a quarter wavelength long at 
15GHZ. The individual channel specifications and the modifed element 
values are given in table 6.1. The return loss and insertion loss 
characteristics are plotted in  Fig. 6.6 and 6.7 respectively.
i i )  A trip lexer has been designed with each of the 3-channels, having
6 resonators, bandwith of 2GHZ, minimum inband retL.n loss of 26dB. The 
short c ircu ited  stubs are quarter wavelength long at f  = 20 GHZ. The 
individual channel specifications and the modified element values are
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TABLE 6.1: Element Values of 5-channel combline f i l t e r
C.
multiplexer, and are in GHZ, x 10"9 Farads
Yi r  and Yi,r,r+1 are sevens-mini mum return loss =
20dB for a l l  channels.
C30cr>
C\J
Fig. 6.6 Return loss response of 5_channel combline filter multiplexer
(9 P)'T
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given in  Table 6.2. The return loss and the insertion loss characteristics 
are plotted in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9 respectively.
r 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ch
an
ne
l 
2 
| 
Ch
an
ne
l 
1
CMII H r— CM
3 ~  3 ~  
v O
ii
(=
Clr 1.638657 4.09635 5.89134 5.97556 4.40932 1.4245
Yl r 1.03293 3.49723 4.80309 4.90869 3.93744 1.31704
Ylr,r+1 1.0506 1.57961 1.80382 1.63519 1.25028 0
ln  r* . 
i i  iir— <NJ CSJ CsJ
3 3
•
IICMC
t-
CSI 0.886556 1.89948 2.63698 2.65737 1.95072 0.688487
2.92141“ 6.29414 8.44107 “ 8749499' 6.41074 2.2872
Y2r,r+1 1.17441 1.62015 1.81514 1.65202 1.25809 0
Ch
an
ne
l 
3 
1
o
c oII II r— CSJ
CO  CO
3  3
C3r 0.197274 0.934837 1.36585 1.40874 1.03374 0.370092
V3r 2.13856 7.75791 10.8825 11.1736 8.34211 3.00667
VOII
COa Y3r,r+1
0.966651 1.52993 1.78877 1.65498 1.26054 0
TABLE 6.2 Element Values of the Combline F i l t e r  Triplexer
Ci r  -9 .
oo.j-j and u).j^  are in GHZ» —— x 10 in Farads»
Yi r  and Y^r r+1 in seimens. Minimum return loss 
= 26dB.
6 . 5  DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF COMBLINE FILTER-DIPLEXER
The combline f i l t e r  diplexer has been designed with each 
channel haing 6-resonators, bandwidth of 0.5 GHZ, in band minimum return 
loss equal 20dB and the short c ircu ited  stubs are charter wavelength long 
at 18 GHZ. The diplexer operates in 50ft system. The bandedges frequencies 
and the element values are given in table 6.3. The computer analysis 
of th is diplexer showing the insertion loss and the return loss characteristics 
is  plotted in Fig. 6.10.
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r 1 2 3 4 5 6
ch
an
ne
l 
1 LOa
1 0  1 0II II i— CVJ
3 ~  3 ~
ALO1
Cl r 3.58442 9.78544 13.8054 13.9554 10.2167 3.73072
Yl r 8.95655 25.3634 35.8444 36.2587 26.5866 9.70533
Ylr,r+1 1.24406 1.88815 2.15027 1.93985 1.38577 0
ch
an
ne
l 
2 r-T c\j • • -LO LO II II f— CVJ CVI CVJ
3 3
ALOIICVJc
C2r 2.82269 8.24469 11.6271 11.7664 8.61422 3.14686
V2r 10.0143 28.2639 39.686 40.1356 29.4217 10.7453
Y2r,r+1 1.23932 1.88261 2.14853 1.93997 1.38592 0
TABLE 6.3. Element Values of Combline F i l t e r  Diplexer Minimum 
Return Loss = 20 dB in both channels. These
C. _Q
Element Values are for In terminating loads. —— xlO
2tt
Farads Y. and Y. are in seimens. i r  ir ,r+ l
This diplexer was constructed in coaxial form of realization 
with a l l  o f the resonators in both channels having equal diameter c ircu la r 
cy lind rica l rods. The design technique presented in section 5.7 has been 
used in obtaining the physical dimensions of the diplexer structure shown 
schematically in Fig. 6.11 its  dimensions are obtained for the suitab ly 
chosen d/b = 0.4 and b = 0.3" and given in Table 6.4 when each rod has a 
diameter d = 0.12" and since the length i r  should be x/4 at 18 GHZ, thus 
i r  » 0.146".
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Fig. 6.10 Insertion loss and return loss characteristics of the comblme filte r diplexer
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Fig. 6-11 Symbollie representation of the combtine filter diplexer
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channel 1 channel 2
SQl = 0.044" SQl = 0.046"
S12 = 0.165" S ]2 = 0.174"
S23 = 0.194" S23 = 0.204"
c =0 2" b34 S34 = 0.207"
S45 =0.194" S45 - 0.204"
S56 =0.159" S56 =0.171"
S .T = 0.047“ 
6T1
S- , - 0.048” 
6T2
St V j = 0.045" 
'l
ST v7 = 0.042" 
2
TABLE 6.4 Distances between the rods.
The lumped capacitors have been realized by using screws. 
These screws form paralle l plates capacitances with the end of the rods. 
However the distance D between the open end of the rods and the side 
wal l of the m etallic box is  determined by
where ^ is the free space perm itiv ity = 8.842x10 Farad/meter
?A is  the cross sectional area of the rod = if d / 4  
C is  the smallest value o f the capacitances given in table 6.3 
scales to 5uo termination and modified according to the successive scaling 
operation of the admittances to obtain equal diameter rods structure.
In this design example, the smallest value of C in table 6.3 is  C2-|=2.82269 
xl0” ^/2ir which f in a lly  became equal to 2.695x1 C” ^^  Farad. Thus D = 0.009".
oro
Fig. 6.12 Experimental insertion loss and return loss characteristic 
of the ccmbline filter d ip lexer
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The diplexer has been b u ilt  and then tuned using a swept- 
frequency refleetometer arrangement connected to the common port. The 
other ports were terminated with 50n loads. The experimental insertion 
loss and common port return loss characteristics have been established and 
shown in Fig. 6.12.
6.6 CONCLUSIONS
A new general design procedure has been presented for 
multi-octave combline f i l t e r  multiplexers. This procedure is  based on 
the same principles of that introduced in chapter 3 and has a ll the 
merits, advantages and the approximations pointed there. In fact this 
procedure may be considered as an extension of the procedure introduced in  
chapter 3 to broadband applications. The individual combline channel 
f i l te r s  are designed on the doubly terminated bases using the recently 
introduced formulas [34]. Although these formulas are approximate, they 
nevertheless give excellent results upto an octave bandwidth.
Furthermore, they are quite compact and can eas ily  be programmed on a 
computer.
The individual channels are connected in  series at a common 
junction without the addition of immittance compensation netwo. ks or dummy 
channels. However, the channels may be coupled by means of a common 
transformer. Common transformer diplexers have been used in practice 
for some time, but the theory behind the use of common transformer 
coupling and the extension to multi-channels has not been ve rified  until 
recently when Rhodes and Levy devoted a fu ll  section in [33] to the 
discussion of th is topic.
The multiplexer design procedure presented in th is chapter has 
been programmed on a computer. An optimization process has been used to 
modify the elements of each channel in turn and i t  has been found that the
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process normally converges i f  the insertion loss of the neighbouring 
channels cross over at greater than 3dB. The very good results of this 
theory are demonstrated and confirmed by both the computer analysis of 
several multiplexers and by a practical diplexer.
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CHAPTER 7 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The main object of this chapter is  to present a b rie f review 
of the orig inal material in  this thesis and to outline the possible 
extension and further related work which may be carried out in future.
Considering f i r s t  the material presented in  Chapter 1, the 
fundamental princip les, properties and re a liz a b ility  conditions of lumped 
passive linear networks have been b r ie fly  discussed. Special attention 
was given to the lossless two port networks. Further details were 
avoided since the main reason behind including that chapter was to serve 
as an introduction to the rest of the thesis and to establish the general 
picture and terminology used afterwards.
In Chapter 2, the approximation problem satisfying  the 
amplitude constraints has been discussed. The three most popular 
rational function approximation schemes (the maximally f la t ,  Chebyshev 
and e l l ip t ic  function responses) have been presented. Special attention 
was given to the Chebyshev response in its  conventional and generalized 
forms. This is  mainly because the maximally f la t  and the e l l ip t ic  function 
characteristics were not used in this thesis. The concepts of doubly 
terminated and singly terminated prototype ladder structures have been 
discussed and several low-pass prototype networks were considered.
Ex p lic it  design formulas were given for the element values of prototype 
low-pass f i l t e r s  consisting of series inductors and shunt capacitors 
and for the modified versions consisting of e ither series inductors 
separated impedance inverters or shunt capacitors separated by admittance 
inverters. These modified versions are particu la rly  suitable for 
designing microwave band-pass f i l t e r s  e.g . d irect coupled cavity waveguide 
f i l t e r s .  The prototypes considered were of a class often called "a ll-pole"
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which have a l l  the ir transmission zeros at in f in ity .
The most important part of Chapter 2 may have been devoted 
for new classes of very selective low-pass prototypes satisfying  a 
generalized Chebyshev response with some o f the ir transmission zeros 
at in f in ity  and the remainder at the same f in ite  point on the imaginary 
axis. A new computerized procedure was presented. A re la t iv e ly  new 
solution to the synthesis accuracy problem has been adopted and termed 
"the alternating pole synthesis technique". The superiority o f th is 
technique over the z-transformed var iable technique was discussed.
Special properties and practical advantages of these prototypes were 
also discussed. Tables of element values for typical requirements were 
provided. These f i lte r s  are very se lective  classes of prototype 
netowrks having important applications in the design of TEM mode microwave 
broadband f i l t e r s ,  diplexers and multiplexers particu la rly  for printed 
c irc u it  forms of realization .
A design example of a microwave broadband lowpass f i l t e r  
based on one of these prototypes having 3 transmission zeros at in f in ity  
and the remainder at a f in ite  point on the imaginary axis was given in 
chapter 5. This microwave f i l t e r  has been realized and constructed in  a 
novel suspended substrate s tr ip lin e  form. The primary experimental 
results show a very good response especially in  the stopband where an 
octave stopband can be eas ily  achieved. This property as well as the 
better se lective ly  make this prototype an equally a ttrac tive  i f  not 
better than that having a single transmission zero a t in f in ity  and the 
remainder at a f in ite  point on the imaginary axis, which has been
extensively used in the design of microwave broadband diplexers and 
multiplexers e.g. [66].
3 1 2
However the synthesis procedures and the results given in 
chapter 2 for the generalized Chebyshev f i lte r s  were for odd degree 
networks having an odd number of transmission zeros at in f in ity  and the 
remainder at a f in ite  point on the imaginary axis. Since two classes 
of these prototype f i lte r s  having either a single transmission zero or 
three transmission zeros at in f in ity  have been presented, i t  may seem 
obvious that i f  a third class having five  transmission zeros at in f in ity  
and the remainder at a f in ite  point on the imaginary axis is 
investigated and synthesized in a s i 'ta b le  format as an extension to the 
work given in chapter 2. In addition,sim ilar prototype networks of even 
degrees and having an even number of transmission zeros at in f in ity  may 
be synthesized using ¡the z-transformed variable technique at least for 
degree 6, 8 and 10 since i t  is not possible to synthesize networks of 
higher degrees using this technique and because the alternating pole 
synthesis technique can not be applied to non-synmetrical even degree 
networks.
Chapter 3 presented a new general design procedure for 
multiplexers having any number of Chebyshev channel f i l t e r s ,  with 
arb itrary degrees, bandwidths and inter-channel spacing. The design 
procedure was developed for bandpass channel f i l te r s  connected in 
series at a common junction for narrowband applications.
Commencing with the closed form expression for element values 
in Chebyshev f i l t e r s ,  the multiplexers design process modifies a ll of 
the elements in each channel f i l t e r  and preserves a match at the two 
points of perfect transmission closest to the band edges of each cha...»el 
f i l t e r ,  while taking into account the frequency dependence across each 
channel. This design procedure for a d irect connection of a ll channels 
of a common junction results in an excellent design without the
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necessity for any immittance compensation networks or dummy channels and 
represents a s t r ic t ly  canonical solution. I t  has been shown that this 
procedure gives very good results for a wide variety of specifications and 
i t  is  va lid  for most combinations of contiguous and non-contiguous channels 
as demonstrated by the computer analysis of several multiplexer examples.
I t  is  believed that a further improvement could be made i f  an exact 
expression could be derived for the internal impedance level variation 
through each individual channel instead of the approximate one given in 
equations 3.28 a,b and c. I f  a correct all-pass equivalent form could 
be obtained at a third point o f perfect transmission different from those 
closest to the passband edges of each individual channel, an improvement 
could be made.
Chapter 4 showed the application o f the multiplexer design 
procedure developed in Chapter 3 by considering a 4-channel multiplexer 
designed and constructed in the standard rectangular waveguide WG16.
The individual channels were realized in the form of d irect coupled 
cavity f i l t e r s .  The design procedures for these f i l te r s  have been reviewed 
and the ir design formulas were developed. Then the multiplexer design 
process has been explained in details starting from the given specification  
ana fin ishing with the final physical dimensions. The most recent, 
equal diameter post-coupled cavity structure was used in constructing the 
channels. This type of coupling has many practical advantages compared 
with the iris-coupled cavity  such as elimination of the solder f i l le t s  
and waveguide cuts and to provide simpler structure with a reduced 
manufacturing cost. The experimental characteristics of this multiplexer 
was also given in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 has been devoted for the design of TEM mode networks. 
The fundamental principles of the distributed c ircu its  have been b r ie fly  
discussed f i r s t .  Then an exact synthesis procedure was presented for
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broadband prototype combline f i l t e r s  and i t  has been pointed out that 
networks of degrees as high as 30 can be eas ily  synthesized with l i t t l e  
loss o f accuracy i f  the alternating pole synthesis technique is  used.
A comparison was given between microwave combline f i l t e r  realization 
using a l l  distributed elements and its  lumped distributed counterpart. 
This comparison was based upon the computer analysis of an octave 
bandwidth microwave combline f i l t e r .  A design example was given for an 
octave bandwidth microwave comb line f i l t e r .  This f i l t e r  has been 
realized and b u ilt in  coaxial form using para lle l coupled lines having 
rectangular cross sections. The design process has been explained in 
some details and the experimental return loss and insertion loss 
characteristics have been established. Other methods of coaxial form 
of realization have been discussed including a new design method for 
realiz ing TEM network using paralle l coupled c ircu la r cy lind rica l rods 
having the same diameter. Its  practical advantages have been indicated. 
The method has been explained and illu s tra ted  by a numerical example.
The microwave integrated c irc u it  form of TEM mode networks 
realization  has been discussed from f i l t e r  design point of view and a 
design example was given for a broadband microwave lowpass f i l t e r ,  
realized and constructed using a suspended substrate s trip lir.e  structure. 
As i t  was mentioned e a r lie r  this microwave f i l t e r  is  based on the 
generalized Chebyshev low-pass prototype introduced in chapter 2 and 
having 3-transmission zero at in f in ity . A novel structure has been used 
in  the realization where each shunt resonator in the prototype has been 
realized by a uniform admittance shunt open c ir c u it  stub. This has an 
important practical advantage in simplifying the design and making i t  even 
more compact and easier to manufacture than other types o f se lective
f i l t e r s  e.g. e l l ip t ic  function where the uniform admittance shunt o/c 
stubs realization is not possible.
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However, certain forms of physical realization have been 
u tilized  in constructing certain TEM-mode microwave f i l te r s  in Chapter 
5. This should not lead to the conclusion that other forms of physical 
realization are not possible for the same f i l t e r  as long as they s t i l l  
support TEM mode. For example, the combline f i l t e r  which has been 
realized in coaxial form with parallel coupled lines having rectangular 
cross-sections, can also be realized i f  required in one suitable form 
of s tr ip lin e  structure or another. One suitable form may have been worth 
attempting is sim ilar to that used in Reference [65] in designing 
in te rd ig ita l f i l t e r s .  Sim ilar argument can be applied to the generalized 
Chebyshev prototype which can also be realized in coaxial form as well 
as the printed c ircu it  one presented in Chapter 5. However, the designer 
may make his own judgement on which form of realization he needs to choose 
according to the application and the environmental conditions under which 
the system w ill operate.
In Chapter 6  a new general design procedure has been presented 
for multi-octave combline f i l t e r  multiplexers having any number o f bandpass 
Chebyshev combline fhannel f i l t e r s ,  with arb itrary number of resonators, 
bandwidths, and interchannel spacings. This procedure is for doubly 
terminated channel f i l t e r s  connected in series at a conmon junction. I t  
results in an excellent design without the necessity for any compensating 
annulling network or dummy channels and represents a s t r ic t ly  cannonical 
solution. Examples of several multiplexers were given indicating that the 
design procedure is  va lid  for d ifferent combinations of channels and gives 
very good rpsults for a wide variety of specifications.
However, due to the s im ila r itie s  between the principles of this 
design procedure and that introduced in Chapter 3 , further improvement in 
the response of the multi-octave combline filter-m ultip lexer design
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procedure could also be made i f  an exact expression for the internal 
impedance level variation and a correct a l l  pass equivalent form at a 
th ird point of perfect transmission could be obtained for each 
individual channel.
Although there is  no lim itation in th is theory on the overall 
multiplexer bandwidth, the multiple passbands or the spurious responses 
of the microwave combline channel f i l te r s  tend to lim it the overall 
bandwidth o f the multiplexer and th is should be taken into account in 
practica l designs.
A design example of a combline f i l t e r  diplexer has been given 
in Chapter 6 . This diplexer was realized and b u ilt  in coaxial form with 
channels having equal diameter c ircu la r cy lind rica l paralle l rods. The 
physical dimensions of this diplexer have been obtained using the new 
method introduced in Chapter 5. Its  experimental insertion and return 
loss characteristics have been established.
F in a lly , hoping the design methods presented in th is thesis 
have contributed something to the state-of-the-art in microwave f i l t e r s  and
multiplexers which was described by Professor Rhodes's words [72]. 'The 
stato-of-the-art i n microwave f i l t e r s  has changed re la t iv e ly  slowly compared
to other areas o f microwave engineering. One of the main d if f ic u lt ie s  has 
been design rather than technology".
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